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Abstract

Understanding the radiative patterns of the ions of heavy atoms (Z > 18)

is crucial to fusion experiments. The present thesis applies ab initio, relativistic

calculations of atomic data to modeling the emission of molybdenum (Z = 42) ions

in magnetically confined fusion plasmas. The models are compared to observa-

tions made in the Alcator C-Mod tokamak (Plasma Fusion Center, Massachusetts

Institute of Technology), and the Frascati Tokamak Upgrade (in Frascati, Italy).

Experimental confirmation of these models allows confidence in calculations of the

total molybdenum concentration and quantitative estimates of the total power lost

from the plasmas due to molybdenum line radiation.

Charge states in the plasma core (Mo33+ to Mo29+) emit strong x-ray and XUV

spectra which allow benchmarking of models for the spatial distribution of highly

stripped molybdenum ions; the models only achieve agreement with observations

when the rates of indirect ionization and recombination processes are included in

the calculation of the charge state distribution of the central molybdenum ions.

The total concentration of molybdenum in the core of the plasma is found, and

the total power radiated from the plasma core is computed. Observations of

line emission from more highly charged molybdenum ions (Mo36+ to Mo34+) are

presented. "Bulk" molybdenum charge states (Mo25+ to Mo23+) emit complicated

XUV spectra from a position in the plasma near C-Mod's half radius; spatial
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profiles of these ions' emission are analyzed. Models for the line-emission spectra

of adjacent ions (Mo28+ to Mo26+) are offered, and the accuracy and limits of

db initio energy level calculations are discussed. "Edge" charge states (Mo22+

to Mo15+) extend to the last closed magnetic flux surface (LCFS) of the C-Mod

plasma. The strongest features from these charge states are emitted in a narrow

band from ~ 70A to ~ 80A. Configuration mixing effects on electric quadrupole

(E2) emission in Mo22+ to Mo15+ are investigated, and density sensitivity in the

ratio of E2 to El lines in Mo15+ is developed as a diagnostic. Finally, "halo"

charge states, (Mo14+ and lower ions) which exist at or near the LCFS of the

C-Mod plasma are discussed. Here, too, E2 emission is investigated as a potential

plasma diagnostic; it is found that the contribution to the direct excitation of

Mo14+ levels from autoionizing states of the adjacent ion is necessary for emission

models to achieve agreement with experiments.

The spectral models of the ions in this thesis are combined to give a total

radiative cooling rate for molybdenum in a low density plasma. Radiative losses

at low temperatures ~1 order of magnitude greater than those expected from less

accurate models result from the ab initio treatment of the line emission in the

"edge" charge states.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In magnetically confined fusion plasma research, line emission from impurity ions

in the hydrogen or deuterium plasma gives information about the plasma's elect-

ron distribution function, total impurity concentration, plasma impurity transport

and impurity charge state distribution [1, 2]. Further, plasma spectroscopy is an

indispensable tool for the study of astrophysical plasmas; the only measurements

of electron temperatures and densities in solar flares that can be performed are

those made from ratios of x-ray and XUV lines from ionized elements such as

iron [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Ion temperature, plasma density and local magnetic and

electric field strengths can be derived spectroscopically in dense, laser-produced

plasmas [10]. Any information about local or global conditions in a plasma to

be derived from spectroscopic information requires a model of the processes ef-



fecting the emitting ions. This thesis offers models for nearly all of the molyb-

denum (Z=42) charge states of interest to current magnetically confined fusion

experiments [11, 12]. Molybdenum, and other high-Z materials ranging from iron

(Z=26) to tungsten (Z=74) will play a crucial role in future thermonuclear reac-

tors [13, 14]. For the electron temperatures which routinely obtain in the main

plasma of present day tokamaks [15], the strongest emitted molybdenum radiation

is in the x-ray (3 to 6A - 4.1 to 2keV photons) and XUV (20 to 130A - 600 to

lOOeV photons) spectral range; detailed calculations of molybdenum ion spectra

in these ranges have been performed.

The calculation of the structure of molybdenum ions, like the ions of other

multi-electron elements, presents many challenges: calculation of the atomic struc-

ture of multi-electron ions is time consuming and difficult to do accurately, and,

the processes which effect the emission spectra of the ions in question are often

quite involved. For example, in the present thesis, ah initio calculations have been

performed for the rate of dielectronic recombination of highly-stripped molybde-

num ions, a process which involves both bound and free electrons, and hundreds

(or thousands) of energy levels in the recombined ion. The work in the present

thesis is carried out using accurate, relativistic atomic structure codes with de-

tailed accounting for energy level structures. The calculations in the present work

can require hours of computing time on a CRAY super-computer.



In order to achieve ignition of a magnetically confined thermonuclear fusion

plasma1, the total concentration of radiating impurity ions in the plasma must be

controlled and kept below a critical level. With an accurate model of ionic kinetics,

spectroscopic data from impurity line emission can yield the concentration of an

impurity ion; this knowledge allows an estimate of the total power lost from the

plasma due to impurity radiation to be made [17, 18]. The present thesis is

concerned with modeling the kinetics of ionic emission spectra and calculating

the distribution of molybdenum ionization states in a fusion plasma. A large

quantity of atomic data is calculated; detailed discussion of the methodology and

application to the calculation of ionization and recombination rate coefficients

is found in the appendices. The chapters of this thesis apply the atomic data

to construction of spectral models for observed molybdenum emission features,

hi light of the models generated in the present thesis the widely used ADPAK

model for molybdenum radiative emissivity in Ref. [17] is examined; it is found

that ADPAK's molybdenum cooling rate is adequate for plasmas with electron

temperatures Te ̂  2.5keV. For cooler plasmas, the data in the present thesis must

be used.
1For an overview of the engineering and physical challenges to achieving sustained thermonu-

clear fusion in a tokamak, see the introduction to J. Wesson's Tokamaks [16].



1.1 Atomic Physics Principles

1.1.1 Energy Levels and Notation

Throughout this thesis, calculations are done on a ^coupled basis set. In jj-

coupling, the orbital angular momentum, I, and the spin angular momentum,

5 = 1 / 2 (in units of h) of each active electron is coupled to give a total angular

momentum, j = / ± 1/2; the j values of the active electrons (core and valence) are

then coupled to give the total angular momentum, J, for the energy level. The jj-

coupled regime obtains when the spin-orbit interaction for an electron dominates

the electron-electron Coulomb interaction in the ion [19]. The ^-coupling scheme

is the natural coupling scheme for highly charged ions where relativistic effects

are strong2. In jjf coupling, electrons fill relativistic shells with quantum numbers

nlj. Each shell has a multiplicity of 2j+l, which determines the maximum elect-

ron occupation for the shell. When convenient, and unambiguous, the triplet of

quantum numbers nlj will be represented simply by j . The well-known notation

of the various shells is:

j = nlj = ls i , 2si, 2pi, 2p|, • • •

2 Relativistic effects are classified in powers of Za, where a = ̂  is the fine structure constant
and vjc w Za for hydrogenic ions [20]. Relativistic effects are appreciable in binding energies
and radial wavefunctions for ions with charges, q+, as small as 10 and 20, respectively [21].



or, equivalently,

j = nlj = ls + , 2s+, 2p_1

For an ion, the lowest energy level, or ground state, is constructed by sequentially

populating shells with 2j+l electrons. Simple excited atomic levels in ̂ coupling

are frequently indicated with the notation {n\l\j\,n2hfa)j, where j \ and J2 are

the resultant angular momenta of the electrons in the core and valence shells, and

J is the net angular momentum of the level given by J = \j\—221 > • • *> \ji +J21 • For

example, the ground state of the neonlike ion is Is22s22p6 J=0, the first excited

state is Is22s22p2_2p+3s 3—2 and is denoted as (2p+,3s+)2- Further j^-coupled

orbitals can be added within this notation scheme, as needed, to describe levels

of ions with more than two occupied, open shells. For the XUV data in Chapters

2, 3, 4 and 5, observed spectral lines are classified with previously published

LS'-coupled notation; the relationship between calculated jffcoupled data and LS-

coupled notation is pointed put at each instance.

1.1.2 Radiative Transition Rates

Most of the observed emission features studied in this thesis are electric-dipole

transitions. These transitions are divided into An=0 and An > 0 transitions.

Other transitions in this thesis, electric and magnetic quadrupole transitions, are

of interest only for An > 0. The transitions in this thesis obey jffselection rules:



for the electric-dipole transitions, the initial and final levels differ in parity, the

jumping electron undergoes a change in angular momentum Aj = 0, ±1 and

the ion state experiences a change in angular momentum AJ = 0,±l. For the

electric quadrupole transitions, the initial and final levels do not differ in parity,

and AJ = 0, ±1,±2; for magnetic quadrupole transitions, the initial and final

levels do differ in parity, and AJ = 0,±l ,±2. The method used to calculate

different multipole transition probabilities is discussed in Appendix B. In order to

calculate most accurately the level populations of an. ion in a plasma, especially a

low density plasma, it is necessary to include electric quadrupole, magnetic dipole

and magnetic quadrupole decays among the channels for depopulating and energy

level. Electric quadrupole transitions play an important role in the development

of plasma electron density diagnostics in Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis.

One can estimate for which elements transitions other than electric dipole

transitions will be important by looking at the scaling of the rate of a transition

with ionic charge; to do so, one needs to know how the energy differences between

levels evolve with ionic charge. The energy difference AE between states with

the same principal quantum number, n, but different orbital angular quantum

numbers, I, due to electrostatic interactions increases as [22]:

AE(l) = E^ - Era2 ~ Zq, (1.1)



where Zq is the effective charge of the ion in question3. The binding energy for a

given electron can be expressed conveniently with a hydrogenic formula [23]:

E{nl) = %Ry (1.2)

where Ry at 13.6eV is the ionization potential of hydrogen, i.e. one Rydberg. The

stronger dependence on Zq for electron binding energies than for An=0 transi-

tion energies means ionic structure quickly becomes more hydrogenic as the ionic

charge increases. The energy level differences due to the fine structure splitting

in highly charged ions increases as [24]:

aZ*
AE(j) = Enh - Enj2 = . . . « ^Ry ~ Zt. (1.3)

An example of the competition between the energy splittings derivable from equa-

tion 1.2 and those found by equation 1.3 is discussed in Appendix B.2. For electric

dipole transitions, spontaneous decay probabilities scale as [25]:

Ar
E1 ~ AE2/Z2

g. (1.4)

Using equation 1.1 for the An=0 transition energies, one finds the An=O transition

rates scale as

^> (1-5)
sZq is the charge on the ion adjusted for the screening defect of the remaining electrons and

penetration of the ionic nucleus [23].
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using equation 1.2 for An > 0 transition energies, one finds the An > 0 transition

rates scale as

Forbidden transitions (electric quadrupole, magnetic quadrupole) become in-

creasingly important in highly charged ions. The transition rates for E2 transitions

(An > 0) scale as [25]:

A^ ~ AE5/Z* ~ Z\. (1.7)

Hence, for the ratio of forbidden to allowed decays, one finds:

AT

~ Zl. (1-8)

E2 decays are important for large transition energies and highly charged ions. For

the comparison of an intra-configuration E2 decay to an inter-configuration El

decay, one finds:

The above considerations of the Z-scaling of different radiative transition oper-

ators is summarized in Fig. 1.1 for the neonlike iso-electronic sequence. Note

the much more rapid increase in the rate of the An=l El transition rate than

the An=0 El transition rate. The E2 rate starts off very small but eclipses the

An=0 El transition rate for elements with atomic number ~ 40. The competition

between the An=0 El and An=l E2 decay channels is discussed in section 4.4,
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Figure 1.1: Electric dipole, electric quadrupole and magnetic quadrupole tran-
sition probabilities. Shown are the 2s22p6 - (2p+,3d+)i An=l transition rate
(solid), the (2p+,3s+)2 - (2p+,3p_)2 An=0 transition rate (dashes), the 2s22p6

- (2p+,3p_)2 electric quadrupole transition rate (dash - dot) and the 2s22p6 -
(2p+,3s+)2 magnetic quadrupole transition rate (dots). The M2 rate has been
multiplied by 104 to appear on the same axis as the other transition rates.

below. The M2 rate is very small for all elements shown in Fig. 1.1, however, due

to a lack of competing decay channels the particular transition plotted gives rise

to a strong line in the spectrum of all the elements shown in the plot (the M2 line

can be seen at 5.2A in the spectrum of Mo32+ in Fig. 2.12). A Grotian diagram for

the levels of the neonlike ion, Mo32+ is shown in Fig. 1.2. The transitions labeled

in Fig. 1.2 are the same as those observed in Fig. 2.12.
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1.1.3 Intermediate Coupling

Although a jj-coupled basis set is used to calculate ionic quantities in this thesis,

and jj-notation is used throughout, the calculations are carried out in intermediate

coupling. When neither the spin-orbit interaction for single electrons, nor the elect-

ron-electron Coulomb interaction is overwhehningly dominant in the calculation

for the eigenvalues of the ionic energy levels, neither jj- nor Z/5-coupling accurately

describes the physical state of the system. In this case, the physical state of

the system is intermediate between pure coupling schemes. The matrix giving

the electron-electron Coulomb interaction is diagonal when expressed in the LS-

representation, the (nonrelativistic approximation of the) spin-orbit interaction

matrix elements are diagonal in the .^representation. The corrections to the pure-

coupling energy values needed for the physical energy values of the intermediate-

coupled states can be found from the eigenvalue equation accounting for the off-

diagonal energy terms:

\

(1.10)
A

C

C

B

ft
= E

ft

where A and B are the level energies for the two J = 1 states in a pure coupling

representation, ipi are the basis functions in a pure coupling representation and

E is the eigenvalue of an intermediate-coupled state. The eigenvalues are then
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found from the secular equation:

A-E C

C B-E

A+B
2

= E2 - (A + B) E + AB - C2 = 0
(1.11)

The energies of the intermediate-coupled states are found to be shifted in opposite

directions from the average value of the energies in a pure coupling representation.

Figure 1.3 demonstrates the evolution between different coupling schemes in

radiative transition probabilities. Plotted on the left axis is the ratio of the two

3s2 J=0 - 3s3p J = l transition rates in the magnesiumlike ion computed in in-

termediate coupling. The transitions are (numerator) 3s2 1So - (3s+,3p_)i and

(denominator) 3s2 1So - (3s+,3p+)i. The effect of off-diagonal matrix elements is

seen in the physical make-up of the two magnesiumlike 3s3p J =1 energy levels,

(3s+,3p_)i, (3s+,3p+)i. The (3s+,3p_)o and (3s+,3p+)2 levels of the 3s3p configu-

ration have unique J-values, and must correspond identically to the 3s3p 3P0 and

3P2 ££-basis functions. The physical states labeled (3s+,3p_)i and (3s+,3p+)i

can contain large admixtures of both the 3s3p 3Pi and *Pi L5-basis functions.

For the lighter elements in this iso-electronic sequence, the ratio is quite small;

the upper-level of the transition in the numerator, (3s+,3p_)i, has a large 3s3p

3Pi characteristic. The *S —• 3P transition is IS-forbidden, and thus, the ratio

in Fig. 1.3 is suppressed. As the degree of ionization increases, the wavefunctions
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become closer to pure ^-coupled states, and the transition in the numerator of

the ratio in Fig. 1.3 is no longer suppressed by residual L5-selection rules. The

right hand axis shows the percentage of the pure jj-coupled states, (3s+,3p_)i and

(3s+,3p+)i, in the physical intermediate-coupled states. For Mo30+, the physical

states giving rise to the two transitions compared are over 90% pure on the jj-hasis.

For most of the ions in the present thesis, each configuration (both ground and ex-

cited configurations) gives rise to many levels and the intermediate-coupled basis

functions must be found numerically using the atomic structure codes described

below.

1.1.4 Autoionization Rates

For many initial states, the promotion of a bound, inner shell electron to an excited

orbital can leave the ion in a state above its first ionization limit. Processes such as

impact excitation or ionization of an inner shell electron from the ground state of

an ionization stage can result in such highly excited states. In this case, in addition

to the usual collisional and radiative depopulation pathways, the final state can

also undergo radiationless decay, or autoionization, to an energy level of the next

ionization stage. When modeling inner shell emission features, autoionization

transition probabilities, where they exist, have been included in the channels for

an energy level's population flux.
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For certain ions with strong autoionization channels, the total cross section

for collisional excitation of bound electrons to autoionizing levels can be several

times larger than the direct ionization cross section from the ground state of those

ions. The autoionization transition probability is approximately independent of

Zq, while, for a given isosequence, the probability of radiative stabilization of lev-

els increases rapidly with increasing ion charge. One consequence of this trend is

that dielectronic recombination rates increase rapidly for highly ionized ions. Ab

initio, intermediate-coupled calculations of dielectronic recombination rates in the

present thesis indicate a factor of ~ 2 enhancement over semi-empirical calcula-

tions [26, 27]. The application of the present relativistic calculations of radiative

and autoionization transition rates to the processes of dielectronic recombination

and collisional excitation-autoionization is discussed in Appendices C and D. The

application of these rates in ionization state distribution models is seen in section

1.4, below.

1.2 Collisionality and Spectral Models

In the absence of an external, perturbing field, an energy level with angular mo-

mentum J is composed of a 2 J+ 1-fold degenerate manifold of states, each state

being characterized by a different value of Mj. Classically, a line is composed

of the radiation associated with all possible transitions between the states of two
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levels. A transition between distinct states is a component of a line; all compo-

nents of a line have the same transition energy in the absence of a perturbing

field. Under the conditions in the plasmas studied here, it is safe to assume that

the number of ions in the different states of a level are equal, this is known as a

state of natural excitation.

The strength of a transition from state \j) to state |/) of some ion is determined

primarily by the rate at which population arrives in the upper state of the tran-

sition. Several processes can feed a line-transition: direct collisional excitation,

ionization from the preceding charge state, recombination from the next charge

state and charge exchange between the next charge state and neutral atoms. The

emissivity of the transition is defined as:

Jjf = Ar
jfnj. (1.12)

where Ajf is the radiative transition probability and rij is the number density of

ions in state \j). The actual intensity of the optically thin transition is then given

(in photons/sec-cm2) by:

Iif = ASfNtfW (1.13)

where Nj — Jrijdl is the line-of-sight integrated ion density and 77(A) is the in-

strumental response function. In order to evaluate equation 1.12, one needs to

relate the population in the upper state of the transition rij to the total popula-

tion of the given ion, ritot = Hj %• In a low density plasma, such as the tokamak
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plasmas considered in the present thesis, it will be seen that rttat for a given ion

is approximately equal to the number density of that ion in the ground state,

ntot « nq+, where q+ is the charge of the ion. It will be enough to relate rij to the

population of the final state of the transition in question, rif, in order to evaluate

equation 1.12.

At sufficiently high densities electron-ion collisions happen faster than sponta-

neous radiative decays, and the population densities of bound ionic energy levels

are said to be in Saha-Boltzmann equilibrium, or local thermodynamical equi-

librium (LTE). hi this case, the population of levels j and / are given by the

Boltzmann equation:

nf 9f

where gj and #/ are the multiplicities of the given levels, and Ej and Ef are

the energies of levels j and / , respectively. In the case where LTE obtains, the

emissivity of an emission line (in the absence of radiation trapping) can be written:

Jjf = Ar
jfnf2Le-^-E')/T°. (1.15)

At intermediate densities, detailed consideration must be given to all processes

which populate and depopulate a level. Indeed, the coupled population flux chan-

nels between all levels must be considered simultaneously. However, one might

consider a simple steady state model for two energy levels in which collisional pop-

ulation of upper level j from lower level / is balanced by collisional depopulation
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of level j back to level / and by radiative and autoionizing transitions out of state

3 '•

where {fffjv) is the collisional rate coefficient for electron impact excitations from

level / to level j and

£ + 4 (L 1 7)

where A* is the total rate of autoionizing transitions out of state j . Here, and

throughout this thesis, we assume the electrons in the plasma are described by a

Maxwellian distribution with a characteristic temperature, Te. Thus, {(?fjv) rep-

resents the collisional cross section, crfj averaged over the distribution of electron

energies. Using the principle of detailed balance for direct and reverse processes

[28], the collisional excitation and de-excitation rate coefficients can be related as;

(ajfv) = ̂ {cfrte-W-W: (1.18)

Thus, using equations 1.16 and 1.18, the emissivity of an emission line can be

written
-{Ej-Ef)/Te

4 A>j (

In the limit of high collisionality, ne{crjfv) ^> Aj, the LTE regime obtains and

equation 1.15 is recovered. For the case when collisional channels out of the

upper state are not important, ne{(jjfv) <C Aj, the emissivity of a transition from
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level j to level / is given by

Jjf = ujfnenf (afjv), (1.20)

where

is the branching ratio for radiative decay. The condition ne {CTJ/V} -C AJ indicates

rif » rij, or equivalently, that the density of ions in the ground state is much

larger than the density of ions in excited states. This regime obtains in low

density plasmas and is known as the coronal limit.

In order to achieve the coronal regime, the plasma electron density, ne, should

satisfy the condition:

f* = j^L-. (1.21)
{(JjfV)

For a typical XUV transition in this work, Aj = Ar
if ~ 1010 sec"1. The collisional

excitation rate coefficients for the strong XUV lines in this thesis are (ajfv) ~

10~10 cm3sec~1 at Te » lkeV. Hence, using equation 1.21, one finds for the XUV

spectra, nfu ~ 1022 cm"3. The typical tokamak plasma studied in this thesis has

an electron density ne « 1014 cm"3 - several orders of magnitude less than the

restriction placed on vfp*. However, the arguments leading to equation 1.21 are

based on a simple two-level model; for the physical ions modeled in this thesis the

full spectrum of population flux channels coupling all energy levels in the model
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for each ion must be taken into account.

For the synthetic spectrum of each ion in the present work, a collisional-radi-

ative model is used to describe the kinetics of the ionic energy levels; the steady

state level populations (relative to some fixed number, say the ground state pop-

ulation of the ion) for an isolated ion are found from:

{ M M "I M M

where rij is the number density of ions in level j , Qji is the collisional rate coeffi-

cient from level j to level i for excitation or de-excitation, and M is the number of

energy levels considered in the model for a given ion. Henceforth, the notation Qjf

is used to indicate a collisional excitation rate coefficient and replaces (crjfv). For

an ion in a physical plasma processes such as ionization and recombination from

adjacent ionization stages contribute to the population in a given level. When

these contributions to a level's population are important, equation 1.22 must be

generalized to:

^ 5 ^ (1.23)

where

i = An + ne (Q^ + Sji +

contains the rates of radiative and autoionizing transitions, impact ionization and

recombination out of level <f to level T, possibly of a neighboring ion. When
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solving equation 1.23, this thesis assumes the Quasi-Steady State (QSS) approx-

imation [29, 30, 31]. Under the QSS approximation, ^ is assumed to be zero

for all levels other than the ground level of each ion; excited level populations

are assumed to equilibrate much faster than time scales for changes in plasma

conditions or time scales on which the ground state populations change.

1.3 Atomic Structure Codes

The atomic data for the present work have been generated ab initio with the HUL-

LAC suite [32, 33, 34, 35] of codes developed at the Hebrew University (Jerusalem)

and the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. The first part of the HULLAC

suite is composed of ANGLAR, which uses graphical angular momentum coupling

techniques [32] to evaluate the angular part of energy integrals and transition op-

erators, and RELAC, which solves the Dirac equation with a parametric potential

[34] optimized for a set of user-provided ionic configurations [33]. RELAC com-

putes ionic energy levels and radiative and autoionization [36] transition proba-

bilities using multi-configuration wavefunctions in intermediate coupling. For the

structure of the ions emitting the x-ray lines studied in this thesis, RELAC gen-

erally predicts the energy of a level to an accuracy of 1 part in 4000. For the

XUV emission from the lower ionization states in this thesis, where configuration

interaction between many low-energy configurations strongly perturbs the ionic
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wavefunctions, RELAC generally predicts level energies to better than « 3% ac-

curacy. The energy level calculation, and the accuracy of the x-ray level energies

is discussed more fully in Appendix A. Calculations for certain states have sys-

tematically lower accuracy due to the potential optimization routine employed by

RELAC; this problem is discussed in § 3.2.1. The ANGLAR-RELAC part of the

HULLAC package has been used by the author to classify a large number of x-ray

emission features of highly ionized molybdenum [37, 38].

The second part of the HULLAC package is composed of the CROSS suite of

codes. CROSS uses RELAC's relativistic wavefunctions and ANGLAR's values

for the angular parts of transition operators to compute collisional excitation rate

coefficients using the factorization-interpolation method of Bar-Shalom, Klapisch

and Oreg [35]. The CROSS suite rapidly computes the full spectrum of colli-

sional transition rates between the energy levels of an ion. The factorization-

interpolation method allows the collision strength (including the exchange term)

to be factored into a radial part involving one-electron wavefunctions and the

summation over the partial waves of the continuum electron, and an angular part

involving coupling between bound electrons in the target state only (this same fac-

torization is used in RELAC's computation of autoionization rates, see Ref. [36]).

The computationally intensive radial part of the collision strength has been found

to be a smooth function of transition energies over a broad range. Hence, a large
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number of time consuming integrals can be replaced by easy interpolations, result-

ing in an enormous reduction in computation time [35]. The collisional excitation

rates of CROSS are computed in the distorted wave approximation, which, for

most highly stripped ions, is very good. The contribution of resonances to colli-

sional excitation rates in Mo14+ is investigated in section 5.1.

1.4 Ionization State Distributions

To determine the impurity concentration and radiated power from measurements

of impurity line brightnesses, the charge state distribution and line excitation

rates must be known. For determining the charge state distribution, quantitative

evaluation of the rates of the important ionization and recombination processes

is necessary, as is knowledge both of the impurity transport and the electron

density and temperature profiles in the plasma. For the relatively low density

(ne < 5xl015cm~3) conditions in tokamak plasmas, the distribution of impurity

ions is determined by collisions with electrons, radiative and dielectronic recomb-

ination (DR), and transport. The important ionization processes are the direct,

impact ionization and excitation-autoionization processes (EA).

The quantity f£E(Te), the relative fraction of a given charge state (in coronal
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equilibrium), is defined as:

Jq TO =
nZ

nz
(1.24)

CE

where n% is the number density of ion q+, and nz is the number density of all

ions of atom Z. Under the assumption of coronal equilibrium, population in

excited states of the impurity ions is assumed to be negligible. Thus, the ratio

of the densities of adjacent charge states of the impurity atom can be found (in

equilibrium) by solving the set of equations:

9+1 aqfm \

1^ = ^+w (L25)

where Sq(Te) and aq+1(Te) are the total rates for ionization and recombination

from the ground state of ions '#+' and l(q + 1)+', respectively. Equation 1.25,

along with the condition

provides a set of equations for the unknown densities of the ions of impurity Z;

the unknown quantity nz still remains to be determined.

The charge state distribution for molybdenum in the present work has been

calculated using the MIST [39] impurity transport code, with newly calculated EA

and DR rates incorporated. Measured electron temperature and density profiles

and impurity transport coefficients are used. The solution to the set of equations

in 1.24 using the new EA and DR rates of this thesis, the direct ionization rates
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from Refs. [40, 41, 42] and radiative recombination from Ref. [17] is shown in the

top frame of Fig. 1.4. (The EA data from Ref. [43] has also been used for the

lower charge states - Mo6+ to Mo13+.) The bottom frame of Fig. 1.4 shows the

same family of curves computed without any contribution from EA to ionization,

and with direct ionization rates and recombination rates from Ref. [17]. The effect

of the inclusion of the ab initio rates of the indirect processes on the ionization

fractions is to move the peak of the distribution for each ion to a cooler tem-

perature. For example, the Ne I-like ion has its temperature at peak abundance

reduced from > 3keV to <• 2keV, the Na I-like ion has its temperature at peak

abundance reduced from ~ 2.5keV to < 1.5keV. The abundance of the closed

shell ions (Ne I-like 2p6 and Ni I-like 3d10) is also greatly enhanced due to the

more rapid "burn through" of the preceding ionization stages which results from

inclusion of the EA channels. This radically altered charge state distribution may

now be applied to modeling a tokamak plasma.

1.5 Tokamaks

The most promising scheme for confining a hot fusion plasma is the toroidally

symmetric vessel known as a tokamak. The tokamak balances the thermal pressure

of the plasma in the vessel with the magnetic pressure of B-fields generated by

external coils. The concept was first proposed in the Former Soviet Union in the
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Figure 1.4: Ionization state fractional abundance curves v. temperature with
(top) the atomic data generated in the current thesis and (bottom) from the
atomic data generated with an average-atom model.
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Major Axis
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Figure 1.5: (a) Basic tokamak parameters and magnetic fields and (b) the resulting
magnetic geometry.

early 1950's by Tamm and Sakharov and developed in countries around the world

since [15]. (The word tokamak comes from the Russian: ioroidalnaya Camera

raagnitnaya - 'toroidal chamber-magnetic'.)

Shown in Fig. 1.5a is a schematic layout of a tokamak. The torus which

contains the plasma sweeps around the major axis. The distance between the

major axis and the center of a cross section of the torus is the major radius

(usually ~ l m ) . The minor axis is the ring swept out by the major radius, and

the minor radius of a point inside the torus is the perpendicular distance away

from the minor axis (usually < 40 cm). The primary shaping of the plasma is

achieved with the toroidal magnetic field produced by currents which flow in coils

that ring the plasma. This field is generally on the order of a few Tesla. The

toroidal geometry of the tokamak results in a toroidal magnetic field gradient in
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the radial direction; a resulting BxVB force [44] then separates the differently

charged particles in the plasma. This separation of charges sets up an electric

field which results in an outward directed ExB force.

To offset the disruptive ExB force, a secondary magnetic field in the poloidal

direction is created by inducing a current in the plasma that flows in the toroidal

direction. This plasma current is usually on the order of a several megamps and

the poloidal field is generally an order of magnitude less than the toroidal field.

The poloidal field causes a shear in the plasma which mixes the charged particles

between the top and bottom of the plasma on a time scale that is short with

respect to gradient driven diffusion times. The net magnetic field in the tokamak

forms a nested family of equiflux surfaces, the field direction spirals (on each flux

surface) around the toroidal axis. A vertical magnetic field generated by toroidal

currents in suitably placed position-control coils allows shaping and positioning

of the plasma. The resulting magnetic field spirals around the plasma as shown

in Fig. 1.5b.

Tokamak plasmas are extremely rarified; the particle density in the fueling gas

is 105 to 106 times less than that of the atmosphere. As a result, the plasma is

contained in a vacuum vessel in which a very low background pressure is main-

tained. Shown in Fig. 1.6 are toroidal cross sections of the two preferred methods

of keeping the plasma separated from the vessel wall: the material limiter and the
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Figure 1.6: (a) Diverted and (b) limited tokamak cross sections.

magnetic divertor. In Fig. 1.6a, the magnetic divertor forms a null point in the

poloidal field. The result of this field configuration is to divert escaping particles

from the main plasma, and inhibit particle sputtered from the vessel wall from

entering the main plasma. The magnetic divertor sweeps the exhausted parti-

cles into a secondary chamber where they can be pumped out of the system. In

Fig. 1.6b, the material limiter, a poloidal ring of either carbon or a refractory

metal such as molybdenum, defines the outer boundary of the plasma.
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1.6 Spectrometer Systems

The ionization balance calculations and collisional-radiative models that are the

body of this thesis are validated against x-ray and XUV data collected from the

Alcator C-Mod tokamak and Prascati Tokamak Upgrade. XUV spectra are ob-

tained in C-Mod with a 2.2 m, absolute intensity calibrated, grazing incidence

spectrograph [45, 46] which utilizes a microchannel plate detector. Spectral res-

olution of the instrument is typically 0.5 to lA. The line-of-sight can be scanned

vertically on a shot-to-shpt basis, with a spatial resolution at the plasma of 1.5

cm. The Ist order wavelength range of the system is from 60 to HOOA, with ~50A

covered at one time. Spectra can be collected in as little as 0.5 msec, although

for this work, typical integration times were 2 msec.

Complimentary x-ray spectra were recorded in the C-Mod plasma by a five

chord, independently spatially scannable, high resolution x-ray spectrometer ar-

ray [47]. Each von Hamos type spectrometer consists of a variable entrance slit,

a quartz crystal (2d = 6.687A) and a position sensitive proportional counter de-

tector. Each spectrometer has a resolving power of 4000, a 2 cm spatial resolution

and a wavelength range of 2.8 to 4.1 A. Spectra are typically collected every 50

msec during a discharge, with 120 mA covered at any one wavelength setting. A

nominal value of the spectrometer luminosity function is 7x 10~13 m2sr, calculated
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from the crystal reflectivity, spectrometer geometry, detector sensitivity and Be

window transmission.

The spectrometer built for the FTU experiments uses a simple Bragg config-

uration with a rotating crystal and an extended detector [48]; the experimental

layout is shown in Fig. 1.7. The detector is formed by three stacked Multiwire

Proportional Chambers (MWPC). MWPCs were chosen because they have high

and predictable efficiency and can operate at high counting rates (exceeding 1

MHz). A mosaic graphite crystal was chosen for this experiment for its high re-

flectivity and its suitability for the energy range. Its plane spacing, 2d = 6.708A,

yields a wavelength range of 0.6 - 5.5A (2.3 < E(keV) < 20). The collimator,

designed in accord with the low resolution crystal, has an angular divergence of

5.3x 10~3 radians. The resulting resolving power in the region of interest for these

experiments is approximately A/AA < 200. The total luminosity of the spec-

trometer is given by the contributions of collimator, crystal and detector. FTU

plasmas produce high fluxes (1012 - 1014 photons/(sec*cm2)) and consequently,

the spectrometer achieves good time resolution ( ~ 1 msec for a line transition).

Details of the device's design and calibration can be found in Ref. [48].
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Figure 1.7: The experimental set up for recording x-ray spectra on the Frascati
Tokamak Upgrade.
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1.7 Overview and Organization of Thesis

The following four chapters of this thesis represent four domains in the Alcator

C-Mod plasma. Each chapter, and correspondingly each domain of the plasma, is

characterized by different molybdenum charge states; the different charge states

dealt with in each chapter raise different atomic physics and spectral modeling

issues.

A cartoon representation of the toroidal cross section of the Alcator C-Mod

tokamak is shown in Fig. 1.8; the innermost crosshatched area in Fig. 1.8 repre-

sents the "core" plasma where the hottest temperatures (1.5keV <Te < 2.5keV)

of the present experiments are obtained. The next chapter of this thesis discusses

collisional-radiative models for molybdenum ions which exist in the core plasma

(the section of the plasma within the surface of constant magnetic flux with minor

radius coordinate p < 9cm). Characteristic charge states, F I-like Mo334" (ground

state 2s22p5) to Al I-like Mo29+ (ground state 3s23p), emit strong x-ray (n = 2 to

n = 3, 4 • • •) and XUV (n = 3 to n = 3) lines in narrow spectral windows. Hence,

a correct prediction of the charge state distribution in the plasma is essential to

modeling the observed emission. The calculated charge state distribution is tested

against the measured spatial profiles of x-ray and XUV emission from "core" ions.

With a well understood model for the emission of the "core" molybdenum ions,

estimates of the total core molybdenum density and the total power lost from
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Figure 1.8: Core region (p < 9cm - Mo36+ to Mo29+), bulk region (9cm < p <
15cm - Mo28-1" to Mo23+), edge region (15cm < p < 20cm - Mo22+ to Mo15+) and
halo region (limited to ± lcm around the LCFS - Mo14+ to Mo11+) of the Alcator
C-Mod plasma.

the plasma through molybdenum line emission can be made. For future plasma

reactors, which will routinely operate with core electron temperatures in excess of

4keV, the L-shell emission from higher charge states (Li I-like Mo39+ to O I-like

Mo34+) will be needed for the same diagnostic purposes currently served by Mo33+

to Mo29+; observations of line transitions in some of these higher charge states are

presented.

Chapter 3 of this thesis looks at An=0 (3s —» 3p and 3p —> 3d) line emission

from the bulk region of the plasma (bulk region being loosely defined as the section

of the plasma with a flux surface (minor radius) coordinate 9cm "ZipfS 15cm). The
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"bulk" region of the plasma is shown by the innermost speckled region in Fig. 1.8.

The electron temperature of the plasma in this region is hot enough (Te > 800 eV)

to achieve charge states as high as Si I-like Mo28+ (ground state 3s23p2) to K I-

like Mo23+ (ground state 3p63d). As with the "core" charge states, the emission

of several of the "bulk" ionization states appears simultaneously in any spectral

scan and correct predictions of the ionization state distribution are essential to

carrying out spectral modeling. The An=0 emission features from the "bulk"

charge states are difficult to model because of several metastable quasi-ground

states which can feed strong transitions. An assessment is made of the accuracy

of the calculated level energies for strongly mixed, low energy configurations,

exactly the type encountered in the "bulk" charge states. This chapter concludes

with a calculation of the contribution of "bulk" charge states to the total power

lost from molybdenum ion line radiation.

The "edge" charge states of Chapter 4 - Ca I-like Mo22+ (ground state 3p63d2)

to Co I-like Mo15+ (ground state 3d9) - exist inside the last closed magnetic flux

surface (LCFS - the heavy, solid closed line in Fig. 1.8) in a region of the plasma

with 200 <Te < 800eV. Schematically, the "edge" region of the plasma is shown

by the outer crosshatched area in Fig. 1.8. Each of these ions has a ground

state with dozens of energy levels. A consequence of these complex ground state

structures is that transitions of the form 3p —» 3d are numerous, thousands of
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lines in the cases of the ions in the middle of this band, and tightly bunched

by configuration interaction into narrow bands that simulate broad line features.

The result is that the 3p —*• 3d line features studied in the "bulk" charge states

are complicated by this "background" which appears in the same spectral range.

Collisional-radiative models reveal that the radiative emissivity of these ions is

very large (compared to the emissivity of "core" and "bulk" charge states); an

upper limit on the power lost through the An=0 3p —• 3d bands from the "edge"

charge states is estimated. The An=l 3d —*• 4s E2 emission lines of Mo16+ and

Mo15+ are bright enough to be observed; for Mo15+ the bright E2 features are

developed into a local electron density diagnostic.

Ni I-like Mo14+ (ground state 3d10) to Ga I-like Mo11+ (ground state 4s24p)

ions are considered "halo" charge states and are discussed in Chapter 5. These

ions exists in a region ± 1 cm around the LCFS; the "halo" zone is indicated by

the outermost speckled region in the cartoon cross section of the Alcator C-Mod

tokamak in Fig. 1.8. the strongest emission features in the XUV spectrum of

Mo14+ (at low densities) are the 3d —* 4s E2 emission lines. The kinetics which

determine the collisional-radiative emissivity of the E2 and El transitions in this

ion require calculating the rate of resonant excitations through autoionizing states

of Mo13+. The strong density dependence in the ratio of the 3d —»• 4s E2 emission

to 3d —* 4p El emission in this ion is then developed as a local electron density
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diagnostic. Application of the present collisional-radiative models to the spectrum

of the nickellike Zr12+ is also presented. Spectroscopic models for the XUV n=3 to

n=4 transitions and VUV n=4 to n=4 transitions of the iV-shell Mo13+ to Mo11+

ions are offered. No experiments have been performed against which to judge

these models. The analysis of the emission from Mo13+ to Mo11+ offers ground

for future work.

The work in the present thesis benchmarks a large set of collisional-radia-

tive models for x-ray and XUV line features (specifically, in Mo36+ to Mo23+ and

in Mo15+ and Mo14+). Accurate collisional-radiative models make the spatial

profile of the radiative losses from the plasma through impurity line radiation

obtainable. The success of the models in the present thesis validates a large data

base of relativistic calculations of DR and EA rates (appendices C and D). The

radiative power loss coefficient for ions Mo39+ to Mo6+ is calculated using this

data set. Experiments are currently underway at C-Mod and FTU to benchmark

this calculation.



Chapter 2

Core Charge States (Mo36+ to

Mo29+)

High spectral resolution measurements of x-ray and XUV impurity line bright-

nesses from the Alcator C-Mod plasma are used to derive the total concentration

of molybdenum ions in the plasma. Agreement between measured and predicted

spatial profiles of molybdenum ion emission benchmarks the charge state distri-

bution calculation made with the data of the present work. The same models are

then applied to lower spectral resolution observations of the FTU plasma. The

molybdenum concentration is again found, and the predicted impurity radiative

losses are compared to the bolometric signal. Good agreement is found. A survey

of recent observations of x-ray line transitions from higher charge states is offered.

38
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2.1 Calculated Ionization State Profiles

Spatial profiles of highly stripped molybdenum ions have been measured in the

Alcator C-Mod tokamak plasma and compared with the predictions of calculations

done for this thesis. Alcator C-Mod is a compact (minor radius, a = 0.225 m,

major radius, R = 0.665 m), high magnetic field diverted tokamak [11], with the

capability of 4 MW of auxiliary heating power at 80 MHz. The parameter ranges

achieved for the device to date are: toroidal field, 2.5 T < Br < 6.5 T; plasma

current, 0.3 MA < IP < 1.2 MA; electron density, 0.2 x lO^m"3 < ne < 2.5

x 1020m~3; and electron temperature, 0.7 keV < Teo < 4.5 keV. Most of the

plasma facing components, in particular the divertor and inner wall, are made of

molybdenum.

For calculating charge state density profiles consider a typical ion cyclotron

resonance frequency (ICRP) heated C-Mod discharge [49], the time evolution of

which is depicted in Fig. 2.1. During the current flat top of 0.8 MA, the RF power

is around 1 MW, the central electron temperature is 2200 eV and the central elect-

ron density is 1.6 x lO^m"3. The time histories of XUV and x-ray emission from

central molybdenum charge states Mo31+ and Mo32+ and Ze// from the visible

continuum are also shown. There is a deliberate molybdenum injection at 0.4 s

from the laser blow off injection system. For this particular 5.4T, deuterium dis-

charge, the electron temperature and density profiles, obtained from the electron
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cyclotron emission (ECE) [50] and laser interferometer [51] diagnostics, respec-

tively, are shown in Fig. 2.2, at 0.4 and 0.65 s. Impurity transport is modeled

as

T2 = -DVn z + VQnz- (2.1)
a

where F is the flux of particles. The particle diffusivity, D = 0.5 m2/sec and the

convective velocity, Vo = 2 m/sec, are determined from other impurity injection

experiments [52], and are consistent with the ~20 ms exponential decay time of

the XUV signal in Fig. 2.1.

Shown in Fig. 2.3a are the fractional abundances of molybdenum charge states

as a function of minor radius in the plasma, calculated following Eq. (1) in Ref

[53], using the new ionization and recombination data giving rise to the curves

in Fig. 1.4a, and the measured profiles from Fig. 2.2 at 0.65 seconds. Ne I-like

Mo32+ is the dominant state over most of the interior plasma and the neighboring

charge states are all present in appreciable quantities. The Na I-like Mo31+ profile

peaks around 7 cm and the Cl I-like Mo25+ profile peaks at 13.8 cm. Shown

for comparison in Fig. 2.3b are the charge state profiles calculated using older

ionization [17] rates which do not include EA and recombination rates which use

a semi-empirical form for DR [26, 27, 54]. There is a striking difference in the

core charge state distribution, largely owing to the effects of the more accurate

calculation of direct collisional ionization and the inclusion of excitation-autoion-
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Figure 2.2: Electron temperature (top) and density (bottom) spatial profiles at
0.65 s (solid curves) and 0.4 s (dotted lines).
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ization in equation 1.25. The central fractional abundance of Mo32+ is a factor of

three lower in Fig. 2.3b than in Fig. 2.3a, and the profile shapes have changed.

The Mo31+ state is centrally peaked in Fig. 2.3a and the peak in Mo25+ has moved

in to 12.8cm. These differences can strongly affect conclusions about molybdenum

densities in the plasma derived from observations of various charge states.

2.2 Core States Spectral Data

The experimentally measured x-ray and XUV lines used in this thesis for com-

parison with the model profile predictions are listed in Table 2.1. They are from

the five charge states between F I-like Mo33+ and Al I-like Mo29+. For the elect-

ron temperatures obtained in Alcator C-Mod, these states reside in the inner half

of the plasma. Representative spectra including these lines, taken along central

viewing chords, are shown in Figs. 2.4a, 2.5a and 2.6a. Fig. 2.4a displays the x-

ray spectrum between 3.7 and 3.8A, taken during the ICRF heated period of the

discharge. The wavelengths of the lines shown in Figs. 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 are listed

in Table 2.1 and have been previously measured in the Tokamak at Fontenay-aux-

Roses (TFR) [55], at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory's ST [56], in the

Divertor Injected Tokamak Experiment (DITE) [57], Princeton Large Torus (PLT)

[58, 59], Texas Experimental Tokamak (TEXT) [60, 61, 62] and in Alcator C-Mod

[37], from exploding wires [63] and/or laser produced plasmas [64, 60, 61, 62].
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Figure 2.3: Calculated molybdenum charge state radial profiles (a) with excit-
ation-autoionization and new dielectronic recombination rates and (b) with old
DR rates and without EA. Solid lines are for even charge states and dashed lines
are for odd.
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Isosequence

F

Ne

Na

Mg

Al

Charge State

33+

32+

31+

30+

29+

Wavelength
(A)

3.6149°

3.6261°
3.7398°

3.6710°

3.7857°
126.9946

127.8736

3.7155°
3.8348°
115.999C

122.420d

Transition

2p5 J=3/2 - (2p_)2(2p+)24d+ J=5/2
2p5 J=3/2 - (2p_)2(2p+)24d+ J=3/2

2p6 - (2p_)(2p+)44d_ J= l
2p6 - (2p_)2(2p+)34d+ J= l

2p63s - 2pl[3s]4d_ J=l /2
and 2p63s - 2p_[3s]4d_ J=3/2

2p63s - 2p+[3s]4d+ J=3/2
3p+ J=3/2 - 3d+ J=5/2
3s - 3p+ J=3/2

2p63s2 - 2£7[3s2]4d_ J=l
2p63s2 - 2^[3s2]4d+ J=l
3s2 - (3s,3p+)!

3s23p_ J= l /2 - (3s,3p-,3p+)3/2

a Ref. [37], b Ref. [60], c Ref. [61], d Ref. [62]

Table 2.1: The x-ray and XUV lines used for profile measurements. The upper
states of the x-ray transitions are indicated by a series of ^-coupled orbitals;
an overbar on the 2p-orbitals indicates an electron hole. The XUV lines are
designated as described in section 1.1.
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2.3 Excitation Rates

To test of the relative accuracy of the excitation rates for the An > 2 x-ray tran-

sitions in Mo32+, the measured and predicted brightnesses have been compared.

Given measured electron density and temperature profiles (Fig. 2.2), calculated

charge state density profiles (Fig. 2.3a), excitation rates and known viewing lines

of sight, emissivity profiles and chordal brightnesses may be calculated. Central

chord brightnesses of the 2p3-nds and 2pi-nd3 series in Mo32+ were observed from
2 2 2 2

a series of similar 460 kA, 5.2 T deuterium discharges with neo = 7.7 x 1019m~3

and Teo = 2300 eV, and are shown as symbols in Fig. 2.7. The calculated bright-

ness as a function of principal quantum number, n, is shown as the curves in

Fig. 2.7, normalized at only one point (the 2p3-4ds brightness). The agreement

is quite good. Note that the brightnesses do not follow a smooth n~3 dependence,

owing to configuration interaction [65] between (2pi/2,nd3/2)i and (2p3/2,11

levels, where n' > n that leads, in particular, to an enhancement of the 2pa-7ds

line at the expense of the 2pi-6di line. There are no data points for the 2pi-8d3

and 2pi-9da transitions because these are not resolved in wavelength from the

2p3-llds and 2p3-14ds transitions [37], respectively. (Configuration interaction

and blending of transitions in the Ne I-like spectrum is discussed by the author
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Figure 2.4: The x-ray spectrum between 3.7 and 3.8A, showing 2p-4d transitions
in the charge states Mo30"1" to Mo33+. Also visible are some argon and chlorine
lines, (a) Near central chord spectrum, (b) predicted central chord molybdenum
spectrum for Ne I-like (solid line), Na I-like (dotted), Mg I-like (dash-dot-dash)
and F I-like (dashed), and (c) spectrum taken along an off-axis chord, /?=6.5 cm.
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Figure 2.5: X-ray spectrum recorded in C-Mod between 3.6 and 3.7A, showing
2p-4d transitions in Na I-, Ne I- and F I-like molybdenum, (a) Near central chord
spectrum, (b) the predicted central chord molybdenum spectrum and (c) off-axis
spectrum with p=6.7 cm.
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The actual equilibria and viewing chords are shown at the right.
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more fully in Ref. [37].)

2.4 Evaluation of Molybdenum Core Density

With coronal ionization-state distributions and detailed excitation rates for ob-

served line transitions the total molybdenum density in the C-Mod plasma can

now be found for a given shot. The brightnesses of the XUV and x-ray lines are
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related to the absolute molybdenum density in the plasma by:

(2.2)

where B^s is the measured brightness of a particular line of interest, ne and Te

are measured electron density and temperature profiles (as in Fig. 2.2), ff^o is

the normalized profile of the appropriate charge state (as in Fig. 2.3), u is the

branching ratio for the transition and ip is the flux surface coordinate. The use

of ip implies the assumption that the dependent quantity is constant over a flux

surface. The integral is performed along the observation line of sight. Using the

data in Fig. 2.6, a central molybdenum density of 6.9 x 1016 m~3 at the injection

peak is determined from the increase in the Mo31+ 128A line emission. Using the

x-ray data recorded in Figs. 2.4, a density of 2.9 x 1016 m~3 is obtained in the

same fashion from the increase of the Mo32+ line at 3.7398A. Since there is a 30%

uncertainty [45, 46] in the sensitivity of the VUV spectrometer in this wavelength

range, and the luminosity function of the x-ray spectrometers is only accurate to

within a factor of two [47], this is reasonable agreement.

Alternatively, given the total molybdenum density in the plasma, brightnesses

of individual lines may be calculated from Eq. 2.2. From the calculated line

brightnesses, synthetic spectra may be generated using instrumental and Doppler

widths, the ion state profiles of Fig. 2.3 and measured or theoretical wavelengths.

In this way the central chord Mo spectra in the XUV and x-ray spectral regions
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have been generated. The predicted spectra are shown in Figures 2.4b, 2.5b and

2.6b. The calculated line brightness has been plotted (with a physical line shape)

at the observed transition wavelength. As shown, the relative intensities of the

lines from various charge states are in good agreement with the observations.

2.5 Core Molybdenum Ion Profiles (Mo33+ to

Mo29+)

The spectra in Figs. 2.4a and 2.5a are from central chord observations on C-Mod.

The VUV and x-ray spectrometers are scannable in the vertical plane, to obtain

spectra along different radii. Shown in Figs. 2.4c and 2.5c are spectra from the

same wavelength ranges as Figs. 2.4a and 2.5a, respectively, for similar discharges,

but from non-central lines of sight. Fig. 2.4c is a spectrum taken along a line of

sight which is tangent to the flux surface that is 6.5 cm (i.e. p=6.5 cm) outside

the plasma center on the plasma midplane. The overall intensities are greatly

reduced from Fig. 2.4a, the Mo31+ line has grown relative to the Mo32+ transition,

and the Mo33+ line has nearly disappeared. Shown in Fig. 2.5c is a spectrum at

6.7 cm for the same spectral range as Fig. 2.5a. The same trends exhibited in the

brightness of the lines in Fig. 2.4 are seen in the brightness of lines in Fig. 2.5.

Complete spatial brightness profiles have been obtained by scanning the spec-
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trometer systems on a shot by shot basis during a sequence of similar discharges.

For the x-ray brightness profiles, the VUV spectrometer was maintained view-

ing the plasma center to serve as a monitor of the molybdenum brightness, in

case there was any variation shot to shot. For the XUV profiles, a XUV MLM-

polychromator [66, 67] (measuring the emission at 128A and 76A) provided the

normalization while the spectrograph was being scanned. The shot-to-shot varia-

tion in the 128A line was ±30% over the molybdenum injections at 0.4 s. Radial

brightness profiles of the five most intense x-ray lines (3.6149, 3.6261, 3.6710,

3.7398 and 3.7857A), obtained during the 1 MW portion of the RF pulse in sev-

eral similar shots, are shown in Fig. 2.8. The Mo32+ profiles (x's and + signs)

dominate over the inner half of the plasma. The Mo31+ profile shapes (squares

and diamonds) are broader, and the Mo33+ profile (*'s) is more narrow than the

Mo32+ profiles. Also shown in the figure are the calculated brightness profiles

(curves) for the five lines, and the agreement is excellent. This agreement indi-

cates that the combination of the electron temperature and density profiles, the

transport coefficients and the excitation, ionization and recombination rates is

well characterized for these ionization states over the inner 10 cm. In this region

the electron temperature and density profiles (Fig. 2.2) and impurity transport

coefficients are independently measured and well-known. The excitation rates,

at least for Mo32+, agree with the observations, as shown in Fig. 2.7. Thus the
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Figure 2.8: Measured (symbols) and calculated (lines) x-ray brightness profiles
using the charge state density profiles shown in Fig.2.3. The solid lines are from
Ne I-like molybdenum, dotted lines from Na I-like and dashed lines from F I-like.

match in Fig. 2.8 is taken as evidence in support of the charge state profiles shown

in Fig. 2.3a. The brightness profiles calculated from the charge state profiles of

Fig. 2.3b (i.e. those without EA) are shown in Fig. 2.9, along with the measured

profiles. Neither the profile shapes nor the relative intensities represent the data,

thus demonstrating the importance of EA in the overall ionization rate and the

sensitivity of this comparison.

Shown in Fig. 2.10 are comparisons between the measured (icons) and pre-
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Figure 2.9: Measured (symbols) and calculated (lines) x-ray brightness profiles,
using the charge state density profiles which do NOT incorporate the data of the
current thesis (i.e. using Fig. 2.3b).
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dieted profiles (lines) of Mo31+, Mo30+ and Mo29+ XUV line brightnesses. There

is a single normalization, in this case made to a by-eye match to the near-central

chord brightnesses of the Mo31+ line (although a normalization to the Mo30+ line

would yield an equally good fit). The agreement is quite good for these near-

central chord brightnesses. It appears the observed profiles are narrower than the

predicted profiles for p > 9 cm. The differences between the measured profiles and

those calculated without inclusion of the new EA and DR rates are profound, as

shown in Fig. 2.10b. It is clear from these profile observations that determination

of a total molybdenum density from the central chord line brightness from a tran-

sition in a centrally peaked charge state will be sensitive to the accuracy of the

ionization balance for that charge state. For example, calibrating the molybde-

num density to the non-central Mo29+ 122.42A line brightness in Fig. 2.10a results

in a difference of only a factor of ~20% in the deduced molybdenum density pre-

dicted using the two distributions shown in Fig. 2.3. However, the difference in

the molybdenum density is found to be over a factor of 4, when deduced from the

Mo31+ line using the old and new ionization balance of Fig. 2.3b and a, respec-

tively.
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2.6 Application to Low Resolution Data

The atomic data of the present thesis have been applied in a QSS collisionai-rad-

iative model to x-ray data taken in the plasma of the Prascati Tokamak Upgrade

(FTU) [12]. FTU is a circular, high field tokamak [68] with major radius R =

0.935 m, minor radius a = 0.3 m, toroidal field By < 8 T, plasma current lp < 1.4

MA and with the ability to operate over a wide range of densities (0.3 - 3.0X1020

m~3). The plasma discharges under investigation in the present work last about

1.5 sec, have standard parameters By = 6 T, Ip < 0.8 MA, densities in the range

0.4 - 2.0xlO20 m~3, electron temperatures in the core of 1.0 - 2.8 keV and ohmic

input power < 1.5 MW. The vacuum chamber is made of stainless steel and the

circular cross section of the plasma is defined by a poloidal limiter formed by

mushrooms in material that is 99% molybdenum mounted on a steel support.

After a suitable wall conditioning procedure [12] and cooling the chamber to a

working temperature of 77 K (liquid nitrogen), the machine maintains a low level

of oxygen and metallic impurities (Cr, Fe, Ni and Mo). The principal mechanism

of impurity production in the FTU is sputtering of the limiter material; for ions in

the core of the plasma, confinement times are long, and plasma transport does not

effect the ion distributions. A full range spectrum recorded with a rotating crystal

spectrometer [48], not yet corrected by the luminosity curve of the apparatus, is

shown in Fig. 2.11. The Kp absorption edge of the argon gas used in the detector
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Figure 2.11: The full range spectrum taken in the FTU, not yet corrected for
the spectrometer's luminosity function. The spectrum shows the metallic, intrin-
sic impurities in the plasma as well as the continuum background and an argon
absorption edge.

chambers of the spectrometer produces a large variation in the efficiency in the

detector and causes the sharp step at A = 3.89A. This edge can be used as an

absolute reference point for the wavelength scale. The discharge in Fig. 2.11 has

a core temperature Te0 = 1.8keV and a core electron density of 1.4x 1020 m~3.

The top frame of Fig. 2.12 shows the calibrated molybdenum data analyzed in

the present thesis.
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2.6.1 Low Resolution Results

The top frame of Fig. 2.12 shows a spectrum taken during a standard, limited

discharge on the FTU. The characteristics for the steady state part of the plasma

during this shot are a central electron temperature of 1.8keV and a central electron

density of 1.4xl014 em"3. The emission was recorded in a scan lasting about 5

msec. The bottom frame in Fig. 2.12 is a simulated spectrum along a line of sight

passing through a plasma with electron temperature and density profiles shown

in Fig. 2.13. The thin, solid lines in Fig. 2.12 are the CR brightness of the Mo29+

to Mo33+ features, the dashed envelope is the spectrum made from convoluting

each feature after giving it a Gaussian line width equal to that of the experimental

device. The Ne I-like transitions in the bottom frame of Fig. 2.12 are labeled in

the conventional manner [69] in Table 2.2; the corresponding spectral feature in

the top frame of Fig. 2.12 has been designated by a letter indicating the dominant

Ne I-like transition contributing to the feature. Two exceptions to this scheme

are the features labeled "bl2", which corresponds to the Mo32+ E22 transition

and satellites, and "G+M2", which has the Mo32+ "3G" and "M2" transitions

as constituents. The match between the observed intensities and the theoretical

intensities of the emission features is, overall, very good. Details concerning the

data reduction and analysis of the FTU spectrum have been published by the

author in Ref. [70].
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Label

3A
3B
3C
3D
3E
3F

E21
E22
3G
M2

Mo32+ Transitions

2s22p6 -J . (2s+,3p_)x

2s 2 2p 6 . - (2s+,3p+)1

2s22p6 -> (2p_,3d_)i
2s22p6 - (2p+,3d+)1

2s22p6 -+ (2p+,3d_)i
2s22p6 -* (2p_,3s+)!
2s22p6 -> (2p+,3p_)2

2s22p6 -> (2p+,3p+)2

2s22p6 -> (2p+,3s+)1

2s22p6 -> (2p+,3s+)2

Ajj-

(sec"1)
3.567(13)
1.204(13)
1.763(14)
1.815(14)
2.258(11)
7.810(12)
2.563(10)
2.558(10)
1.082(13)
2.908(07)

Table 2.2: Z ŝhell x-ray transitions in Ne I-like molybdenum. The calculated
transition rates are from RELAC; numbers in parenthesis indicate powers of ten,
X(Y) = X x 10y.

I
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H h
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minor radius (cm)

Figure 2.13: The measured electron temperature profile in keV (dashes, left axis)
and electron density profile in cm"3 (solid line, right axis) for the steady state
phase of the plasma recorded in Fig. 2.12. The dotted curve is the calculated
Mo32+ density profile (multiplied by 105).
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The photometrically calibrated spectra taken on FTU in the present experi-

ments provide an estimate of the total concentration of molybdenum ions in the

plasma. The feature labeled "D" in Fig. 2.12 has an absolute brightness of 4x 1014

photons / (sec-sr-cm2) when integrated in wavelength. We assume that at least

85% of this flux is from the Mo32+ "3D" line. Figure 2.13 shows the measured

electron temperature profile (dashes) and electron density profile (solid line) for

the plasma giving rise to the spectrum in Fig. 2.12. (The CR models reveal

that (in quasi-steady state) over 95% of the population in the upper state of the

"3D" transition arrives there by direct electron-impact excitation from the ground

state). Figure 2.13 also shows the spatial profile (multiplied by 105 to be visible

on the density axis) of the Mo32+ ion (dots) derived from equation 1.24. We find

a total density of molybdenum of 3.2xlO10 cm"3 for the representative discharge

in Fig. 2.12. By dividing this density by the chord-averaged core electron density,

1.3xiO14 cm"3, we find a concentration of molybdenum in the FTU plasma of

between 2 and 3 parts per ten thousand. For comparison, the lower set of curves

in Fig. 1.4 yields a total molybdenum density of 4.6 xlO10 cm""3, which implies

a concentration of 4 parts per ten thousand. As discussed below, experimental

measurements of the effective charge of the plasma and the total power radiated

by impurity ions confirms the former calculation.

A quantitative check of the derived molybdenum density for the discharge in
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Fig. 2.12 can be obtained by considering the measured radiation losses from the

central region of the plasma. Since radiated power in the core depends strongly

on molybdenum density, when measured independently of models of molybdenum

distributions it is a reliable experimental check of the molybdenum density de-

duced spectroscopically above. In order to proceed, the contribution to the total

power radiated from impurities in the FTU plasma other than molybdenum must

be determined. The Ka transitions of the He I-like ions of iron, nickel, manganese,

chromium and titanium appear in the full range spectrum of Fig. 2.11. A deter-

mination of the concentrations of iron, nickel, chromium and oxygen is published

in Ref. [70], the results are quoted here:

nFe = 1.8xl010cm-3

m= l . lxl01 0cm-3

= 5.0xl09 cm"3

no = 3.8 xlO11 cm"3 .

Total radiated power from impurity ions in the plasma's core can be obtained

by Abel inversion of chord integrated bolometric measurements. For a plasma

with a core temperature of 1.8 keV and electron density of 1.3xl014 cm"3, using

the spectroscopically derived impurity concentrations of oxygen and the metallic

impurities, a radiation loss from the center of the plasma is calculated:

2.7xlO5 W/m3 due to molybdenum,
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4.5xlO4 W/m3 due to iron,

4.2xlO4 W/m3 due to nickel,

1.5xlO4 W/m3 due to chromium and

l.OxlO4 W/m3 due to oxygen

for a total loss of 3.8xlO5 W/m3. Comparison with the experimental value of

3.5(± 0.5)xlO5 W/m3 shows very good agreement when one takes into account

the theoretical and experimental uncertainties. The ion fractions from the lower

set of curves in Fig. 1.4 give a radiation loss in the center of the plasma of 3.9 xlO5

W/m3 from molybdenum radiation, for a total loss of nearly 5xlO5 W/m3, an

amount well outside the error allowed by the experimental uncertainty.

2.7 Higher X-ray Charge States (Mo36+ to Mo34+)

As auxiliary heating schemes for fusion plasmas increase in magnitude core plasma

electron temperatures will increase; emission from molybdenum ions further into

the L-shell will be needed to assess core impurity concentration. To this end, ex-

periments have been performed on C-Mod to observe line emission from oxygenlike

Mo34+. Table 2.3 lists the first nine levels of the oxygenlike ion in ^coupling no-

tation as computed by RELAC. The purity of each of the eigenfunctions listed in

Table 2.3 on a jry-basis is over 98% (except for the two 2s2p7 J= 1 levels, each of
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Index

1 .
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Level Designation

2s2(2p_)2(2p+)2 J=2
2s2(2p_)2(2P+)2 J=0
2s2(2p_)(2p+)3 J=l
2s2(2p_)(2p+)3 J=2
2s2(2p+)4 J=l
2s(2p_)2(2p+)3 J=2
2s(2p_)2(2p+)3 J=l
2s(2p_)(2p+)4 J=0
2s(2p_)(2p+)4 /=1

Energy Eigenvalue
(cm"1)

0.0
221,860.5
852,162.2
977,523.7

1,943,452.4
2,383,960.3
2,661,659.4
3,286,569.6
3,540,853.4

Table 2.3: Oxygenlike Mo34+ calculated energy levels from the two lowest-energy
configurations, 2s22p4 and 2s2p5. All orbitals are indicated by three ^coupled
orbitals.

which has nearly a 10% admixture of the other). The results of the experiments

at C-Mod have been published recently in Ref. [38], and as with the other x-ray

lines reported on in this chapter, the agreement between predicted and observed

wavelengths is quite good. A sample spectrum from the experiments at C-Mod

is shown in Fig. 2.14. Note, emission from five charge states appears in this

frame; high resolution spectral data of this type can be a robust test of ionization

state distribution models. Spatial profiles of the Mo34+ emission have not been

obtained.

The high resolution spectra taken on Alcator C-Mod are from An > 2 L-

shell x-ray transitions; the lower energy n=2 to n=3 x-ray transitions observed

on the FTU offer brighter lines for observation, but inner shell ionization and
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Figure 2.14: A spectrum including oxygenlike Mo34+. Five molybdenum charge
states are present in this figure, Mo34"1" (dash-dot-dot-dot lines) and Mo30+ - Mo33+

(dashed, dotted, solid and dash-dot-dash lines, respectively). Data provided by
J. Rice, Plasma Fusion Center, MIT.
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recombination channels and satellites to the observed lines complicate the spectral

modeling. Figure 2.15 shows the relative intensity of the n=2 to n=3 (~ 4.5A)

and n=2 to n=A (~ 3.5A) bands of emission in Mo34+. The nine levels of the two

ground configurations of Mo34"*" means there are many equally strong n=2 to n=3

x-ray transitions in a narrow spectral range; data with lower spectral resolution

require very accurate models in order to simulate the (blended) observed features.

As higher core temperatures are reached, strong lines from higher charge states

will be needed to diagnose core-plasma impurity content. Figure 2.16 shows the

predicted collisional-radiative spectra of Mo35+ and Mo36+. Each ion in Fig. 2.16

is taken in isolation, hence the scale of the vertical axis is not a prediction of the

absolute signal one could expect from these ions. In order to compare the emission

from these different charge states, one would have to weight each spectrum by

the number density of each ion. Note, the higher charge state, Mo36+, has a

very strong feature at « 4.15 A (2s2(2p_)2 J=0 - 2s22p_3d_ J=l, A=4.1476A,

<fc/ij=1.405E+0). Figure 2.17 compares data taken in the FTU during an electron-

cyclotron heated (ECRH) discharge (core temperature « 3.6keV) and an ohmic

discharge (core temperature « 1.6keV). The Mo32+ resonant features are visible

in both spectra, the F I-like and 0 I-like Mo33+ and Mo34"1" satellites cause the

Mo32+ features to appear wider in the ECRH discharge. Candidates for Mo35+

and Mo36 n —2 to n =3 lines have been labeled.
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Figure 2.17: Data taken in the FTU during an ECRH discharge (Te « 3.6keV)
and an ohmic discharge (Te & 1.6keV). The Mo32+ resonant features are visible
in both spectra. Candidates for Mo35+ and Mo36 lines have been identified. Data
provided by D. Pacella, ENEA, Frascati, Italy.



Chapter 3

Bulk Plasma Charge States

(Mo28+ to Mo23+)

Observations of XUV line brightnesses from charge states which exist outside the

core of the C-Mod plasma are used to further benchmark the charge state distribu-

tion calculation of the previous chapter. Calculations of the energies of levels from

strongly perturbed configurations near the ground state of moderately stripped

molybdenum ions are compared with previously pubhshed energy level measure-

ments. Intrinsic uncertainty in RELAC's calculation for these levels' energies is

discussed. The radiative power emitted per unit volume for the "core" and "bulk"

charge states is then computed.

72
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Isosequence

Cl

AT

K

Charge State

25+

24+

23+

Wavelength
(A)

76.624a

74.1716

70.596c

70.726c

71.175C

72.050c

Transition

3p5 2 P | - i5p4(3P)3d 2 D f

3p6 ^ o - 3p53d a Pi

3p63d 2 D | •
3p63d 2Dj -
3p63d 2 D | -
3p63d 2 D J J

- 3p53d2(3P) 2Pi
- 3p53d2(3F) 2Dj
- 3p53d2(3P) 2 P f

- 3p53d2(3F) 2 D |

a Ref. [71], 6 Ref. [72], c Ref. [73]

Table 3.1: The XVU lines used for profile measurements. Wavelengths and tran-
sition classifications have been previously published.

3.1 Bulk Ion Profiles (Mo25+ to Mo23+)

The XUV central chord spectrum between 65 and 85A is shown in Figs. 3.1a

and 3.1b. Most of the strong features are from Mo23+ through Mo25+, and are

emitted near C-Mod's half-radius, r/a~0.6 (p « 13cm). The wavelengths of some

of the molybdenum lines shown.in Fig. 3.1 are listed in Table 3.1 and have been

previously measured in the TEXT [71, 72, 73], and/or laser produced plasmas

[71, 72, 73]. Strong features in second order from C5+ and C4+ bracket the molyb-

denum emission1.

XUV brightness profiles have been obtained during a series of molybdenum

injections in the same fashion as the x-ray profile discussed in the previous chap-

ter. For the XUV profiles, an XUV MLM-polychromator [66, 67] (monitoring

VI Lya at 33.7A x 2 and the C V doublet from Is2 - Is2p at 40.27 and 40.73A x 2.
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measured spectrum (a)

measured spectrum with _
quasi-continuum subtracted

(b)

predicted Mo spectrum (c) .

70 75 80
wavelength (Angstroms)

Figure 3.1: The XUV spectrum between 65 and 85A. (a) The measured near-
central chord spectrum with identifications of known lines, (b) the spectrum shown
in (a) with the unresolved "continuum" subtracted, and (c) the predicted central
chord Mo spectrum with individual lines shown and broadened to the spectro-
graph's instrumental resolution.
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the emission at 128A and 76A) provided the normalization while the spectro-

graph was being scanned. Shown in Fig. 3.2 are the comparisons between the

measured (points) and predicted profiles (lines) of Mo25+, Mo24+ and Mo23+ line

brightnesses. There is a single normalization in Fig. 3.2a made to the near-central

chord brightnesses of the Mo31+ line at 128 A (discussed in the previous chapter).

The agreement in Fig. 3.2a is good, except that the four Mo23+ lines around 7lA

are predicted to be ~50% lower than they are observed to be (this is also evident

in Fig. 3.1c). There are some systematic differences in all the profiles for p > 9

cm. The observed profiles are somewhat narrower than predicted, and the Mo25+

and Mo24+ profiles peak inside of the predictions. It is unclear what is responsible

for these differences; there are uncertainties in the electron temperature profiles

in the outer regions of the plasma, and the impurity diffusion coefficient has been

taken to be spatially constant (equation 2.1), which may not be the case2.

In Mo23+ to Mo25+, there is significant population in excited levels near the

ground states of these ions which makes the excitation channels feeding the ob-

served lines more complicated. These alternative, "quasi-ground" states are taken

into account in the brightness predicted by equation 2.2. Since the collisional-rad-

iative predictions of the brightnesses of the Mo23+ to Mo25+ features in Fig. 3.1c

differ from the background subtracted data in Fig. 3.1b, one is forced to conclude
2For a model of nickel and caxbon impurities in the Tore Supra plasma with a non-spatially

constant diffusion coefficient, see [74, 75].
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Figure 3.2: Measured (symbols) and calculated (lines) XUV brightness profiles
for Cl I-like, Ar I-like, and K I-like Mo lines, with the ionization state profiles in
Fig. 2.3a and (b) with the ionization state profiles in Fig. 2.3b.
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that the background subtraction is wrong, and/or that the effect of the alterna-

tive population sources from low lying excited states is not treated accurately.

The presence of "quasi-ground" states can be easily handled by examining the

collisional-radiative model given by equation 1.22. A much greater difficulty with

the analysis of the data from Mo23+ to Mo25+ is the presence in the same spectral

range of "background" emission from the Mo16+ to Mo22+ ions; the spectra of

these ions are discussed in Chapter 4.

The presence of "quasi-ground" states and strong "background" emission con-

tribute to uncertainties in the calculated brightness profiles of bulk ions in the

outer region of the C-Mod plasma; the differences between the measured profiles

and those calculated without inclusion of the new EA and DR rates are NOT

subtle, as shown in Fig. 3.2b. The discrepancies in the central chord brightnesses

of the Mo25+ - Mo23+ lines are ~3 for these lines. Of course measurements using a

non-central charge state will not yield a determination of the central molybdenum

concentration. Line emission from Mo23+ to Mo25+ provides data about transport

and molybdenum concentration in the "bulk" region of the C-Mod plasma.

3.1.1 Comments on Energy Level Calculations

Energy level calculations for these ions are summarized in Table 3.2. The re-

sults shown in Table 3.2 are those having the best agreement with the observed
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wavelengths. Several runs of RELAC were done employing different optimization

schemes for the ionic potential used to compute the zero*ft and first order wave-

functions (see Appendix A). The calculated energy levels appear to be insensitive

to different optimizations of the ionic potential. The initial calculation for each

of the ions in Table 3.2 included all states formed by a single excitation of a n=3

electron (3s or 3p) to an available n=3 orbital (3p or 3d) as well as a promotion

of any n—3 electron (3s, 3p and 3d) to all n=4 orbitals (4/ with / < 3). A se-

ries of RELAC runs were performed adding doubly excited states (formed by the

promotion of two 3p electrons, a 3s and 3p electron or a 3p and 3d electron to

all available n=3 and n=4 orbitals) in increments to determine if the calculated

level energies could be improved. The result was surprising; the best calculation

for the ionic energy levels was that with only the singly excited states involv-

ing all available n=S and n=4 orbitals. As a result, the author concludes that

an infinite number of small corrections from an infinite number of highly excited

states would be necessary to achieve better agreement with observed energy lev-

els. The level energies can be computed much more accurately when the levels of

each configuration are computed in isolation; since the purpose of this work is to

construct collisional-radiative models, accuracy in the computed transition wave-

lengths must be sacrificed in order to solve for the collisional excitation channels

coupling the different levels giving rise to observed emission lines.
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Lower state

3s2(3p_)2(3p+)3 7=3/2
3s2(3p_)2(3p+)3 J=3/2
3s2(3p_)2(3p+)3 7=3/2

3s23p6 7=0

3p63d_ 7=3/2
3p63d_ 7=3/2
3p63d+ 7=5/2
3p63d+ 7=5/2
3p63d+ 7=5/2
3p63d_ J=3/2
3p63d_ J=3/2

Upper state

Cl I-like Mo^+
3s2(3p_)(3p+)33d_ 7=3/2
3s2(3p_)(3p+)33d- 7=5/2
3s2(3p_)(3p+)33d_ 7=1/2

Ar I-like Mo24+

3s2(3p_)(3P+)43d_ /=1

K I-like Mo23+

(3p_)(3P+)4(3d_)2 J=3/2
(3p_)(3P+)4(3d_)2 7=1/2
(3p_)(3P+)4(3d_)(3d+) 7=3/2
(3p_)(3p+)4(3d_)(3d+) 7=5/2
(3p_)(3P+)4(3d_)(3d+) 7=7/2
(3p_)(3p+)4(3d+)2 7=5/2
(3p_)2(3p+)3(3d_)(3d+) 7=5/2

(

74.116
74.458
74.972

72.662

67.087
67.779
68.024
68.298
72.042
74.924
76.546

Aobs.

A)
75.698°
76.624
78.056

74.1716

70.726c

70.596
71.175
72.050
75.141
77.369

CR Intensity
(arb. units)

46.3
100.0
39.3

100.0

63.7
22.3
63.5
100.0
79.5
39.9
29.8

Ref. [71], b Ref. [72], c Ref. [73]

Table 3.2: Comparison of theoretical and observed wavelengths for lines from
"bulk" plasma charge states. Spectral classification of the observed lines is given
in Table 3.1.
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3.2 Modeled XUV Spectra (Mo28+ to Mo26+)

3.2.1 Comments on RELAC

Figure 3.3 shows the computed collisional-radiative spectrum for siliconlike Mo28+

(ground configuration 3s23p2). This ion has strong 3p —» 3d transitions between 80

and 90 A, and some inner shell 3s —»• 3p transitions from the 3s3p3 configuration,

as well. The energy levels giving rise to the predicted features in Fig. 3.3 are listed

in Table 3.3. The ground configuration is composed of five energy levels which

are are well separated from each other in energy.3 The £5-spectral classifications

from Ref. [76] are also given for the levels listed in Table 3.3. Several RELAC

runs were performed for the structure of this ion, which varied in increments the

number of interacting configurations; the results reported in Table 3.3 best match

the observed data. As with Mo25+ to Mo23+ above, the model which includes only

the singly excited states formed by all possible promotions of a n=3 electron to

all available n=3 and n=4 orbitals gives the best results. The computed physical

make-up (on a pure jrfbasis) of the excited states giving rise to the features in

Fig. 3.3 are listed in Table 3.4; one observes strong mixing between the states of

the 3s23p3d and 3s3p3 configurations.

Systematic trends in the discrepancies between the calculated and observed
3The electron-electron interaction matrix elements for the levels of the ground configuration

aire worked out in Appendix A.
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3 104

MoXXIX (3s'3p - isoseq. 14) 1.

80 90 100 110
wavelength (A)

120 130

Figure 3.3: Synthetic Mo XXIX (Mo28"1") spectrum computed with plasma condi-
tions Te = 1.2keV, ne = 1.0 x 1020 m~3. Each line has been given a Gaussian
profile with a fwhm of 0.1 A.
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Index

1
2
3
4
5
7

14
15
17
18
20
21
23
26

jf?-designation

3s2(3p_)2 J=0
3s23p_3p+ / = 1
3s23p_3p+ 7 = 2
3s2(3p+)2 J= 2
3s2(3p+)2 . 7 = 0
3s(3p_)23p+ J = l
3s23p_3d+ J=Z
3s3p_(3p+)2 J = l
3s23p_3d_ / = 1
3s23p_3d+ 7 = 2
3s23p+3d_ J= 1
3s23p+3d_ 7 = 2
3s23p+3d_ J = 3
3s23p+3d+ / = 3

Spectral Classification0

Ss^p* 3 P 0
3s23p2 3PX

3s23p2 3 P 2

3s23p2 ^ 2
3s23p2 %

3s23p3d 3Si

3s23p3d 3 P 2

3s23p3d XD2

3s23p3d 3 D 3

3s23p3d XF3

EeaJc
(cm

0.00
156,631
193,681
383,624
485,335
832,224

1,138,914
1,158,314
1,208,173
1,222,856
1,330,105
1,358,219
1,363,371
1,469,202

E o 6 s . a

- 1 )
0.00

161,720
196,910
385,480
468,220

1,116,750

(1,191,260)

1,319,850
1,331,040
1,432,630

%diff.

-3.15
-1.64
-0.48
3.66

3.72

2.65

2.91
2.43
2.55

" Ref. [76]
Numbers in parenthesis have been extrapolated from iso-electronic trends.

Table 3.3: Mo28"1" energy level designations - listed are the five levels of the ground
configuration, 3s23p2, and some levels of the 3s3p3 and 3s23p3d configurations
which give rise to the brightest features in the XUV spectrum of Mo28"1".
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Basis function

3s2(3p+)3d+ J = 3
3s2(3p+)3d_ 7 = 3
3s2(3p_)3d+ J = 3
3s(3p_)(3p+)2 7 = 3

3s2(3p+)3d_ 7 = 2
3s2(3p_)3d+ 7 = 2
3s(3p_)2(3p+) 7 = 2
3s(3p_)(3p+)2 7 = 2
3s(3p_)(3P+)2 7 = 2
3s(3p+)3 7 = 2

3s2(3p+)3d_ 7 = 1
3s2(3p_)3d+
3s(3p_)(3P+)2 7 = 1
3s(3p_)2(3p+)7=l
3s(3p+)3 7 = 1

26
3s2(3p+)3d+

66.24
26.27
6.00
1.44

21
3s2(3p+)3d_

72.22
0.71
0.24
11.86
12.22
0.08

20
3s2(3p+)3d_

46.12
0.18
0.20
17.08
25.64

Physical State

23
3s2(3p+)3d_

27.02
50.79
14.08
8.06

18
3s2(3p_)3d+

1.02
57.12
6.87
0.03
15.95
5.23

17
3s2(3p_)3d+

0.57
81.27
8.07
3.15
0.00

7=3
14

3s2(3p_)3d+

0.489
22.58
73.39
3.50

7=2

7=1
15

3s(3p_)(3p+)2

0.21
0.76
37.33
26.06
0.00

7
3s(3p_)2(3p+)

0.37
11.42
14.99
66.66
1.98

Table 3.4: Calculated Mo28"1" wavefunction purities of 3s23p3d and 3s3p3 states -
the label at the top of each column in each J-block is the principal j[f component
in the physical state, the labels at the left of each ./-block are the j^-basis functions
making up the physical state.
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level energies within a give configuration can be noted. RELAC minimizes the

average energy of an ionic configuration in order to obtain the best potential in

which to carry out its energy level calculations. In computing the average energy

of a configuration, the energy of each level enters the average weighted by the

level's multiplicity (2J+ 1). Hence, the energy which is ultimately minimized

(the potential which is ultimately chosen as the optimal) is that which is closest

to the level with the highest multiplicity. The wavefunctions then computed are

those which, physically, most closely represent the wavefunction of the level in a

configuration with the highest multiplicity. In the case of a configuration with

several energy levels (such as the 3p2 ground of Mo28"1"), RELAC's calculation

of the energy of the J=0 or J = l state is always farther (~ 3 to 4%) from the

observed value than for the levels of higher multiplicity (the J=2 levels in the 3p2

configuration of Mo28+).

3.2.2 Extended Ion Spectra (Mo27+ and Mo26+)

Below, in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 are the synthetic spectra of Mo27+ and Mo26+. The

calculated energy levels giving rise to the transitions shown in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5

are listed in Tables 3.5 and 3.6. The observed energies from Ref. [77] for some

of the Mo27+ levels are also listed in Table 3.5; the computed energy levels in

Table 3.5 are generally « 4% higher in energy than the observed levels. This is
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Figure 3.4: Synthetic Mo XXVIII (Mo27+) spectrum computed with plasma con-
ditions Te = l.OkeV, ne = 1.0 x 1020 m~3. Each line has been given a Gaussian
profile with a fwhm of 0.1 A.

also seen to be the case for a comparison between the calculated Mo26+ levels in

Table 3.6 and the observed energy values from Ref. [78].

Calculations have been done to predict the observed transition energies for

Mo28+ to Mo23+ in Refs. [76, 77, 78, 71, 72, 73], respectively, with Cowan's

Hartree-Fock code with relativistic corrections. In every case, the Hartree-Fock

calculations required that the configuration interaction electrostatic radial inte-

grals be reduced by 15% [79] to achieve agreement with the observed transition

wavelengths. The calculations in Refs. [76, 77, 78, 71, 72, 73] allow wavefunction
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Figure 3.5: Synthetic Mo XXVII (Mo26+) spectrum computed with plasma con-
ditions Te = 700eV, ne — 1.0 x 1O20 m~3. Each line has been given a Gaussian
profile with a fwhm of 0.1 A.
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.^designation

3sa(3p_)a(3p+) J= 3/2
3s2(3p_)(3p+)2 7 = 3 / 2
3s2(3p_)(3p+)2 7 = 5 / 2
3s2(3p_)(3P+)2 7 = 1/2
3s2(3p+)3 J = 3 / 2
3s2(3p_)(3p+)3d_ 7 = 5 / 2
3s2(3p_)(3p+)3d_ 7 = 3/2
3s2(3p_)(3P+)3d_ 7 = 1 / 2
3s2(3p_)(3d+)4p_ 7 = 3 / 2
3s2(3p_)(3p+)3d+ 7 = 5 / 2
3s2(3p+)23d_ 7 = 3/2
3s2(3p+)23d_ 7 = 5 / 2
3s2(3p+)23d_ 7 = 7 / 2

Spectral Classification °

3s*3p3 4S 3 / 2
3s23p3 2D3 / 2

3s23p3 2D5 / 2

3s23p3 2 P V 2

3s23p3 2 P 3 / 2
3s2(3p2)3d (3P)4P5/2

3s2(3p2)3d (3P)4P3/2

3s2(3p2)3d (1D)2D3/2
3s2(3p2)3d eV)2D5/2

3s2(3p2)3d (3P)2F7 / 2

Eots.
 a

(cm"1)
0.00

152,677
197,694
268,474
420,392

1,241,756
1,244,049
1,264,586
1,295,431
1,321,820
1,417,408
1,418,417
1,453,182

0.00
156,960
200,710
257,940
413,440

1,193,940
(1,220,300)

(1,362,610)
1,364,420
1,401,070

% diff.

-2.73
-1.50
4.07
1.68
4.00
1.95

4.02
3.96
3.72

° Ref. [77]
Numbers in parenthesis have been extrapolated from iso-electronic trends.

Table 3.5: Mo27+ Energy level calculations - listed are the five levels of the ground
configuration, 3s23p3, and some levels of the 3s23p23d and 3s23p3d4p configura-
tions which give rise to the brightest features in Fig. 3.4.

mixing in each 3s23pfe (1 < k < 5) ion between the 3s23pfc~13d and 3s3p*+1 excited

configurations. In the models shown in Figs. 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5, these mixings have

been allowed, as well as mixing with all possible states formed by the promotion of

a n=3 electron to a n=4 orbital. RELAC does not allow for an ad hoc reduction of

configuration interaction integrals. As has been stated above, the primary source

of error in RELAC's energy level calculations is in the configuration-average en-

ergy minimization routine employed. To the best of this author's knowledge, only

the multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock code of I. P. Grant and coworkers [80] has the

ability to compute the optimal energy for every level of a given configuration (the



^-designation

3s2(3p_)2(3p+)"'i J = 2
3s2(3p_)2(3P+)2 J=0
3s 2(3p_)(3p+) 3J=l
3s2(3p_)(3p+)3 J = 2
3s 2(3p+) 47=0
3s2(3p_)2(3P+)3d+ J =
3s2(3p_)(3P+)23d+ J =
3s2(3p_)(3p+)23d+ J =
3s2(3p_)(3p+)23d_ J =
3s2(3p_)(3p+)23d_ J =
3s2(3p_)(3p+)23d_ J =
3s2(3p_)(3P+)23d_ J =
3s2(3P+)33d_ J = 3

3
2
3
2
1
3
1

Spectral Classification a

3s^3p4 3P2
3s23p4 3P0

3s23p4 3Pi
3s23p4 JD2

3s23p4 ^o

3s23p3(2P)3d 3P2

3s23p3(2P)3d ^ 3

3s23p3(2D)3d lF3

Ecalc.
(cm

0.00
84,178

174,596
220,768
451,802

1,029,165
1,251,878
1,266,893
1,294,941
1,303,123
1,314,089
1,382,944
1,510,339

Bobs. a

- 1 )

0.00

175,500
218,030
427,000

1,256,080

1,277,660

1,461,760

%diff.

0.52
1.26
5.81

3.09

2.85

3.32

a Ref. [78]
Numbers in parenthesis have been extrapolated from iso-electronic trends.

Table 3.6: Mo26+ Energy level calculations - listed are the five levels of the ground
configuration, 3s23p4, and some levels of the 3s23p33d configuration which gives
rise to the brightest features in Fig. 3.5.

so-called "OL" scheme [81]). Modification of RELAC in this direction would be

a worthwhile effort.

The spectral lines shown in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 do not have strong 3s - 3p lines

(A > 100A); the quenching of the 3s23pfe - 3s3pfe+1 array in Mo27+ and Mo26+

results from configuration interaction between the 3s3pfc+1 and 3s23pfc~13d states

in each ion. The strength of the 3s23pfc - SsSp*^1 transition array is transferred

to the lines of the 3s23pfc - 3s23pfc~13d array; the magnitude of the quenching

is a function of the separation of the average energies of the configurations (see

§ 3.3 of Ref. [82] for a discussion of this effect). The 3s23p23d levels of Mo27+
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are calculated by RELAC to have a ~ 30% admixture of the 3s3p4 levels in their

make-up. RELAC.predicts that the excited levels of Mo26+ from the 3s23p33d and

3s3p5 configurations are very strongly mixed. Indeed, some levels are made up of

nearly equal parts of ten basis functions, making naming the levels difficult. In the

case of a real plasma, where the emission from several charge states can overlap

spectrally, severe limits are placed on the analytic power of ab initio calculations.

The uncertainties in energy level calculations, and the impossibility of ever fully

accounting for configuration interaction means that exact predictions of transition

wavelengths are impossible. Without spatially and/or temporally resolved data,

it may be impossible to tell which ions giving rise to a particular spectral feature.

3.3 Low Resolution Spectral Models

The discussion in the above sections has been concerned with (1) benchmarking

the ionization equilibrium models computed using the atomic data generated in

the present thesis (discussed in Appendices C and D) and (2) understanding the

limits of the collisional-radiative models used in the present work set by the un-

certainty in RELAC's calculation of strongly mixed, ground configuration energy

levels. The present section takes the results for Mo23"1" to Mo28"1" and attempts to

understand the information contained in a low resolution (A/AA » 130) spectrum.

Figure 3.6 presents low resolution synthetic spectra from the Mo28+ to Mo23+
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ions at six electron temperatures. The collisional-radiative emissivities are cal-

culated using equation 1.23 and measured transition wavelengths have been used

in place of RELAC's calculated wavelengths. The spectrum of each ion has been

computed at Te = 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1200 and 1500 eV. The coronal ion frac-

tions for Mo15+ to Mo29+ shown in Fig. 3.7 have been used to weight the relative

abundance of each ion's ground state population. The resulting emissivity at a

particular wavelength has been fit with a Gaussian envelope with a full width at

half maximum of 0.55A; this is slightly larger than the experimental line width

(~ 0.5A) in this wavelength range of the spectrometer [45, 46] used in section 3.1.

The resulting spectral features are then integrated to produce the traces shown

in Fig. 3.6. All spectra have been normalized so that the brightest feature in any

spectrum is at « 1.0 on the vertical scale.

Direct comparison between the spectra at different temperatures in Fig. 3.6

and the line of sight integrated data in Fig. 3.1a is not possible. The "bulk"

molybdenum signal in Fig. 3.1a contains emission from all temperatures along the

line of sight, blending the molybdenum line features with emission from the lower

("edge") charge states and strong carbon emission features in second order. Hence,

a convolution of the synthetic spectra in Fig. 3.6 with the C-Mod temperature

profile of Fig. 2.2 is shown in Fig. 3.8. Neither the coronal model of Fig. 3.8

nor the transport driven model of Fig. 3.1c matches the background subtracted
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wavelength (A)

Figure 3.6: Quasi-steady state collisional-radiative synthetic An=0 (3-3) spectra
of Mo28+ to Mo23+ (ionization equilibrium enforced). Each line has been given
a Gaussian profile with a 0.55A full width at half maximum. Spectra computed
at Te = 700eV (solid trace), 800eV (dashed trace), 900eV (dotted trace), I.OkeV
(dash-dot trace), 1.2keV (short dashed trace) and 1.5keV (dash-dot-dot-dot trace).
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Figure 3.7: Coronal ionization state distribution for Mo15+ to Mo29+. The odd
charge states are the solid lines, the even charge states, the dashes.
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Figure 3.8: Synthetic line-of-sight spectra of Mo28"1" to Mo23+ through a coronal
plasma (700eF <Te< 1500eF).

data of Fig. 3.1b. The largest uncertainty remaining in the analysis of the XUV

emission from Mo23+ to Mo28+ is the shape of the background emission profile

arising from "edge" charge states. High spectral resolution data obtained with

an absolutely calibrated instrument will alleviate (some of) the problems arising

from blending in the spectra of the Mo23+ to Mo28+ ions.
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3.4 Calculated Bulk Power Losses

An estimate of the power radiated through line emission from molybdenum ions

can be made using the ab initio atomic data of the the present work. For a

given ion, the power in each line transition is given by multiplying the radiative

emissivity of a line by the transition energy:

he
Lif(Te) = Y-XJJAT.). (3.1)

where Jjf(Te) (in units of photon • cm3 / sec) is found from a collisional-radiative

model. The total power loss coefficient for line radiation from an ion (with charge

g+) at a given temperature is then:

Lf{Te) = £ Ljf(Te) (ergs • an3/sec). (3.2)
if

In order to couple an ion's radiative emissivity to a plasma model, Ljf needs to be

computed on a grid of electron temperatures and then folded onto the plasma's

electron temperature and electron density profiles. The collisional-radiative emis-

sivity of each 3s23pfc (2 < k < 6) ion has been found on a grid of temperatures

from lOOeV to 2keV. The radiative emissivity computed by equation 3.2 for each

"core" charge state of Chapter 2 has been determined in like manner on a grid

of temperatures from 600eV to 5keV. The power loss coefficient is then found by

multiplying each ion's emissivity at each temperature point by the ion fraction

shown in Fig. 1.4a. The resulting power loss per volume (in watts/cm3) for a
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Figure 3.9: Radiative cooling per unit volume for the Mo36+ to Mo24+ ions. The
calculation assumes a coronal distribution of molybdenum ions, an electron density
of l.OxlO14 cm"3 and a total molybdenum density of l.OxlO10 cm"3 .

plasma with an electron density of l.OxlO14 cm"3 and a total molybdenum den-

sity of l.OxlO10 cm"3 is shown in Fig. 3.9. The profiles for each charge state can

be used to find that ion's emitting volume, the total power lost from the plasma

can be found by multiplying each ion by its emitting volume and summing.



Chapter 4

Edge Charge States (Mo22+ to

Mo15+)

This chapter offers models for the emission from Mo22+ to Mo15+; the strongest

emission features from these ions overlap the 3p —» 3d line transitions studied in

the previous chapter. The "background" emission subtracted from the Mo25"1" to

Mo23+ lines in Fig. 3.1b is a straight-line background profile. The justification for

this approximation will be seen below. Preliminary calculations show that these

"edge" ions, characterized by complicated 3p63d* (2 < k < 9) ground states can

be responsible for strong radiative losses in the outer part of magnetically confined

fusion plasmas; such a strongly radiating mantle can have important implications

for the operation of future fusion reactors [13,14]. The second part of this chapter

96
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develops a diagnostic for local electron density using the ratio of An=l electric

quadrupole to An=l electric dipole emission in Mo15+.

4.1 Unresolved Molybdenum Spectral Data

Figure 4.1 shows emission in the 60 to 80A region from the Alcator C-Mod toka-

mak recorded with the same instrument [45, 46] used to study the "bulk" charge

states of the previous chapter. The five traces in the figure correspond to five differ-

ent viewing chords (peak electron temperatures) ranging from a chord through the

plasma core (topmost trace on the right of the figure) to just below the plasma's

x-point (lowest trace on the right of the figure). The second order lines identified

in the previous chapter appear in every trace. The evolution from the line fea-

tures in the central viewing chord spectrum to the featureless emission continua of

the outermost spectra is an indication of the changing molybdenum charge states

emitting in each trace. The top two traces in Fig. 4.1 (p = 0 and p — 10 cm) clearly

show the "bulk" charge state features analyzed in section 3.1. In the middle trace

(p ~ 20 cm), all the features of the higher charge states are gone and a 3p—>3d

line of Mo15+ (at 75.9A) is the most prominent feature. There is also a strong

(broad) feature (at ~ 69.5A) from the 3px/2 - 3d subarray of ironlike Mo16+. In

the two lowest traces, there are no distinguishable molybdenum features.

Since Mo15+ is the last ion to have 3p - 3d transitions (the 3d shell is full in
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Figure 4.1: Emission from five different radial positions in the Alcator C-Mod
plasma. The spectra go from (top) emission dominated by the "bulk" Mo charge
states to (middle) emission from the "edge" Mo charge states. Data provided by
J. Terry, Plasma Fusion Center, MIT.

Mo14+), the analysis of the present chapter need only concern itself with spectra

recorded from lines of sight passing through plasma inside the last closed magnetic

flux surface (above the x-point, p < 20 cm). Shown in Fig. 4.2 is a comparison

of the (normalized) synthetic spectra composed of Mo15+ to Mo22"1" emission com-

puted at three different plasma temperatures. Two prominent Mo15+ features can

be seen in the 200eV spectrum (solid trace): the highest peak at ~ 74.4A and the

long wavelength shoulder on the broad feature at ~ 68.3A. The three remaining

identifiable features in the 200eV spectrum (at ~ 66.9, 72.0 and 78.3A) are made

up of Mo16+ 3p - 3d transitions (several lines comprise each feature). At 300eV

(dashed trace), the features in the 200eV spectrum have filled in due to emission
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Figure 4.2: Quasi-steady state collisional radiative synthetic An=0 (3-3) spectra
of Mo22+ to Mo15+ (ionization equilibrium enforced). Each line has been given a
Gaussian profile with a 0.55A full width at half maximum. Spectra are computed
at % = 200eV (solid trace), 300eV (dashed trace) and 400eV (dotted trace).

from higher charge states and appear as broad humps, also, the emission long of

75A has dropped noticeably due to the "burning through" of the Mo15+ and Mo16+

ion. From this analysis, the middle trace in Fig. 4.1 (p « 20cm) corresponds to a

line of sight through a T e « 200eV plasma.

Figure 4.3 compares the low resolution, synthetic emission spectra of Mo28+ to

Mo23+ (solid trace) in a plasma with electron temperatures ranging from 700eV to

1.2keV with the synthetic emission spectra of Mo22+ to Mo15+ (dashed trace) in
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wavelength (A)
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Figure 4.3: Coronal models of (dashed trace) Mo22+ to Mo15+ An=0 (3-3) emission
of the present chapter, "background" in the previous chapter, and (solid trace)
Mo28+ to Mo23"1" An=0 (3-3) line emission of the previous chapter.

a plasma with electron temperatures from 200eV to 400eV. The structure in the

"edge" states' spectra seen in Fig. 4.2 is absent in Fig. 4.3 due to the superposition

of the emission from all the "edge" charge states along the line of sight. Hence,

a smooth continuum which decreases in intensity with increasing wavelength, ala

the dashed trace in Fig. 4.3, has been constructed for the "background" emission

under the line features from "bulk" charge states in section 3.1.
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4,2 Models of Unresolved Molybdenum Emis-

sion

In this section, results from the calculation of each 3p63dA (2 < k < 9) molybde-

num ion's atomic structure and collisional radiative synthetic spectrum are pre-

sented. The data for both the ab initio structure calculations and the spectral

models are generated using the set of configurations listed in Table 4.1. The sig-

nificance of these low lying levels is indicated in Fig. 4.4, where the ratio of the

total multiplicity of the 3pm~13dfc+1 excited configuration to that of the 3pTO3dfe

ground configuration:

r> Hall 3pm-13d*;+1 levelsftJ + 1) ,A -, N
K=~r (o v j _ 1 -\ ' *• '

where / i s the total angular momentum of an individual energy level and 2 < ra <

6 and 0 < k < 9, is plotted for all ions from Mo15+ to Mo28+. The peak of the

ratio is seen to be at argonlike Mo24+ (ground state 3p6 xSo). The increasing com-

plexity of the 3p63dfc ground configurations, as the degree of ionization increases,

is compensated by the much faster increase in the complexity of the 3p53dfc+1 con-

figurations. Although the ratio in Fig. 4.4 increases monotonically until argonlike

Mo24"1", the actual number of levels in each configuration peaks for the 3p63dfe

configurations at 252 in vanadiumlike Mo19+, and for the 3p53dfc+1 configurations

at 1512 in titaniumlike Mo20+. The number of transitions between the 3p63dfc
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Figure 4.4: Ratio of the total multiplicity of the 3pm 13dfc+1 excited configurations
to the 3pm3dfc ground configuration for all molybdenum ions from cobaltlike Mo16+

to siliconlike Mo28"1". The Iso-electronic sequence for every second ion is written
at the top of the figure.

and 3p53dfc+1 (broken down by the j-vaXne of the 3pj inner shell hole) is listed in

Table 4.2 for each ion. (Also shown in Table 4.2 are the number of 3dfc-3dA;~14s

E2 transitions of interest to the second half of the present chapter.)

The collisional-radiative models presented in this chapter contain an enormous

amount of data. An understanding of the phenomena effecting the emission of

the An=0 (3p - 3d) line features in the 65 to 80A range can be obtained from

looking at the behavior of atomic quantities calculated along the 3dfe sequence.
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3s23p63d*
3s23p53dfe+1

3s3p63d*+1

3s23p43dfc+2 a

3s3p53dfc+2 a

3s23p63dfc-x4Z (I < 3)
3s23p53d*4l (I < 3) 6

a Not possible in Mo1 5 + (3d9).
6 These states ignored in Mo2 1 + to Mo1 8 + (3d3 to 3d6).

Table 4.1: Configurations used in the collisional-radiative model of the emissivity
of the "edge" molybdenum charge states.

Ion (ground state)

Mo1 5 + (3d9)
Mo16+ (3d8)
Mo1 7 + (3d7)
Mo1 8 + (3d6)
Mo19+ (3d5)
Mo2 0 + (3d4)
Mo2 1 + (3d3)
Mo22+ (3d2)

3p3/2 -3d lines

2
38

298
1105
2093
2093
1105
298

3pi/2 -3d lines 3dfc-3

1
22

168
613

1152
1152
613
168

d" 14s E2 lines

30
237
887

1683
1683
887
237

30

Table 4.2: Number of transitions in each array for the 3p63dfc - 3pl/23dk+1,
3pf/23dfc+1 and 3p63dfe - 3p63dfc-x4s E2 transitions.
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One such quantity is the "strength" of a line transition, a quantum mechanical

quantity defined as. [83]:

^ Y = <7</|!P(1)ll7V> (4-2)

where ( Y J H P ^ || Y J') is the reduced matrix element of the electric dipole operator.

For the N-electron ion in question, the "q"-th component of this operator is defined

in atomic units (units of — eao) as:

P^EnCfW, (4.3)

where the spherical C ^ tensor is defined in equation A.31. In the second half of

this chapter, E2 line emission is found to be of interest in Mo15+ and Mo16+; in

general, the electric quadrupole operator (in units of — eaf) is given by

(4.4)

The strength of El line transitions [83] in atomic units is given by:

= 4.9356X1OV-V4fj (4.5)

(where o is in units of cm"1), and for E2 line transitions [84] by.

If the population in the energy levels of a configuration giving rise to an array

of transitions were given by statistical values (equation 1.14), the sum over line
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strengths for a class of transitions, or the array strength, would be a direct measure

of the radiative emissivity of the class of transitions in question. In the coronal

limit, assumed to obtain in the present work, the array strength can only indicate

trends in a class of transitions. For example, Fig. 4.5 shows the mean transition

wavelength for the An=0 (3 to 3) and An=l (3 to 4) transition arrays from the

Mo15+ to Mo23+ ions. The mean transition wavelength of each band is found from:

A = % % ^ . (4.7)

The centers-of-gravity of the An=l (3 to 4) transition arrays are seen to move

smoothly to shorter wavelengths (higher energies) with increasing ionization state;

the mean wavelength of the An=0 (3 to 3) transition arrays (either accounting

for the two subarrays arising from the jj-splitting of the 3p core-hole, or not)

is approximately constant across the 3dfe series. As a result, the "background"

emission under the Mo23+ to Mo25+ lines near 75A is a superposition of emission

from the charge states, Mo22+ to Mo15+, regardless of plasma temperature.

The full collisional-radiative model for each 3p63dfe (2 < A; < 9) has been

constructed. Interpreting spectroscopic data and line identifications are not the

goals of these calculations; the collisional-radiative models for the "edge" charge

states are used to calculate the total power radiated by these ions. The results

of the collisional-radiative model calculation are summarized in Fig. 4.6. The

squares in Fig. 4.6 show the power loss coefficient (right axis) computed for each
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3d9 3d8 3d7 3d6 3d5 3d4 3d3 3d2 3d

3d-4s str-weight. lambda bar
3d-4p str-weight. lambda bar
3d~4f str-weight. lambda bar
(1/2) str-weight. lambda bar
(3/2) str-weight. lambda bar
3p-3d strength-weighted lambda-bar

18 20

ion charge Z (Mo*1)

Figure 4.5: Strength weighted transition wavelengths for An=0 (3 to 3) and An=l
(3 to 4) emission features. The An=0 (3 to 3) transition array wavelengths have
been calculated with and without accounting for the j-value (in ̂ coupling) of the
promoted 3p-electron.
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3p63dfc ion at that ion's temperature of peak abundance. The dotted line has

been added merely to aid the eye. The computed power loss coefficients follow a

smooth curve except for the coefficient of titaniumlike Mo20"*", which is nearly an

order of magnitude higher than the adjacent ones. The sum of all array strengths

plotted in Fig. 4.5 for each ion is plotted (circles) on the left axis of Fig. 4.6;

note, the quantum mechanical total array strengths for the 3dfc ions follow a very

smooth curve. The smooth behavior of the array strengths, and comparisons with

bolometric measurements in C-Mod and FTU (which are beyond the scope of

this thesis) indicate that the Ti I-like Mo20"1" power loss coefficient is wrong. A

smooth curve has been forced to pass through the power loss coefficients for all

the 3dfe ions excluding Mo20+; the result is the dashed curve which does not pass

through the Mo20+ square. The slight asymmetry in the resulting fit curve is

due to the decrease in wavelength of the An=l (3 to 4) emission features with

increasing ionization state (cf. Fig. 4.5). No justification for the ad hoc value

of the Mo20+ radiative loss coefficient given by the smooth curve can be offered

at present. The anomaly is not to be found with RELAC's data (or the array

strengths would reflect it), and the collisional-radiative model solver runs without

errors (and produces smooth results for all 3dfe ions except Mo20+). Future work

will examine the calculation of the Mo20+ collisional excitation rate coefficients.
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Figure 4.6: Summed total array strengths (3p-3d and 3d-4Z) and summed collis-
ional-radiative emissivity for each 3dfc molybdenum ion.
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4.3 Calculated Edge Power Losses

As was done for "bulk" and "core" charge states in section 3.4, the present ab

initio calculations have been used to estimate the power radiated (per volume)

from the "edge" charge states. The thousands of levels in the configurations giving

rise to the emission features of the "edge" charge states means the calculation of

L*ot(re) (equation 3.2) on a fine grid of temperatures is quite intractable. In

light of this, reasonable assumptions about the radiative emissivity of some of the

3dfc (2 < k < 8) ions in a low density plasma have been made, and an upper

limit on the volume-radiated power has been computed. The average excitation

energy for the 3dfc-3dfc~14p and 3dfc-3dfe~x4f transitions, the ionization potential,

and the temperature of maximum abundance in a coronal ionization equilibrium

calculation for each charge state in the 3dfc sequence is listed in Table 4.3. In every

case, the average 3d-4f excitation energy is significantly less than the ionization

potential, and hence, there are no levels from the configurations in Table 4.1

which lie in the continuum. In each ion, the temperature of maximum abundance

is greater than the average excitation energy of the 3p —> 3d transitions (~ 71eV)

studied above. Equation 1.22 has been used to predict the collisional-radiative

spectrum of each 3dfc ion at the temperature of maximum abundance, and two-

thirds of that temperature. It is found that the power emitted by each ion is

insensitive to changes in the electron temperature as long as the temperature
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Ion

3d9

3d8

3d7

3d6

3d5

3d4

3d3

3d2

3d1

3d-4p energy0

269.00
291.95
321.96
353.61
366.41
392.84
420.47
447.87
476.00

3d-4f energy a

(eV)
377.59
402.41
427.28
452.90
478.26
502.94
527.80
551.73
576.46

IP"

597.6
652.1
708.2
765.9
825.1
890.4
952.9
1016.8
1082.1

Te max.

220
284
340
420
473
548
625
699
776

° Computed in the present work by RELAC
b Ref. [85]

Table 4.3: Calculated strength-weighted average excitation energies, ground state
ionization potential and temperature of maximum abundance for each 3dfc ion.

remains above the threshold for the An=0 (3 to 3) excitations. The power loss

coefficient computed by equation 3.2 for each 3dfc ion at the temperature of peak

abundance has been multiplied by the ion fractions shown in Fig. 3.7. The result

(in units of watts/cm3) for a plasma with an electron density of 1.0 x 1014 cm~3 and

a total molybdenum density of l.OxlO10 cm"3 is shown in Fig. 4.7. The profiles

for each charge state can be used to find that ion's emitting volume, the total

power lost from the plasma can be found by multiplying each ion by its emitting

volume and summing.
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Figure 4.7: Radiative cooling per unit volume for the Mo23+ to Mo15+ (ground
states 3d to 3d9) ions. The calculation assumes a coronal distribution of molybde-
num ions, an electron density of l.OxlO14 cm"3 and a total molybdenum density
ofl.0xl010cm-3.
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4.4 Configuration Mixing Effects

The difference in characteristic transition rates of electric dipole (El) and electric

quadrupole (E2) transitions (see § 1.1.2 of Chapter 1) means lines from different

energy levels which decay primarily through these channels will exhibit different

behavior with changes in the local electron density. In order to exploit this sen-

sitivity as a diagnostic of local plasma conditions, collisional-radiative models for

Mo15+, Mo16+ and Mo23+ have been constructed to predict the spectral intensity

of the 3dfc - 3d*"14s E2 and 3dfe - 3dfc-14p El transitions. The models include a

contribution from inner shell ionization to the emissivity of a given transition and

cascades from more highly excited states. The Lotz formula [86,87] has been used

to generate the collisional ionization rates from both the valence shells and deeply

bound inner shells of the ground and excited configurations. These ionization

channels are found to have minimal effect of the El and E2 transitions studied

below.

4.4.1 Two Electron Decays

In addition to the energy levels generated from the configurations in Table 4.1,

levels generated by the 3s23p63dfe~15Z {I = s,p, d, f,g) configurations are included

in the models of the present section. Mo15+ has 808 levels when the 3d85Z config-

urations are included. Mo15+ has an energy level structure with a ground state
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doublet, 2D5/2,3/2> from the 3p63d9 configuration and several highly populated lev-

els from the 3p63d_84s configuration lying between 228 and 251eV above the ground

state. In between these complexes, there exists a doublet from the 3p53d10 con-

figuration, 2P3/2,i/2, at 163.4 and 181.5eV [88], respectively. Figure 4.8 shows the

energy level structure of the 3d9, 3p53d10, 3s3p63d10, 3d84s and 3d84p configura-

tions of Mo15+. The 45 levels of the 3d84p configuration are grouped by their total

J-values but the precise, relative energy hierarchy of the levels is only suggested.

The thick arrows in the figure indicate the 3d-4s E2 transitions (short dashes), the

3d-4p El transitions (solid line) and the two-electron El decays between the levels

of the 3d84s and 3p53d10 configurations (long dashes) discussed in the paragraph

below.

Recent work by Bauche et al. [89, 90] has quantitatively investigated the ef-

fects of configuration interaction on the energy levels and transition probabilities

of the levels of the 3d84s and 3p53d10 configurations in Mo15+. The principal

effect of wavefunction mixing between 3d84s configuration and other configura-

tions which have El decays to the levels of the 3p53d10 configuration (and, in like

manner, mixing between the 3p53d10 configuration and other configurations which

have El decays to the levels of the 3d84s configuration) is to create channels for

two-electron El decays, 3p53d10 - 3d84s, which compete directly with the 3d-4s

E2 decays to the ground state [90]. These alternate channels for de-excitation
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3p63d84p
288eV

3s3p63d10 (-279eV)

3d->4pE1 251eV

228eV

"2-electron" E1 decays, /
only allowed through / ^
wavefunotion mixing -

3p53d10

Total J value

1/2 3/2 5/2 7/211/2 9/2 7/2 5/2 3/2 1/2

Figure 4.8: The energy levels of the 3d9, 3p53d10, 3s3p63d10, 3d84s and 3d84p
configurations. The 3d-4p El (solid), 3d-4s E2 (short dashes) and "forbidden"
two-electron El (long dashes) transitions of interest to this work are shown by
the thick arrows. The energy axis is not to scale, and only suggests the relative
position and distribution of levels.
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suppress 22 of the 30 possible E2 decays in Mo15+. Because the 3d84s levels with

J=7/2 and J=9/2 cannot have El decays to the 3p53d10 levels (by the A J =0,±l

dipole selection rule) all observed 3d9-3d84s E2 lines in Mo15+ originate from these

high angular momentum levels (see table 1 of Ref. [91]). Table 4.4 demonstrates

the effect of the two-electron decays on the branching ratios for E2 transitions

towards the ground state (level 1) and the first excited state (level 2) of Mo15+.

For many of the 3d84s levels, the presence of the two-electron decays reduces the

branching ratio for an E2 transition to the levels of the 3d9 configuration.

Analogous quenching suppresses nearly all of the 3d8-3d74s E2 transitions in

Fe I-like Mo16+. However, there is one level of the 3d74s configuration that is

forbidden from having two-electron El decays to the levels of 3p53d9 (by the

AJ dipole selection rule). The maximum J-value for a level from the ground

configuration, 3p63d8, and also from the 3p53d9 configuration, is J = 4, one 3d74s

level obtains the maximum J-value of J = 6; two-electron El transitions to the

levels of 3p53d9 will be forbidden to the J = 6 level of the 3d74s configuration,

despite wavefunction mixing, by the requirement that AJ = 0, ±1. Calculations

by RELAC predict there will be one transition from the jfcoupled

[(3^3/2)1=3/2(^5/2)j=4\j=U/2^S J = 6

level of Mo16+ to the ground level at a wavelength of 47.456A. Examination of

the photographic plates from the experiments in TFR (Tokamak Fontenay-aux-
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Index

5
6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17
18

19

20

3d84s level

(3F4 ,l/2)9 /2

(3F4,l/2)7/2

(3F2 ,l/2)5 /2

(3F3 , l/2)7 /2

(3F2)l/2)3/2

(3F3 ,l/2)5 /2

(3P2,l/2)5/2

(3P2 , l /2)3 / 2

(3Po,l/2)1/2

(8Pi,l/2)a/a

(1D2,l/2)5/2

(3Pi,i/2)1 / 2

(1G4,l/2)9/2

(^4,1/2)7/2

(1D2,l/2)3/2

Final

1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
2

No Mixing

1.00
0.96
0.04
0.03
0.97
0.93
0.07
0.78
0.22
0.60
0.40
0.07
0.93
0.99
0.01
0.74
0.26
0.99
0.01
0.22
0.78
0.51
0.49
1.00
0.01
0.99
0.32
0.68
0.40
0.60

Mixing

1.00
0.96
0.04
0.02
0.79
0.93
0.07
0.51
0.14
0.54
0.36
0.07
0.90
0.75
0.00
0.51
0.17
0.77
0.00
0.15
0.57
0.43
0.41
1.00
0.01
0.99
0.26
0.54
0.04
0.06

Table 4.4: Branching ratio for electric quadrupole decays from the 3d84s levels to
the levels of the ground state doublet in Mo15+ without and with the two-electron
transitions. The numbers at the left of the table are the position in the energy
level hierarchy of the 3d84s level.
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Roses) described in Ref. [92] reveal a candidate for this transition at a measured

wavelength of 47.474 (±0.05)A. This line was measured in spectra recorded in

experiments with molybdenum limiters; the line was absent in spectra taken in

the same wavelength region from a vacuum spark-produced plasma. Since in both

high and low density plasmas, the Mo15+ lines around 45A (the Mo15+ 3d —> 4p El

lines) are observed, one may assume that the line present only in the low density

(tokamak) plasma is the Mo16+ E2 line.

Calculations in the present work for the possible total angular momentum

values of the 3p53dfc+1 and 3p63dfe"14s (1 < k < 7) states indicate that all possi-

ble 3d-4s E2 transitions in charge states Mo17+ and higher are quenched by the

3p53dfc+1 - 3p63dfc-14s two-electron El decay channels which arise through wave-

function mixing. Mo17+ (k=7), for example, has a maximum J-value for a 3p53d8

level of J= l l /2 . The maximum J-value of a 3d64s level is J=13/2; all levels of

the 3d64s configuration can have El decay channels to the 3p53d8 levels created

by wavefunction mixing. In Mo18+ (k=6) the maximal J-value for both a 3p53d7

and a 3d54s level is J=7. For charge states with ground configurations 3dfe (k

< 5) the maximal J-value for a 3p53dfe+1 level exceeds the maximal J-value of a

level.
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Figure 4.9: Synthetic collisional-radiative spectrum in the wavelength range of
the El and E2 transitions considered in the present work. Conditions used in
calculating the spectrum are Te = 200eV and ne =1.0 xlO20 m~3.

4.4.2 Results and Discussion

Figure 4.9 shows the synthetic emission spectra of Mo15+ and Mo14+ at an electron

temperature of 200eV and an electron density of l.OxlO20 m~3. Wavelengths

written above spectral features of Mo14+ are from Ref. [92], wavelengths written

above the E2 features of Mo15+ are from Ref. [91]. A detailed analysis of of

collisional-radiative level populations and El and E2 transition probabilities has

recently been published [93]. The models in that work are used to analyze the

data below.
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Mo15+ spectra have been experimentally obtained from the Alcator C-Mod

Tokamak. Additional molybdenum was introduced into the plasma discharge

by the laser blow off technique [94]. The target Alcator C-Mod plasmas were

diverted, deuterium plasmas with major parameters: plasma current of 0.8 MA,

central electron temperature of 1.6 - 1.7 keV, central electron density of 1.0 to

2.0X1020 m"3, and a toroidal magnetic field of 5.4 T.

The molybdenum spectra in the 40 to 55A range were obtained using a mul-

tilayer mirror (MLM)-based polychromator built and calibrated at the Johns

Hopkins University. Details of the instrument have recently appeared elsewhere

[66, 67]. The polychromator had a view of the plasma through a central radial

chord. It monitored the particular wavelength band of the 3d-4p El (~46.45A)

and 3d-4s E2 transitions (~54.27A) in Mo15+ on successive discharges. Two se-

ries of reproducible plasma discharges were run, one with a nominal core electron

density of l.OxlO20 m~3, and the other with a nominal core density of 2.0X1020

m-3.

The ratio of E2 emission to El emission is found from the CR model by

n{ne,le) - — -f— —r. (4.8)
luall El decays * \pa " * *P)

In what follows, the observed values of the Mo15+ 3d-4s E2 to 3d-4p El emis-

sion ratio are found by integrating in wavelength the area under the (unresolved)

peaks formed by each class of transitions in the MLM-recorded spectrum after an
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appropriate correction for background from other molybdenum charge states has

been made.

The data obtained in the current experiments yield a value of R(ne, Te) — 0.5

(±0.15) for Mo15+ at densities of both 0.6xlO20 m~3 and 1.5xl020 m"3; the 30%

uncertainty in the reported ratios is the total of both the photometric calibration

error and that introduced by the shot-to-shot irreproducibility during the wave-

length scans. The values of R(ne,Te) obtained from the CR models are listed in

Table 4.5. Inclusion of the 3d85/ cascades increases the value of R(ne,Te) by 15%

at temperatures of lOOeV or less, and by less than 10% at temperatures above

lOOeV. The ionization channels from Mo14+ change the value of R(ne, Te) by less

than 2% at all temperatures. The behavior of R(ne,Te) versus electron density

for Mo15+ is shown in Fig. 4.10.

Prom models for the collisional-radiative spectrum of Mo15+, the measured val-

ues of R(ne, Te) will obtain in a region of the plasma with an electron temperature

between 75 and 150eV. Calculations and observations for the 3d-4s E2 to 3d-4p

El ratio in Ni I-like ions (Chapter 5) indicate the Ni I-like Mo14+ is found at a

temperature near lOOeV. Under ionization equilibrium conditions the Ni I-like ion

is expected to exist at an electron temperature near 120eV, and the Co I-like ion

is expected to reach peak abundance at an electron temperature near 220eV (see

Fig. 1.4a). In the present experiments the radial distribution of the Mo14+ and
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electron temperature (eV)

ne(cm 3)
1.0
5.0
1.0
5.0
1.0
5.0
1.0
5.0
1.0

(13)
(13)
(14)
(14)
(15)
(15)
(16)
(16)
(17)

50

0.840
0.785
0.738
0.539
0.415
0.152
0.085
0.016
0.007

75

0.685
0.640
0.602
0.444
0.344
0.127
0.072
0.013
0.006

100

0.620
0.606
0.561
0.427
0.327
0.120
0.062
0.013
0.007

150

0.564
0.551
0.538
0.414
0.319
0.114
0.061
0.013
0.006

200

0.506
0.475
0.450
0.340
0.269
0.105
0.060
0.011
0.005

300

0.456
0.429
0.405
0.309
0.245
0.098
0.057
0.011
0.004

Numbers in parenthesis represent powers often, X(Y) = XxlO r .

Table 4.5: The value of R(ne,Te) in Mo15+ at nine different free electron densities.
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Figure 4.10: R(ne,Te) as a function of density in the coronal regime for Mo15+

showing effects of changes in electron temperature. Prom top to bottom, the
traces are for the E2 to El ratio as computed at 50, 75, 100, 150, 200 and 300eV.
The solid points are from measurements in the Alcator C-Mod tokamak.
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Mo15+ emission could not be measured directly. Even though the electron density

and temperature profiles are measured, the CR modeling predictions cannot be

confirmed directly. If the ionization rates used to predict the coronal equilibrium

position of the Mo15+ ion are too small (as is the case with "core" states in the

lower frame of Fig. 1.4b), then the equilibrium temperature of the Mo15+ ion will

be overestimated. One should remember that in addition to the temperature and

density dependence of the ionization and recombination rates, particle transport

also effects the charge state distribution.



Chapter 5

Halo Charge States (Mo14+ to

5.1 Resonant Excitation Rates (Mo14+)

The Ni I-like ion, with its filled 3d shell ground state, has a much higher ioniza-

tion potential than adjacent iV-shell isosequences. Consequently, the Ni I-like ion

will be far more abundant in a fusion plasma than the Cu I- or Zn I-like ions.

This characteristic makes the Ni I-like ion a valuable tool for diagnosing local

plasma conditions [92]. The nickellike charge state of refractory metals (zirco-

nium to silver) can exist in low density plasmas at temperatures of a few hundred

electron volts or less; hence, nickellike ions will be unambiguous radiators in the

123
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outer part of the plasma. It is well-known for the Ne I-like isosequence that at

temperatures below the excitation threshold for transitions from the ground state

to low-lying excited levels, radiationless capture of a free electron followed by

autoionization can greatly enhance the total excitation rate [95, 96]. Presently,

resonant excitation channels are found to have large contributions to the 3d-4s

and 3d-4p excitation rates in Ni I-like Mo14+ and Zr12+.

The 3d10 - 3d94p El lines for Mo14+ have been identified in vacuum spark [97],

tokamak [98] and laser produced plasmas [99]. The 3d10 - 3d94s E2 lines from

Mo14+ were measured and classified by Mansfield et al. in a tokamak plasma [57].

Identification of the Mo14+ 3d-4s E2 lines and models for the electron density

dependence of the ratio of the emissivity of the 3d-4s E2 and 3d-4p El lines have

been published by Klapisch et al. in [92]. Zr12+ emission features are less well-

known; the 3d10 - 3d94p El lines were measured in a vacuum spark plasma by

Alexander et al. [97] over two decades ago. To the best of the author's knowledge,

until now, no observations have been reported of the 3d-4s E2 lines in Zr12+.

5.1.1 Calculation of Rate Coefficients

The resonant excitation (RX) process involves the radiationless capture of a free

electron by the ground state of the initial ion, e.g. Mo14+. The resulting doubly

excited level of Mo13+ (Cu I-like) can de-excite in several ways. If it autoionizes
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to an excited level of Mo14+, the two-step process is a resonant enhancement of

direct excitation. The rate at which population is excited into a level if of Mo14+

through RX is given in the isolated resonance approximation by:

Q
Q (
Q* 29i{ kTe ) Y j

where gi is the multiplicity of the initial level of Mo14+, ld' denotes a doubly

excited level of Mo13+, ga is its multiplicity, A% is the rate for autoionizing (Auger)

transitions, ao is the Bohr radius, Ed is the capture energy, and the branching ratio

for autoionization to level (f is:

Aa

m _ d>i (e; o\

Ah initio computations of energy levels and radiative and Auger transition

probabilities were performed using RELAC. For the sum over Auger channels

equation 5.2, the 37 levels of Mo14+ from the 3d10, 3d94s, 3d94p and 3d94d con-

figurations are included as final states. The states of Mo13+ considered through

which the RX process can proceed are:

3/3d94/nY {I < 3; 5 < ri < 12 V < 5)

and

3p53d104ln'l' (I < 3; 4 < n' < 10 I' < 5).

The running sum of the explicitly calculated contribution to the total RX rate

coefficient of each manifold of levels formed from each value of n' (summed over
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Figure 5.1: The running sum of the contribution to the total resonant excitation
rate coefficient from each manifold of levels versus the principal quantum number
of the manifold. The 3d+e —*• iln'l' (solid lines) and 3p+e —• 4ln'l' (dashes)
channels are shown. The levels are designated as in Table 5.1.

all values of I and I') for both the 3d-4Z and 3p-4Z excitation channels for four

different Mo14+ levels is shown in Fig. 5.1. The flatness of the sum with each

new manifold indicates that the calculation has converged, hi the cases where the

running sum has not converged, a n~z scaling has been used to continue the sums

until convergence is achieved.

The RX rate coefficients, along with the direct, DWA collisional excitation
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Figure 5.2: The resonant excitation rate coefficient as a function of temperature
for the four 3d94s (solid lines, filled icons) and four 3d94p (dashes, open icons)
levels of Mo14+ as computed in the present thesis. The levels are designated as in
Table 5.1.

rate coefficients [35] for the four 3d94s and twelve 3d94p levels of Mo u + are listed

in Table 5.1. A plot of the RX rate coefficient versus temperature for eight of the

excited levels of Mo14+ is shown in Fig. 5.2. The factor by which the resonant

excitation channels enhance the direct, impact-excitation rate from the ground

state

QD

is shown as a function of temperature for four Mo u + levels in Fig. 5.3.

(5.3)
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level
(3d+,4s+)3

(3d+,4s+)2

(3d-,4s+)i

(3d-,4s+)2

(3d+,4p-)2

(3d+,4p-)3

(3d-,4p-)2

(3d+,4p+)!

(3d+,4p+)4

(3d+,4p+)2

(3d-,4p+)0

(3d+,4p+)3

(3d-,4p-)i

(3d-,4p+)3

(3^,4?+)!

(3d-,4p+)2

%

-R
D
R
D
R
D
R
D
R
D
R
D
R
D
R
D
R
D
R
D
R
D
R
D
R
D
R
D
R
D
R
D

50

43.55
6.800
47.82
17.78
27.75
2.690
58.26
20.69
13.40
3.418
16.87
5.364
12.18
2.533
24.37
1.746
7.847
4.230
6.906
1.313
3.155
0.679
6.366
3.034
46.49
34.72
16.05
4.384
19.51
7.990
11.96
1.081

75

111.6
21.36
125.3
59.80
73.05
8.650
153.9
71.69
42.83
13.32
52.46
21.44
39.36
9.945
85.69
7.006
27.86
16.71
24.60
5.276
10.74
2.776
23.56
12.66
169.1
154.3
53.87
18.54
70.10
32.37
39.83
4.428

100
lO"13

159.2
35.43
182.0
106.0
105.6
14.50
222.7
129.1
69.31
24.85
83.53
40.94
63.92
18.47
145.9
13.09
47.55
31.15
42.10
9.930
17.85
5.309
41.09
24.80
295.9
323.6
89.10
36.50
121.2
68.20
65.86
8.393

150 200
cm3sec~1

192.2
53.23
225.3
179.1
129.3
22.02
273.1
222.2
96.31
42.49
114.0
73.12
89.07
31.12
213.1
22.82
69.64
52.67
61.87
17.01
25.38
9.321
61.50
45.65
449.2
670.3
126.2
67.49
180.8
141.2
93.38
14.43

186.8
60.42
222.5
225.1
126.6
25.12
267.6
282.6
101.0
51.89
118.4
93.09
93.54
37.46
228.8
30.32
74.95
63.55
66.70
20.68
26.87
11.55
66.91
59.23
494.4
960.3
133.6
87.71
196.7
200.4
98.84
17.54

250

170.6
62.13
205.3
253.4
116.1
25.90
245.6
320.7
96.76
55.97
112.7
104.6
89.63
39.94
222.1
50.37
72.87
67.86
64.91
22.15
25.85
12.57
65.47
67.42
487.9
1194

128.6
99.95
192.6
236.6
95.11
18.76

300

152.8
61.22
185.2
270.9
104.3
25.58
220.8
345.1
89.53
56.99
103.8
111.0
82.97
40.39
207.3
134.4
68.10
68.66
60.71
22.34
23.99
12.87
61.45
72.16
460.8
1398

119.3
107.2
180.9
218.1
88.28
18.91

Table 5.1: Resonant excitation rate (R) and the direct, DWA impact-excitation
rate (D) from the ground level to the seventeen lowest energy excited states of
Mo14+. The levels are designated by two ^-coupled orbitals, the 3d-hole and the
occupied, excited orbital. The levels are in order of increasing energy.
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Figure 5.3: The factor by which the resonant excitation channels enhance the
direct impact-excitation rates into the upper states of the 3d-4s (solid lines) and
3d-4p (dashed lines) transitions discussed below. The dashed line at 1.0 represents
no enhancement of the direct impact-excitation rates. The levels are designated
as in Table 5.1.

5.1.2 Observations and Discussion

Spectra of Mo14+ and Zr12+ have been experimentally obtained from the Alcator

C-Mod Tokamak. The molybdenum spectra in the 45 to 60A range were obtained

using the multilayer mirror (MLM)-based polychromator [66, 67] described in

section 4.4.2. The polychromator had a radial view through the plasma center

and monitored the wavelength of either the 3d-4s E2 (~ 59A) or 3d-4p El (~

50A) emission during a series of laser injections of molybdenum into the plasma.

Since the ratio of the 3d-4s E2 to 3d-4p El emission is desired, the XUV grazing

incidence spectrograph described in section 1.6 has been used to measure the
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shot-to-shot variation in the molybdenum emission. The minimum first order

wavelength observable with the grazing incidence spectrometer is 57A, hence it is

unable to view the Mo14+ El emission, and simultaneous measurement of the 3d-

4p El and 3d-4s E2 emission of Mo14+ with this device is impossible. Zirconium

was introduced into the plasma to have the longer wavelength Zr12+ 3dlo-3d94p

El and 3d10-3d94s E2 lines appear in the spectrograph's wavelength range. The

spectrograph can cover ~ 3()A at one time with a spectral resolution of 0.57A.

Collisional-radiative (CR) models have been constructed using equation 1.23

including all energy levels from configurations of the form 3p63d10, 3p63d94Z (I =

s,p,d,f), 3p63d95Z (I = s,p,d,f,g), 3p53d104Z (I = s,p,d,f), 3p63d84s4Z (I =

s,p,d,f) and 3p53d94s4Z (I = s,p,d,f). The ratio of 3d10-3d94s E2 emission to

3dlo-3d94p El emission for Mo14+ and Zr12+ is found from the collisional-radi-

ative models by equation 4.8. Ro is defined as the value of R(ne,Te) at ne =

l.OxlO13 cm"3 for a given Te. Table 5.2 contains the values of R(ne,Te) from the

CR models for Mo14+ which include the full effects of resonant excitation channels

and cascades from the 3d95£ levels.

Ni I-like Molybdenum

The measured ratio of the Mo14+ E2 to El emission in the C-Mod experiments

is found to be 1.1 (±0.3) for a plasma with an electron density of 0.6xlO14 cm"3
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electron temperature (eV)

ne(cm 3)
1.0
5.0
1.0
5.0
1.0
5.0
1.0
5.0
1.0

(13)
(13)
(14)
(14)
(15)
(15)
(16)
(16)
(17)

50

2.20
2.13
2.05
1.57
1.22
0.43
0.24
0.05
0.03

75

1.64
1.59
1.54
1.21
0.95
0.35
0.20
0.04
0.02

100

1.39
1.36
1.31
1.05
0.84
0.32
0.18
0.04
0.02

150

1.18
1.15
1.12
0.91
0.74
0.29
0.17
0.04
0.02

200

1.07
1.05
1.02
0.84
0.69
0.28
0.16
0.04
0.02

300

0.97
0.95
0.93
0.77
0.64
0.27
0.15
0.03
0.02

Numbers in parenthesis represent powers often, X(Y) = XxlO r .

Table 5.2: The value of R(ne,Te) in Mo14+ at nine different free electron densities.

measured near the last closed magnetic flux surface (LCFS), where the Mo14+ ion

density is predicted to be maximal, and 1.8(±0.5) for a plasma with an electron

density of 1.4xl014 cm"3 near the LCFS. The 30% uncertainty in the above

measurements is the sum of the uncertainty from the photometric calibration of

the instrument [66,67] and the shot-to-shot variation of the molybdenum injection

for the wavelength scans.

Klapisch et al. [92] have recorded spectra of Mo14+ El and E2 lines on film in

the Tokamak at Fontenay-aux-Roses (TFR). Although a trace of the observations

has been published (figure 1 in Ref. [92]), the spectrum is not photometrically cal-

ibrated. The published spectrum implies that the Mo14+ E2 lines are the strongest

lines in that portion of the spectrum and that R(ne,Te) ~ 1.4. Sugar, Reader and
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Rowan [91] have recently published a trace of a molybdenum spectrum in the same

wavelength range recorded on film in the Texas Experimental Tokamak (TEXT).

There, too, the apparent value of R(ne,Te) is at least 1.5. Figure 5.4 shows the

calculated E2 to El emission ratio for Mo14+ at six temperatures where an appre-

ciable fraction of the molybdenum should exist in the Ni I-like charge state. Also

plotted on Fig. 5.4 are the experimental points from the present observations in

Alcator C-Mod and from the TFR observations [92]. The points measured in the

present experiments on C-Mod have horizontal error bars corresponding to a 25%

uncertainty in the local density due to the uncertainty in the estimated radial

position of the Mo14+ ion.

The inclusion of the resonant excitation rates in the present models enhances

the value of Ro by nearly 80% at a temperature of 50eV, and nearly 50% at a

temperature of lOOeV (the strength of the effect is a strong function of tempera-

ture, see Fig. 5.3). The present model for R(ne>Te) in Mo14+ yields a value closest

to the TFR measurement (at a density of 5xlO13 cm"3, a density appropriate

for a TFR plasma) at a temperature near lOOeV. At the reported densities of

the present C-Mod experiments, the measured values of the E2 to El ratio for

Mo14+ will obtain (from the curves in Fig. 5.4) at temperatures between 50 and

150eV. These temperatures agree well with the predicted ionization-equilibrium

temperature of Mo14+ of ?« 100 eV. The horizontal error bars on the measured
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Figure 5.4: Plot of R(ne,Te) as a function of density for Mo14+ showing effects
of changes in electron temperature. From top to bottom, the traces are for the
E2 to El ratio as computed at 50, 75, 100, 150, 200 and 300eV. The solid points
are from measurements by Klapisch et al. in TFR (see cite in text) and in the
Alcator C-Mod tokamak (present work).
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points in Fig. 5.4 do not change this conclusion.

Ni I-like Zirconium

Figure 5.5 shows a spectrum recorded with the spectrograph described in Refs.

[45, 46] immediately before a zirconium injection into the C-Mod plasma (top

frame) and at the peak of the Zr12+ emission (middle frame). The spectrum

measured by the spectrograph was integrated for 4 msec. The bottom frame in

Figure 5.5 shows the subtraction of the top and middle frames, and hence, the

background from intrinsic impurities in the plasma has been removed yielding a

nominally pure zirconium spectrum. Figure 5.5 also shows a reconstruction of the

magnetic flux surfaces in the C-Mod plasma and the viewing chord along which

the Zr12+ emission was observed to be maximal. The line of sight was scanned

(vertically) with a 1.5 cm spatial resolution for several shots, and the position of

maximum emission was determined. The Zr12+ emission is seen to peak just inside

the LCFS. The Zr12+ and Zr13+ lines in Fig. 5.5 have been classified recently in

Ref. [100].

The RX rate coefficients coupling the ground state of Zr12+ to the 3d94s and

3d94p levels have been found by scaling the ab initio calculations for Mo14+ ac-

cording to the behavior of the An > 1, dipole allowed radiative decay rates (equa-

tion 1.6). Table 5.3 lists the model values of R(ne,Te) as a function of ne at the
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Figure 5.5: Spectrum recorded before impurity injection (top), spectrum record-
ed at peak of impurity emission (middle) and background-subtracted zirconium
spectrum (bottom). The frame on the right shows a cross section of the Alcator
C-Mod tokamak and reconstructions of the magnetic flux surfaces. The bold line
at the bottom of the figure is the line of sight for the Zr12+ emission was observed
to be maximal.
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electron

ne(cm 3)
1.0
5.0
1.0
5.0
1.0
5.0
1.0
5.0
1.0

(13)
(13)
(14)
(14)
(15)
(15)
(16)
(16)
(17)

40

2.30
2.11
1.91
1.08
0.70
0.18
0.09
0.02
0.00

temperature
50

1.91
1.76
1.60
0.93
0.61
0.16
0.08
0.02
0.00

75

1.46
1.36
1.25
0.75
0.50
0.14
0.07
0.01
0.00

(eV)
100

1.25
1.16
1.07
0.67
0.45
0.13
0.07
0.01
0.00

150

1.04
0.98
0.91
0.59
0.41
0.12
0.07
0.01
0.00

Numbers in parenthesis represent powers often, X(Y) = XxlOy.

Table 5.3: The value of R(ne, Te) in Zr12+ at nine different free electron densities.

five temperatures. The inclusion of the RX rates in the collisional-radiative model

for Zr12+ enhances the value of R(ne,Te) significantly; the value of Ro is enhance

by 65% at Te = 40eV, by greater than 50% at Te = 50eV and by 30% at Te =

lOOeV.

Figure 5.6 shows the curves of R(ne, Te) for Zr12+ calculated from equation 4.8

and the value of R(ne,Te) = 1.69 (±0.24) measured for Zr12+ in the present

experiments. The spatial resolution of the instrument used to measure R(ne,Te)

allows the location of the region from which the Zr12+ ions emit in the plasma to

be known to ~ lcm. Hence, the measured electron density profile [101] in C-Mod

can be used directly to place this point on the ordinate of Fig. 5.6. The 15%

uncertainty in the measured R(ne,Te) value for Zr12+ comes from the uncertainty
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Figure 5.6: Plot of R(ne,Te) as a function of density for Zr12+ showing effects of
changes in electron temperature. Prom top to bottom, the traces are for the E2
to El emission ratio as computed at 40, 50, 75, 100 and 150eV. The solid points
are from measurements in the Alcator C-Mod tokamak described in the present
work.

in the photometric calibration of the spectrograph and uncertainties in the fits to

the line shapes (in Fig. 5.5).

From the curves in Fig. 5.6, the measured value of R(ne, Te) implies the Zr12+

ion emits from a region of the plasma with Te between 50 and 75eV. There are

no accurate measurements of the local electron temperature in C-Mod at this

radius. However, the local temperature for Zr12+ (50eV) derived from Fig. 5.6

compared to the local temperature for Mo14+ derived from Fig. 5.4 is consistent

with expected Z-scaling of ionization potentials [65].
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5.2 Modeled Halo Charge States (Mo13+ to Mo11+)

hi order to have unambiguous observations of molybdenum emission in the "halo"

region of the plasma, this thesis looks at the XUV and VUV lines from Mo13+ to

Mo11+ ions. Although the VUV lines described below are outside of the spectral

range dealt with in the rest of this thesis, they can be viewed with the grazing

incidence instrument used to obtain the XUV data from C-Mod in Chapters 2, 3,

4 and in section 5.1.2, above. A consistency between the models for the An=l

(3 to 4) XUV lines and the An=0 (4 to 4) VUV lines discussed below extends

the formalism of the An > 1 (2 to 3,4) x-ray and An = 0 XUV lines modeled in

Chapter 2. Benchmarking application of the models of the present thesis to these

lower charge states is essential to having confidence in any spectroscopic analysis

of the outer plasma in C-Mod.

Emission short of 200A from the Mo13+, Mo12+ and Mo11+ ions will arise from

3d —* 4p, 4f and 4s —• 5p transitions; observations of these lines from Mo13+

and Mo12+ in a laser produced plasma, and satellite transitions from doubly ex-

cited states, are reported in Ref. [102]. A comparison of the 3d —» 4p transition

wavelengths computed by RELAC and those reported in Ref. [102] are listed in

Table 5.4. The agreement between the calculated transition wavelengths and the

observed transition wavelengths is AE f Etran ~ 0.5%; this is less than the agree-

ment between computed and observed x-ray transition wavelengths in Chapter 2
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Lower state Upper state ° Xcaic. \&s. a CR intensity
(A) (arb. units)

Mo13+ 3d -> 4p
4s2Si / 2 3d9(2D)4s4p(1P) 2 P 1 / 2 50.502 50.788 5.6
4s 2 S 1 / 2 3d9(2D)4s4p(1P) 2 P 3 / 2 51.115 51.398 16.0
4s 2Si / 2 3d9(2D)4s4p(3P) 2 P 1 / 2 52.726 52.687 14.7
4s 2Si / 2 3d9(2D)4s4p(3P) 2 P 3 / 2 52.799 52.750 20.2
4 s 2 S V 2 3d9(2D)4s4p(3P) 2D3 / 2 53.109 53.044 6.7

Mo12+ 3d -> 4p
4s2 % 3d9(2D)4s24p 3Dj 53.582 53.551 15.7
4s 2 1S 0 3d9(2D)4s24p XP! 54.122 54.101 62.7

Mo13+ 4s -»• 5p
4s 2 S 1 / 2 5p 2 P 3 / 2 83.210 22.9
4s 2 S 1 / 2 5p 2 Pi / 2 83.210 12.7

Mo12+ 4s -* 5p
4s2 % 4s5p *Pi 88.133 100.0

aRef. [102]

Table 5.4: Calculated and observed XUV transition wavelengths from Mo13+ and
Mo12+. Also listed is the (relative) quasi-steady state collisional-radiative bright-
ness for each feature.

(see also Appendix A. 3), but much better than the ~ 3% agreement for the An=0

transitions in Chapter 3.

The synthetic XUV spectra of Mo13+, Mo12+ and Mo11+ are shown in Fig. 5.7.

Computation of the excitation-autoionization rate through strongly autoionizing

manifolds of levels in these ions has recently been performed by Mitnik ei al.

The presence of strongly autoionizing manifolds leads to large excitation-autoion-
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Figure 5.7: Collisional-radiative spectrum for inner shell excited An=l (3 to 4 and
4 to 5) XUV emission from "halo" ions. All lines are from Mo13+ unless otherwise
noted in the figure.

ization rates, and hence, greatly reduces the temperature of equilibrium for these

charge states in a coronal ionization distribution. This reduction is seen in the

ionization state fractions shown in Fig. 1.4 (computed using the data of Ref. [43])

which have been used in the model shown in Fig. 5.7. The observed lines in

Fig. 5.7 are from the levels of the Mo13+ and Mo12+ with the smallest branching

ratios towards autoionization.

Also shown in Fig. 5.7 are two-electron El decays of the form 3dlo4p 2P -

3d9 4s2 2D in Mo13+ [103] analogous to the two-electron decays discussed in sec-
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Lower state Upper state \caic. Ao&s.
 a giMj b CR intensity

(A) sec"1 (arb. units)
3d l o4p 2P 1 / 2 3d94s22D3 /2 69.241 6U5 97(7) 16lT
3d l o4p 2P 3 / 2 3d94s22D3 /2 70.767 71.3 2.5(6) 0.3
3 d i o 4 p 2 p 3 / 2 3d94s22D5/2 72.156 72.5 4.1(7) bA_

° Ref. [103]
6 Numbers in parenthesis represent powers of ten, X(Y) = X x 10y.

Table 5.5: Observed and computed data on XUV two-electron decays in Mo13+.
Calculated collisional-radiative brightnesses for the transitions can be compared
directly to the resonant lines in Table 5.4

tion 4.4.1. These transitions are of interest because of their lasing potential [104].

Although the radiative transition probabilities for the two-electron decays com-

puted by RELAC are quite small, the lines from the two-electron decays are quite

bright (Table 5.5); the lower states of these transitions have electric dipole (fast)

4p -» 4s decay channels, while the upper states have only electric quadrupole 4s

—» 3d one electron decay channels, and hence, the system naturally achieves a

population inversion. The two-electron decays are enabled by wavefunction mix-

ing: an admixture of the 3p53dlo4s4p states in the upper 3d9 4s2 levels of the

two-electron decays allows them to reach the lower 3d104p levels, an admixture of

the 3p63d94s4f states in the lower 3d104p levels creates transition channels to the

3p63d94s4d component in the 3d94s2 upper levels. In every case, the admixtures

of inner shell excited states into the principal configurations giving rise to the

two-electron decays are very small, on the order of 0.1%.
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The strongest emission features from Mo13+ to Mo11+ are from An=0 (4 to

4) transitions which appear between 200 and 400A. The calculated VUV quasi-

steady state collisional-radiative spectra of Mo13+ to Mo11+ are shown in Fig. 5.8;

the labeled features are identified in Table 5.6. Measurements of the energy

levels of galliumlike Mo11+ (ground state 4s24p) have been published in. Refs.

[105, 106, 107], measurements of zinclike Mo12+ (ground state 4s2) energy levels

are reported in Refs. [108, 56, 109] and observed energy level splittings in cop-

perlike Mo13+ (ground state 4s) have appeared in Refs. [110, 111]. It is not clear

that any of the the XUV Arc=l (3 to 4) or VUV An=0 (4 to 4) lines discussed in

the present section will be observed in present day tokamak experiments. These

ions exist at temperatures which are very low by the standards of present day

experiments. Hence, these ions will only exist in narrow shells at the edge of the

plasma. Experiments looking at the interaction of the plasma with the molybde-

num vessel wall at C-Mod (or a molybdenum limiter at the FTU) or investigation

of the divertor plasma in C-Mod might observe the lines discussed in this section.
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Figure 5.8: Collisional-radiative spectrum for An=0 (4 to 4) VUV emission from
Mo13+ to Mo11+ "halo" ions.
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Index Isosequence Transition

(A)

231.87
245.68
248.23
285.97
294.89
311.28
321.88
324.45
335.11
372.07
380.15
416.36
420.85

Emissivity
(arb. units)

24.3
39.3

5.2
11.7
10.9
51.8
15.7
22.2

100.0
39.2
22.1
25.1
22.0

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

Ga I-like
Ga I-like
Ga I-like
Ga I-like
Ga I-like
Ga I-like
Ga I-like
Ga I-like
Zn I-like
Cu I-like
Ga I-like
Ga I-like
Cu I-like

4s24p 2 P 1 / 2 - 4s24d 2D3 / 2

4s24p 2 P 3 / 2 - 4s24d 2D5 / 2

4s24p 2 P 3 / 2 - 4s24d 2D3 / 2

4s24p 2 P 1 / 2 - 4s4p2 2 P 3 / 2

4s24p 2 P 1 / 2 - 4s4p2 2 P 1 / 2

4s24p 2 P 3 / 2 - 4s4p2 2 P 3 / 2

4s24p 2 P 3 / 2 - 4s4p2 2 P 1 / 2

4s24p 2 P 1 / 2 - 4s4p2 2S 1 / 2

4s2 % - 4s4p ^
4s 2 S 1 / 2 - 4p 2 P 3 / 2

4s24p 2 P 1 / 2 - 4s4p2 2D3 / 2

4s24p 2 P 3 / 2 - 4s4p2 2D5 / 2

4s 2 S 1 / 2 - 4p 2 P 1 / 2

Table 5.6: Calculated transition wavelengths and collisional-radiative intensities
from "halo" molybdenum ions.



Chapter 6

Total Molybdenum Cooling

Coefficient and Conclusion

6.1 Calculated Molybdenum Cooling Curve

The amount of power radiated by collisional-radiative line emission from the

charge states of an impurity atom (with atomic number Z) in a fusion plasma

is given by:

Pz{Te) = neY,nqLf{Te) (6.1)
i

where nq is the number density of an impurity ion of charge q+ and L*°*(Te) is

the total power from a specific charge state given by equation 3.2 and the sum is

taken over the Z charge states of the atom. Equation 6.1 can also be expressed

145
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as

Pz(Te) = nenz Y, tfE(Te)Lf{Te) (6.2)

where nz is the total number density of atom Z and f^E(Te), the fractional

abundance of a charge state, is given by equation 1.24. Power can also be lost

from a fusion plasma via the continuum radiation which results from radiative

recombination of a free electron on an ion, and also, from line emission fed by

dielectronic recombination of a free electron on an ion. The power lost from line

emission fed by dielectronic recombination can be written as

P»\Te) = nenz £(Ig_x + {Ei)9)f°
EcfR(T9) (6.3)

q

where a£R(Te) is the dielectronic recombination rate coefficient for the ground

state of ion q+ to ion (q — 1)+, Jg_i is the ionization potential of ion (q — 1)+

and (Ej)g is the average excitation energy from the ground state of ion q+ to

an excited level ujn of ion (q — 1)+. Equations 6.2 and 6.3 have been evaluated

for all ions1 from kryptonlike Mo6+ to lithiumlike Mo39+. The coupled equations

for the ionization state distribution (equation 1.24) have been solved using the

MIST code [39], incorporating the atomic data for ionization and recombination

in Appendices C and D. For the ions not treated in Appendix C the data for

dielectronic recombination in Refs. [112] and [17] have been used. The contri-
1Ions Mo37+ to Mo39+ and Mo6+ to Mo10+ have been modeled like the ions in Chapters 2

and 5, they have not been described in the present thesis.
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bution of radiative recombination to the total power losses has been evaluated

using the data in Ref. [17]. The relative contributions of the collisional-radia-

tive line power, the dielectronic and radiative recombination power loss channels

are compared in Fig. 6.1; the figure only shows a temperature range of interest

to the ongoing tokamak experiments discussed in the present thesis. The collis-

ional-radiative line power from molybdenum ions is seen to be dominant over the

power lost through recombination at all temperatures, and particularly for the

temperatures characteristic of the "edge" states. The power losses through radia-

tive recombination are greater than the collisional-radiative line emission for Te >

lOkeV, when only highly stripped L- and if-shell molybdenum ions are left in the

plasma. Note, the ab initio calculation of the rates of dielectronic recombination

in the present thesis result in a factor of two enhancement (Fig. C.4) over the di-

electronic recombination data in Ref. [17]; the complicated ground configurations

of the "edge" ions implies that ab initio calculation of the rates of dielectronic

recombination for these ions may result in an even greater enhancement of the

predicted cooling through this channel.

The resulting total power loss coefficient for molybdenum using the data of the

present thesis is shown by the solid line in Fig. 6.2. The same calculation using

the average atom data for line excitation and dielectronic recombination in Ref.

[17] is plotted as the dashed trace in Fig. 6.2. One immediately notices a striking
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of different radiative loss mechanisms in molybdenum.
The predicted power loss from collisional-radiative models for Mo6+ to Mo39+ as
generated by HULL AC (solid line), dielectronic and the radiative recombination.
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difference between the two curves at temperatures below lkeV. This difference is

due to the ab initio calculation of the An=0 (3 to 3) line transitions in the 3dfc (2

< ^k < 8) molybdenum ions. The computed power loss through line radiation in

the average atom model has a superficial similarity to the ab initio calculation. In

the average atom calculation, as in the ab initio calculation, there is a large bump

from the emission from M-shell ions, and a smaller bump from the emission of

L-shell ions. The contribution of the An=0 3p —> 3d transitions in the "edge"

charge states is so large that the bump in the radiative cooling from L-shell ions

does not show clearly on the scale in Fig. 6.2. An ab initio treatment of lower

molybdenum charge states, Mo5+ to the neutral element, may cause the curve

in Fig. 6.2 to resemble the dashed curve more closely at the lowest temperatures

than it does currently.

The significance of the result shown in the Fig. 6.2 for future fusion experi-

ments is tremendous; if a band of strongly radiating charge states exists at low

temperatures, the dynamics of plasma surface interactions in tokamaks can be dra-

matically altered. The energy and momentum of the hot plasma can be completely

exhausted by line radiation before damaging the vessel wall. Recent calculations

by Clark et al. [113] show that models similar to those in the current thesis (de-

tailed accounting of ab initio level structure and distorted wave approximation

collisional excitation rates) predict lower radiative cooling than the average atom
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Figure 6.2: Calculated molybdenum radiative cooling coefficient for Mo6+ to
Mo39+ using (solid line) the atomic data of the present work, and (dashed line)
the radiative cooling coefficient for all charge states from the ADPAK package.
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models in Ref. [17]. The models developed by Clark et al. are for elements lighter

than molybdenum.and for ions with fewer than 18 electrons. Hence, there are no

ions iso-electronic to the present "edge" charge states in Clark's model. The effect

of the An=0 (3 to 3) line transitions in 3dfc ( 1 < k < 9) ions is known to be

tremendous in other fields of study; detailed calculation of the contribution of

An=0 (3 to 3) line transitions to the opacity of iron has been used to explain the

long standing problem in astrophysics of the source of stellar pulsations [114]. Ab

initio calculations of radiative cooling from the complex ions of Chapters 4 and 5

are, to the best of the author's knowledge, studied for the first time in this thesis.

6.2 Conclusion

The raison d'etre of this thesis is the need to understand the radiative patterns

of highly stripped charge states of heavy elements brought about by the use of

stainless steel, inert gasses and refractory metals in tokamak vacuum vessels. Ab

initio calculations for the energy levels, radiative transition rates, autoionization

rates and distorted wave approximation impact excitation rates using relativistic

wavefunctions have been performed for molybdenum (Z = 42) ions from Mo39+

to Mo6+. The relativistic data have been used to calculate the rates of multi-

step processes such as excitation-autoionization, dielectronic recombination and

resonant excitation. Introduction of indirect ionization and recombination rates
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in coronal ionization equilibrium models for molybdenum radically alters the pre-

dicted charge state distribution from that given by models which do not account

for these processes.

High spectral resolution observations of x-ray and XUV line transitions from

Mo34+ to Mo29+ in the Alcator C-Mod plasma have been made with photomet-

rically calibrated spectrometers. Spatial profiles for the emission from these ions

have been obtained by moving the spectrometers on a series of similar discharges.

A collisional-radiative model which fully accounts for the detailed level structure

of each ion, and the predicted charge state distribution which incorporates the

atomic data of the present thesis, manages to reproduce the spatial profiles of the

so-called "core" charge states very well. Having thus benchmarked the atomic

data, and models for the emission of the "core" charge states, the total concentra-

tion of molybdenum in the core of the C-Mod plasma is found. Lower spectral res-

olution observations on the Prascati Tokamak Upgrade present a greater challenge

to the collisional-radiative model; the emission from strong line features is blended

with the emission from adjacent satellite lines. The observed (lower-resolution)

signal is well reproduced by the quasi-steady state models of the present thesis.

It is found that for similar ohmic plasmas, there is no difference in the efficacy of

the diverted (C-Mod) and limited (FTU) plasma impurity control configurations.

XUV profiles of An = 0 (3p —* 3d) line transitions from ions such as Mo25+
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to Mo23+ have been obtained from the "bulk" region of the C-Mod plasma. The

energy level structure of these ions is more complicated than that of the "core"

charge states; many energy levels which can have large (relative) populations exist

near the ground state. This complexity is easily accommodated by the collisional-

radiative models of the present thesis. The agreement between the observed and

predicted spatial profiles of the "bulk" XUV lines is not nearly as good as it is

for the "core" charge states. Simple assumptions about the anomalous plasma

transport in the "bulk" region may be, in part, responsible. Contamination from

An = 0 (3p —* 3d) unresolved features emitted by lower charge states in the

"bulk" ions' signals is the dominant source of error. It is suggested that a more

accurate benchmark of the calculated "bulk" charge state distribution could be

made with the (relatively unblended) 3s —• 3p lines of Mo29+ and Mo284".

An assessment is made of the accuracy of the calculated level energies for

strongly mixed, low energy configurations, exactly the type encountered in the

"bulk" charge states. The optimization routine used by RELAC (discussed in

Appendix A.I) introduces a systematic uncertainty into the calculated energies

of low multiplicity levels of configurations with many levels (e.g. the XS level

of a 3p2 configuration). Published calculations of energy levels done with other

codes rely on ad hoc modifications to configuration interaction energy integrals

(see Appendix A.4) to achieve excellent agreement; RELAC does not offer this
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capability. Steps to address both these limitations in the RELAC code can and

should be made.

Computationally intensive collisional-radiative models have been constructed

for the An — 0 (3p —> 3d) unresolved features emitted by "edge" charge states

(Mo22+ to Mo15+) from a variety of plasma conditions. Based on these models,

simplifying assumptions about the contribution of the "edge" charge states to the

signal of the "bulk" charge states have been made. The most interesting issue

which arises in the spectra of the "edge" charge states is their contribution to the

total power radiated by molybdenum in a low density fusion plasma. The calcu-

lated peak collisional-radiative emissivities for the "edge" charge states exhibit a

smooth behavior along the 3dk isosequences, except for a large spike at 3d4 (tita-

niumlike Mo20"1"). An ad hoc correction to this spike has been made based on the

smooth behavior of the purely quantum mechanical transition array strengths. A

more thorough examination of the anomaly in the collisional-radiative calculation

for Mo20"1" is needed. Finally, an example of configuration interaction in the spec-

tra of highly stripped ions is offered. The effect of two-electron transitions which

are enabled by wavefunction mixing, and which compete with forbidden electric

quadrupole transitions in "edge" charge states, is examined. The behavior of the

electric quadrupole transitions in Mo15+ is studied as a function of electron density

and is found to be consistent with observations made in C-Mod.
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A lengthy example of the application of the detailed atomic data generated in

this thesis to the calculation of the multistep process of resonant excitations in

Mo14+ is offered. Collisional-radiative models for the XUV emission from Mo14+

are brought into agreement with observations only by the inclusion of resonant

excitation channels. Iso-electronic experiments in C-Mod benchmark the calcula-

tion of resonant excitation rates in the XUV spectrum of nickellike Zr12+.

In conclusion, a robust model for the charge state distribution, and collisional-

radiative models for the spectrum of each molybdenum ion, allow the radiative

cooling coefficient for molybdenum in a low density plasma to be computed. Com-

parisons of the predicted power lost from the core plasma due to radiation from

highly stripped molybdenum with the measured bolometric signal from C-Mod

and FTU indicate good agreement. A rigorous comparison between the bolo-

metric loss profile obtained by inverting the signal from a bolometer array and

the predicted spatial profile of the radiative losses due to molybdenum using the

cooling coefficient computed in this thesis must be made. This is the only way

to benchmark the ad hoc correction to the emissivity of the "edge" charge states

made in the present thesis. Large differences between the present ab initio calcu-

lation of the radiative cooling coefficient and an older, semi-empirical calculation

point to exciting possibilities for controlling plasma surface interactions in future

fusion reactors.



Appendix A

Wavefunctions and Energy Levels

A.I The Dirac Equation

The atomic data (energy eigenvalues, radiative transition rates and autoionization

rates) in this thesis have been found by solving the Dirac equation:

EjV . (A.I)

The Dirac Hamiltonian, HD, for an atom or ion with nuclear charge Z can be

written:

HD = j:\h?-?-}+Y;— + HBreit + HLamb (A.2)

where atomic units (7i = me = e = l , c = of"1 « 137) have been used. The

quantities in equation A.2 are respectively, the Dirac kinetic energy, the electron-

nuclear Coulomb interaction, the electron-electron Coulomb interaction and the

156
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Breit and Lamb interactions, higher order effects which do not participate in

the determination of the determination of zero*71 order relativistic wavefunctions

[115]. The contributions of the Breit and Lamb interactions to a level's energy-

are calculated using wavefunctions computed in their absence.

The Dirac kinetic energy can be written as

hf = (A.3)

where p = — «V is the momentum operator and the matrices a and (5 have the

form:
/ \

0 di
(A.4)

o
and

0

0

- I

\

(A.5)

The above 4x4 matrices are composed of I, the 2x2 identity matrix and <r|, the

2x2 Pauli matrices:

0

1

1

0

rp =
0

\
i

0

1

0

0

- 1

\

(A.6)

The terms in the Hamiltonian operator, with a suppressed identity matrix stand-

ing next to each Coulomb interaction term in equation A.2, are 4x4 matrices.

The problem of solving the eigenvalue equation in A.I becomes tractable when

the concept of the individual state of an electron in an atom is invoked, and
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the state of the atom as a whole is approximated by the set of states of the

single electrons, taking into account their interactions. The basic results can

be obtained when it is assumed that the dominant contribution to an electron's

energy eigenvalue comes from the interaction of the electron with a spherically

symmetric potential [116]; noncentral parts of the electron-electron interaction

and higher order magnetic interactions can be added as perturbations.

With this picture in mind, the first three terms of equation A.2 can be divided

into an average single electron zero*'1 order contribution and a small perturbation

HD^H0 + H1 , (A.7)

HBreit and HLamb in equation A.2, are found to be of order O(a2Z2) of the leading

terms [117, 118, 119]. Modern quantum electrodynamical (QED) treatments of

these second order effects will be discussed below. The zero*** order Hamiltonian

for an ion is made up of the sum over all electrons of the Dirac kinetic energy,

the electron-nuclear interactions and the interaction between an electron and a

spherically averaged potential arising from all other electrons:

(A-8)

The perturbation now includes only the difference between the exact electrostatic

interaction and the interaction between the electrons and the spherically averaged
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potential,

(A.9)

The specific form of F(r^) chosen for solving for the zerotfe order single particle

wavefunctions:

[ Z 1

hD h V(r) (f}nKjm = snKJm<pnKJm (A.10)

r ]

is what underlies the efiiciency of the parametric potential method of RELAC [34].

The single particle states, 4>nKjm, are 4-component spinors describing the bound

electron; the quantum numbers, n, K,j and m are defined below. The algorithm

followed by RELAC in solving for the single particle states is as follows:
step one: Using a first guess for V(r), the single electron orbitals are found.

step two: The many-electron zero*** order solution is then constructed from an

antisymmetric product of the orbitals.

step three: The Hamiltonian matrix (excluding Hsreit and i?iami>) is constructed

on the zero*'1 order basis and diagonalized to yield the mixed configuration states

and energies.

step four: The potential V(r) is now improved and steps 1 to 3 are repeated. The

energy of a chosen state (or configuration average energy) is now compared to its

value in the previous iteration. The iterations are repeated until a minimum value

is found.
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step five: The resulting wave functions are now used to add the Breit and Lamb

corrections to the energies and to calculate transition probabilities.

A.2 Atomic Orbitals

When V(r) is a central field, the relativistic single particle Hamiltonian in A. 10 is

invariant under rotation, and hence, commutes with the total angular momentum

J:

J = L + ^ S (A.11)

of an electron were L is the orbital angular momentum operator and | S is the

electron spin operator defined by:

a? 0

0 o\
(A.12)

The Hamiltonian ho is also invariant under reflection, and hence, it also commutes

with the parity operator, P = /?I. An operator, K can be defined

that will also commute with ho. The relativistic spinors, <finKjm> axe therefore

eigenvectors of K, J and J2; the operators are characterized by their eigenvalues

on the spin-orbit eigenfuction which is constructed:
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such that,

Kjm

(A.15)

(A.16)

(A.17)

where K = ±(j + f). The components of

L*Yi = 1(1 +

, <f>) satisfy:

(A.18)

where I = j ± \ depending upon whether K — ± ( j + | ) . (Hence, 0n(-i)(i/2)

corresponds to a ns\/2 orbital and (f)n{i){\/2) corresponds to a npi/2 orbital.) The

overall parity of the spin-orbit eigenfuction, XKJ™, is given by (-1)', where I is

determined as above.

The explicit form of the four-component spinors is:

/ \ / . \
1 PnKj{r)XKJm.{OA)

= - (A.19)
\ iQnKj(r)x-Kjm(0,4>) j

where the radial functions PuKjir) = rgniij(r) and Qnnjir) = rfnKj(r), are dis-

cussed below. Note, the different sign of K in the upper and lower components

of equation A.19 means lup and ^ take on different values (which must have

different parities); the parity of the overall spinor is given by the parity of PnKj,

(-l)lup and corresponds to the parity of the orbital wavefunction in the nonrela-

tivistic limit (c —*• oo). The radial functions PnKj(r) and QnKj{r) are solutions of
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the radial coupled equations [120]:

*%=*> - *QnKi = - i ( ^ i - V(r) - c?)PnKJ

% ^ + *Pn« = l
c(enKj - V(r) + <?)QnKJ.

The radial functions in equation A.20 determine the eigenvalues, snKj, which are

related to the number of nodes in the wavefunction, n — I — 1, of the solution.

Solutions exist for

n = 1,2,3, • - -

« = l , - l , 2 , - 2 , - - -

j = \K\ - 1/2

m = -j, -{j - 1), • • •, {j - l),j.

RELAC solves equations A.20 using a phase amplitude method described else-

where.

According to the exclusion principle (the antisymmetry of the many-electron

solution in step 2 of the iterative process above) there can be only one electron in

each orbital characterized by the set of quantum numbers nKJrrtj. Therefore, there

can be at most g = 2j + 1 degenerate states with quantum numbers n/sj for each

value of j (i.e. rrij = —j,—(j—-l),- • •, j)- These #-fold degenerate electrons define

a "shell" characterized by the quantum numbers nnj. In the main body of this

thesis, the traditional notation nlj is used instead of nnj, where I is the orbital

angular momentum of the upper component in equation A.19. The notation used

to denote the atomic data of the current thesis is discussed further in § 1.1 of
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Chapter 1.

The solutions of the zero*71 order N-electron Dirac equation are Slater deter-

minants made up of Dirac spinors from equation A. 10

where A is the antisymmetrization operator

(A.22)
p

and P represents a permutation of the subscripts labeling the electron coordinates

Ti, p is the parity of the permutation and the N\ factor serves to normalize the

state. The set of quantum numbers, nihjimi,n2l2J2m2, • • • is said to define an

electronic configuration. As an example, the sodium ground state configuration

can be written as:

where the 3s shell is the only open shell.

A multiconfiguration zero*'1 order basis (a set of independent linear combina-

tions of vectors which span a vector space) can be constructed from the Slater

determinants in equation A.21:

V°rjM = ^2{rJM\n1l1j1m1,n2l2j2m2, • • - X ^ ^ , , , , , . , (A.23)
mi

where F denotes a unique order in which atomic orbitals are coupled to yield a

state with total angular momentum JM. This basis can then be used to find the
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"physical" many-electron solutions obtained by diagonalizing the full Hamiltonian

matrix:

ffr.iv = <$° |ff0 + ffjl^o,) (A.24)

The basis-independent diagonalized states can be written as

(A.25)

where the columns of the matrix bip are the eigenvectors of i?r,r'- A simplifying

feature of the calculation is that the Hamiltonian matrix for an atom free of exter-

nal fields breaks up into separate matrices, one for each value of the total angular

momentum, J. The wavefunctions for a given value of J (and with common par-

ity) can then be allowed to mix among themselves in order most closely to match

the physical situation.

A.3 Calculated and Measured Energy Levels

All of the above has been concerned with the radial wavefunctions which make up

the solutions to the Dirac equation; the angular coupling terms and the angular

parts of the energy and transition operators must be determined as well. This

is accomplished with ANGLAR [32], a code which is built around the graphical

coupling routine NJGRAF. ANGLAR is run before RELAC in order to set up

and evaluate the n-j symbols in the vector recouping coefficients and the matrix
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elements of transition operators. Details on graphical angular momenta coupling

techniques can be found in chapter three of Ref. [116] and chapter seven of [121].

The hierarchy of the energy terms in the Hamiltonian matrix of a pd-electron

configuration in jifcoupling are shown in the top of Fig. A.I. The hierarchy of

the energy levels in LS-coupling are shown in the bottom of Fig. A.I; the explicit

spin-orbit term comes from a nonrelativistic treatment of the Dirac Hamiltonian

- in a purely relativistic treatment, the spin-orbit energy is contained in the first

order electron-electron term in equation A.9. For the jjfcoupled case, the center of

gravity energy of the pd-configuration is split first by the interaction between the

intrinsic magnetic moment of the p-electron and the orbital angular momentum

of the p-electron. The energy terms are then split further by the coupling of the

intrinsic magnetic moment of the d-electron and the orbital angular momentum

of the d-electron. Finally, the energy levels computed by RELAC are determined

by the total J values formed by the coupling of the composite angular momenta

of the p- and d-electrons together.

The parametric potential method of Klapisch [34, 33] is used in RELAC in

order to calculate orbital radial functions quickly and accurately. Unlike the

variational procedures used in Hartree-Fock [122] and Dirac-Fock calculations,

the parametric potential method does not rely on a convergence procedure, but

rather is based on an analytical form of the central field potential chosen for
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J2-5/2

Spherical
average

Spin-
orbit (p)

Spin-
orbit (d)

Coulomb

Spherical
average

Coulomb
direct

Coulomb
exchange

Spin
orbit

Figure A.I: Schematic development of the energy level structure of a pd configu-
ration under the (top) ̂ coupling and (bottom) L&coupling schema.
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equation A.10. The solutions to equation A.10 depend strongly on the form of the

potential chosen; the first order correction to equation A. 10 is found by applying

equation A.9 which subtracts the potential in the first step and substitutes the

real electron-electron Coloumb interaction. Thus, in the higher order calculations,

the exact details of the potential are not important. Since a screened hydrogenic

approach is adopted, the accuracy is improved with increasing ionization stage

(where central field effects become stronger).

The potential function [33] used by RELAC has the form:

V{a,r) = -\ (jt<lsf(ls,a$,r) + l\ (A.26)

where the sum runs over the N occupied shells in the atom. Here, qs is the number

of electrons on each shell, ls is the orbital quantum number of electrons in each

shell and / is the degree of ionization plus one. The function / is given by

(A.27)

The function V(a,r) represents the potential due to the superposition of a point

nuclear charge, +Z,

A 6(r)

47rr2 V^T 7

and a radial electron charge density of the form:

P(r) = -Y,qsA(as,ls)
4TIT2
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hi the above equation A(as, l3) is a normalizing factor, and the last quantity is

the nodeless Slater-type wavefunction. The free parameters as are proportional

to the inverse of the mean radius of a shell. Orthogonality of the wavefunctions is

insured by the use of one potential for all electrons; the need for overlap integrals

and recoupling coefficients is avoided. Also, unlike the Hartree-Fock methods

which find level energies by computing the difference between the total energies

for configurations, small differences between level energies can be computed di-

rectly by RELAC. Finally, each relativistic configuration that can be generated

from a given set of occupied nl orbitals requires in a self-consistent field calcula-

tion (like the Hartree-Fock method) a separate computation of the configuration's

potential, hi RELAC, all the relativistic configurations corresponding to a given

configuration can be computed in the same potential. Hence, the RELAC code is

both accurate and fast.

A sense of the accuracy of the energy eigenvalues of a multi-electron system

can be gathered from the data in Table A.I. A comparison between the cal-

culated and observed transition wavelengths from highly stripped Ne I-like ions

reveals that RELAC can predict the energy of a physical state of the ion to nearly

one part in 104. The 2p-nd lines in Table A.I are not sensitive to the second

order contributions from HBrett and Hhamb- RELAC's treatment of these effects

is discussed below.
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Upper level

(2p_)(2p+}
43s J=l

(2p_)2(2P+)
33d+ J=l

(2p_)(2p+)43d_ J=l
(2p_)2(2p+)

34d+ J=l
(2p_)(2p+)

44d_ J=l
(2p_)2(2p+)

35d+ J-l
(2p_)(2p+)

45d_ J=l
(2p_)2(2p+)

36d+ J=l
(2p_)(2p+)46d_ J=l
(2p_)2(2p+)

37d+ J=l
(2p_)(2p+)47d_ J=l
(2p_)2(2p+)

38d+ J=l
(2p_)(2p+)48d_ J=l
(2p_)2(2p+)

39d+ J=l
(2p_)(2p+)49d_ J=l
(2p_)2(2p+)

310d+ J=l
(2p_)(2p+)410d_ J=l
(2p_)2(2p+)

3lld+ J=l
(2p_)(2p+)4lld_ J=l
(2p_)2(2p+)

312d+ J=l
(2p_)(2p+)

412d_ J=l

Zr3U+

\E

(mA)

4079.6
3809.6
3711.9
3627.9
3537.8
3526.8

5609.5
5375.0
5199.0
4195.2
4079.8
3808.8
3710.9
3627.7
3537.8
3526.8
3441.2
3464.6
3381.6
3423.11
3341.9

N b a i +

XE

(ml)

3958.3
3843.8
3591.2
3494.7
3420.2
3330.4
3324.0
3240.4
3265.6
3183.3
3226.8
3145.4
3200.8
3119.7
3178.5
3102.4
3163.3

5282.2
5076.8
4901.8
3957.3
3842.8
3591.3
3494.2
3419.8
3330.8
3324.2
3239.5
3265.3
3183.1
3226.1
3145.6
3199.9
3120.4
3179.8
3101.3
3164.8
3086.9

pd36+

XE
(mi)

4001.4
3904.7
3731.7
3025.0
2914.0

4001.4
3905.1
3732.0
3025.9
2914.1
2740.6
2646.6
2607.4
2521.2

Table A.I: Comparison between calculated and observed neonlike 2p-ni El tran-
sition wavelengths. All transitions end on the 2s22p6 ground state.
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The energy of two electrons interacting with a quantized electromagnetic field

is described by the Breit operator:

HBreit = (A.28)

The interaction in equation A.28 is of order (aZ)2 relative to the Coulomb inter-

action, and effectively omits terms of higher order in (aZ). RELAC computes the

contribution of the Breit operator to level energies after physical wavefunctions

have been determined using the procedure described above.

Contributions to level energies from HLamb include two terms: vacuum polar-

ization effects [123] which arise from the occurrence of a virtual electron-positron

pair in the presence of the nuclear field, and the self-energy of a bound electron

due to the emission and re-absorption of a virtual photon. The orbital energy

shift caused by the self energy is given by:

AE = K *** J F(Z$fa) (A.29)

where the function F takes into account deviations from hydrogenic behavior. An

accurate calculation of this function has been tabulated by Mohr [124, 125, 126]

for s and p shells. Higher orbital angular momentum shells are treated with

approximations made by Erickson [127]; these shells experience a much smaller

effect than the s and p shells. RELAC computes an effective Z which satisfies

the requirement that the expectation value of the relativistic shell, ( r ^ ) , agrees
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with the corresponding hydrogenic value. For both the self-energy and vacuum

polarization energy, the effect is strongest on the s and pi orbitals which penetrate

the nucleus.

RELAC's computation of the transition wavelengths for the 2s-np transitions

in highly stripped Ne I-like ions are found in Table A.2 along with high spec-

tral resolution observations. Theoretical wavelengths for the 2s-np transitions are

generally ~2 mA shorter than the observed wavelengths, hi the case of Pd36+,

RELAC predicts that the Lamb shift (vacuum polarization energy [123] and the

electron self-energy) to the transition energies will contribute a total of -2.938

and -2.882eV to the 2s-3pi and 2s-3pi transition energies, respectively. After
2 2

including this contribution, the calculated transition energies are still 2.17 and

2.13eV greater, respectively, than the observed 2s-3pi and 2s-3p3 transition ener-
2 2

gies. Self-consistent field calculations [128, 129] show that even with higher order

effects taken into account, the effective Z approach still underestimates the self-

energy contribution (overestimates nuclear screening effects) to 2s-3p transition

energies by ~ 10%. The measured wavelengths presented here are accurate to ±

.2 mA, so the observed shifts are too large to be instrumental in origin.
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Upper level Zr50* Nb 3 1 +

Ajc; \T ^B ^T ^E ^T

(mi) (mA) (ml)

2s+[2p6]3p_ J = l 4994.6 4717.1 3621.3 3619.0
2s+J2p6]3p+ J = l 4946.9 4669.7 3575.0 3572.8
2s+[2p6]4p_ J = l 3871.5 3868.7 3652.6 3649.9 2787.6
2s+[2p6]4p+ J = l 3859.8 3856.8 3640.5 3638.2 2776.3
2s+[2p6]5p_ J = l 3515.1 3514.0 3314.9 3314.1
2s+[2p6]5p+ J = l 3510.3 3509.3 3310.3 3309.3
2s+[2p6]6p_ J = l 3350.5 3163.3 3159.2
2s+[2p6]6p+ J = l ' 3348.2 3158.5 3156.7

Table A.2: Comparison between calculated and observed neonlike 2s-np transition
wavelengths. All transitions end on the 2s22p6 ground state.

A.4 Configuration Interaction

A discussion of the configuration interaction energy terms in atomic level struc-

ture calculations is offered; this is done to help the reader understand the limits

of ab initio calculations for spectroscopy. In what follows, the angular and radial

parts of the electron-electron Coulomb (and spin-orbit) interaction(s) are offered.

The actual terms are worked out in a few relevant cases. The Coulomb opera-

tor is a two-electron operator, and hence, can have nonvanishing elements when

evaluated between configurations which differ by one or two electron orbitals. It

is thus that the energy calculation for the levels of a given configuration can be

perturbed by "mixing" with levels of a different configuration. Examples offered

below involve cases of equivalent electrons: np2, np3 and np4. When n =2, these

examples apply to ions Mo36+ to Mo34"*", when n =3, these examples apply to
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ions Mo28+ to Mo26+. The effects of wavefunction mixing on the levels of the

ground configuration in Mo28"1" to Mo26+ are quite strong; stronger configuration

interaction is found between levels of excited configurations. The calculation of

the energy terms in the excited states is too involved to illustrate any phenomena

to the reader.

The electron-electron interaction energy can be found from the Coulomb op-

erator:

^ ^ E^(1).C*(2) (A.30)

where r< and r> are the lesser and greater of the radial coordinates of electrons

"1" and "2" (with the origin of the coordinate system at the atomic nucleus), and

the Ck(i) C-tensor operates in the orbital space of electron i and is related to the

spherical harmonics by:

I

The matrix elements of the operator are taken between properly antisymmetrized

states

rSW>=|{«i ,A» (A-32)

where a, P represent a set of coupling specific single electron quantum numbers

and "1", "2" represent the coordinates of the two electrons in question. The

curly braces around the single particle orbitals in equation A.32 indicate an an-
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tisymmetric combination of the single particle states. When ^coupling obtains,

the orbital and "spin angular momenta of orbitals a and /3 are coupled together

to make momenta j a and jp, and a = nj^ja, ft = nplpjp. The antisymmetric

wavefunctions have the form

[|(ai, A) J> - ( - l ) ^ + J | ( A , a 2 ) J>] (A.33)

where J is the total angular momentum of the coupled state. It is easy to show that

in the nonrelativistic limit, the upper component of the spinor in equation A. 19

becomes the single particle orbital wavefunction; this simpler representation of

the radial wavefunctions will be used for Slater integrals, that is:

Rk(a, b, c, d) = / / [Pa(ri)Pc(ri) + Qa(ri)Qc(n)} x

^ r [Pb(r2)Pd(r2) + Qb(r2)Qd(r2)} drx dr2

goes to

Rk(a, b, c, d) = If PainWrJ^PdrJPafo) dm dr2

The electron-electron interaction energy can be written as

(A.34)

where Fk and Gk are special cases of the radial Slater integrals,

Fk(a,p) = Rk(a,/3,a,j3) and Gk(a,f3) = Rk{a,j3,p,a) (A.35)
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and the coupling specific angular coefficients fk and <& are denned below1. The

fk and gk coefficients of equation A. 34 have the form

3a 3fi

jfi ja

(A.36)

and,

jfi
gk = {-ir{sJaja\\C

K\\Sfilfijfir 1 j> , (A.37)
Ja jfi k

where formulae for the 6,7-svmbols can be found in several texts (see, for example,

Ref. [130]) and the reduced matrix elements have the form

I k I'
(A.38)

Note, the fk and gk coefficients depend on the total J-value of the level and the

one-electron j a and jfi shell angular momenta. In LS-coupling the orbital angular

momenta of the electrons are coupled to give a total orbital momentum, L, and

in like manner, the spin angular momenta of the electrons are coupled to give a

total spin, S. The L and S momenta are then coupled to give a total momentum

for the state, hi this case, a — nalasa, (3 = nplpSp and the antisymmetric wave

functions have the form

./fe} LSJ) = -J= [\(ai,p2)LSJ) - (_ , (A>39)

1The fk and gk defined here should not be confused with the / and g in the spinor of equation
A.19. The k here is an angular rank, the nnj of A.19 are quantum numbers.
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Note, for the 2-electron states (like those under discussion presently) the coupling

of the two spins sa + s^ = S can take on only two values, S = 0 or S = 1. These

two.spin states, S — 0 or singlet and S = 1 or triplet, cause a difference in sign,

± 1, respectively, in the second term in A. 39. hi LS-coupling, the coefficients of

equation A.34 have the form

L

K

(A.40)

and,

9k = (A.41)
la 1/3 L

Note, the Slater integrals as defined in equation A.35 are positive-definite, thus

the <7fc term in A.41 splits a particular L-value into two terms, with the S = 0 term

contributing the addition of the the Gk terms, and the 5 = 1 state subtracting

the Qk terms. In the XiS-coupled limit the energy of the spin orbit interaction

is added to the L^-term levels as a perturbation that lifts the degeneracy in the

total J values of the LS-terms.

As an example of the above formalism, the electron-electron Coulomb inter-

action energy terms in the jj-coupled levels of a npn'p configuration are given
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below, the levels are listed in order of increasing energy:

- G0(npi/2,n'p1/2)

(npi/2,n'pi/2)o = F0(npi/2tn'pi/2) + Go(npi/2,n'pi/2)

(npl/2,n'p3/2)i = F0(npi/2,n'pz/2) - lG2(np1/2,n
rp3/2)

(npi/2,n'ps/2)2 = F0(np1/2,n
fp3/2) - ±G2(np1/2,n'p3/2)

(np3/2,n'p1/2)2 = F0(np3/2,n'pl/2) - ^

Go(npz/2,n
rp3/2) - ^

(np3/2,n'p3/2)i = Fo{np3/2,n'p3/2) + ^

n'p3/2) - ^>G2{np3j2, n'p3/2)
(A.42)

, n'p3/2)2 = F0(np3/2,n'p3/2) - ^F2(np3/2,n'p3/2)+

G0(np3/2,n'p3/2)

(np3/2, n'p3/2)0 = ^0(^3/2,

Go(np3/2, n'p3/2) + \G2{np3/2, n'p3/2).

When ^coupling is a good representation for the physical wavefunctions, the

spin-orbit interaction is greater than or equal in magnitude to the electron-electron

electrostatic interaction. The matrix giving the energy of the interaction between

an electron's spin and its orbital angular momentum is diagonal on the jj-coupled

basis. The contribution of single electron spin-orbit interactions can be repre-
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sented by

^ (A.43)
i

where

f \ l l d U / A A A \

a(n) = —— (A.44)

and U is the Coulomb potential the electron sees due to the atomic nucleus. The

matrix elements of W evaluated between the states of equation A. 33 are found to

be

(A.45)

AS* = iCnl {j(j + 1) " Kl + 1) - f}

where, in the approximation that nonrelativistic wavefunctions are used, the £ni

parameter is

J ^ (A.46)

Given the spin-orbit interaction energy for the single electrons, and the electron-

electron Coulomb interaction energy, one can write the total term energy of an

electron configuration. For example, in the configuration np2 (which, for n = 3 is

the ground configuration of the Mo28+ siliconlike ion), five energy levels are found
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m

which have spin-orbit and Coulomb terms (listed in order of increasing energy):

= ~XnP + F0(npi/2,npi/2)

, npz/2)2 = (np + F0(npi/2,np3/2) - ^^(nps/a,np3/2) (A.47)

= - | C n P + F0(np1/2np3/2) - ^

In the discussion above, it has been assumed that the antisymmetric wave-

functions are made up of single configurations. That is, the amplitude of the

(nP3/2>npa/2)o level is purely composed of the antisymmetric product of the single

particle orbitals

(nps/2,np3/2)0 - \{np3/2,np3/2} J-0).

The actual "physical" state is made up of a superposition of the wavefunctions of

a pure jF̂ -coupled basis. Because of the scalar nature of the Hamiltonian operator,

configurations with the same parity and the same total J-value can mix to com-

prise a "physical" state. For example, the two different energy levels of the np2

configuration with J = 0 can be written as

\yaJ = 0) = A(npi/2, npi/2)0 + (1 - A)(np3/2, np3/2)0

\%J = 0) = (1 - A){npi/2,np1/2)o + (A)(np3/2,npy2)0
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The two J = 2 states above can also be thus expanded on the

and (npi/2,71^3/2)2 basis functions. In the case of four physical energy levels

where mixing between basis functions can take place, the electrostatic interaction

operator of equation A.30 gives rise to configuration interaction matrix elements

of the form

(a,A <*', 0) + re
fcR*(a,0, 0, a')} (A.48)

where the direct and exchange configuration interaction Slater integrals are of the

form:

Rk
d(a,(3,a',0) = f f P^

J J r>
(A.49)

and

Rk
e(a, 0,0, a') = If Pa dr2, (A.50)

respectively. The coupling dependent angular coefficients for each configuration

interaction Slater integral have the ^coupled form:

and

iff 3d k

ja jfi J

id it k

(A.51)

(A.52)
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In the simple case of the np2 configuration, R% = R%. Thus, one finds an integral

of the form R2(3pi/2,3pi/2, Spz/2, ̂ Pz/2) for the interaction perturbing the energy

of the J = 0 states, and an integral of the form R2(3pi/2,3??3/2,3p3/2,3^3/2) in the

calculation of the energy of the J = 2 states. The electron-electron electrostatic

energy terms for the five levels of the np2 configuration are

(npi/2,np1/2)o = F0(npi/2,np1/2)+

\ h 0
12

33
2 2

R2 (npi/2 ,npi/2, npz/2,

, npi/2, nps/2)
(A.53)

= Fo(np1/2np3/2) - ±

(np3/2,np3/2)o = \

3 3 Q
2 2 u

2 2 Z

R2(npi/2, npi/2, np3/2, np3/2)

Note, the direct and exchange terms in the configuration interaction matrix ele-

ment of the (npi/2,np3/2)2 state cancel each other due to the phase of the direct
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term in equation A.51.

The calculation of the configuration interaction contribution to a level's energy

depends on an infinite number of contributions from all states with the same parity

and total /-value, including states in the continuum. The more widely separated

in energy two states are, the weaker the interaction between them will be. In

the x-ray spectra considered in Chapter 2 of this thesis, all of the levels observed

were well isolated in energy from other levels, and hence, the perturbations to the

level energies due to configuration interaction are small. The agreement between

RELAC's calculation of a level's energy, and the observed level energies is very

good. The XUV spectra of Mo28"1" to Mo234" in Chapter 3 arise from levels of

configurations that are close in energy to levels of other, strongly interacting,

configurations.



Appendix B

Transition Probabilities

B.I Radiative Transitions

RELAC can compute the transition probability of an arbitrary multipole electric

or magnetic transition. In what follows, a brief description of the matrix elements

that RELAC computes for radiative transitions will be given; the formalism of

Grant [131] is used by RELAC and will be followed here. The probability of

emission of a photon from a bound electron undergoing a transition from state

|/5) = nplpjp to state |a) = nalaja can be found from the interaction operator:

a/3

where ql and qa are the operators for creation and annihilation, respectively,

of an electron in state a and rf is the operator for the creation of a photon.

183
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Manipulation of creation and annihilation operators is described in concise fashion

by Judd [132]. The sums over the electron states in equation B.I, a and /? are

taken over a complete orthonormal set. The matrix element Map(t) us described

by:

AM*) = (—V Na{x)^A^x)^^x)dz^ (B.2)

where A^x) is the four-potential made up of the scalar electrostatic potential and

the magnetic vector potential and the four matrices indicated by 7M are related

to the 4x4 a and @ matrices of the previous appendix by

74 = /? and a* = ij4jk for k = 1,2,3.

The time dependence of the matrix element in B.2 can be factored out,

Ma(3(t) = Mapexp [i(Ea -Ep + w)t]

and, after substituting the explicit components of the four-potential,

{i4*} = (*,A), (B.3)

we find,

Maal3 = (—)2 /** (r) [$(r) + ca • A(r)] ^ ( r )d 3 x (B.4)
\7TC/ J

According the the derivation for Dirac central field spinors in §5 of Grant [115],

the operator $ is classified as type "A" and a-A is classified as type "B"; $ can
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be replaced with a spherical tensor operator of the form:

(B.5)

and a-A can be replaced by a sum of terms of the form

= L,L±l (B.6)

where JL (jf) is a spherical bessel function of order L and C^ is the irreducible

tensor of rank L related to the spherical harmonic as in equation A.31. In equa-

tion B.5, the notation [L] = (2L + 1) has been used, this notation is used further,

below. Invoking the Wigner-Eckart theorem (see pages 171-172 in Ref. [116]), for

any spherical tensor operator of rank L we find:

/ \

,

(a (B.7)
3<x L

—ma M

where the reduced matrix element, (a \\ T^ \\ fi) is independent of any magnetic

quantum numbers, ma, mp and M. Applying equations (5.7), (6.2) and (7.20) of

Ref. [115] to the tensor representations of the potential operators, we find for the

scalar potential:

(a || iL[L]jL

\
Ja jp

, i 0 - 1
\ 2 U 2

(B.8)
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and for the vector potential:

\ 2

jp

i n -A

where

and

[(L+1)(2L-

[L(L+l)f2

[(L + 1)(2L-

where

Jo

(B.9)

J<L> (W) = f* (paPp + QaQp) JL (—) dr (B.10)
Jo \ c J

and Pa and Qa are the radial functions in equation A.19, discussed in the previous

appendix. Combining all the above results gives:

=(£)*(-!)*• —TTtcc

\
jp

ma M

\
(B.13)

3*

. i 0 - i .V 2 U 2/

Ijcojp]

where Ma,p involves only radial integrals. For magnetic type multipoles,
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and for electric type multipoles,

The spontaneous emission probability per unit time for the transition (3 —*• a

is given, according to the usual rules of time dependent perturbation theory, by

summing over the degenerate magnetic quantum numbers of the matrix elements

above:

A

10,ma

\ja] 3p L 3o

v l o - i
Mo (B.16)

Selection rules obtain for multipole transitions as a direct consequence of the 3-j

symbols in equation B.I3 and the parity selection rules for d- and e-coefficients

of the C-tensor as given in [131]. The quantum numbers L,ja,jp must obey the

triangularity condition for vector addition

= \ja - M > |J« - 3t\ + 1> • • • > 3a + 3'p

and j a +J/3 + L must be an odd or even integer according to the rule:

(B.17)

Odd Even

Electric multipole

Magnetic multipole

> 0

< 0

< 0

> 0
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where the K quantum numbers are discussed in the previous appendix. The

change in the total angular momentum, A J, for the total coupled state must obey

the same triangularity condition as the active orbital momenta in equation B.I7.

These restrictions on K,aKp and L + ja+ jp are equivalent to the (nonrelativistic)

constraints on the I quantum number. The above selection rules can be illustrated

with transitions of interest to this thesis:

orbitals

s+

; = I
K= -1 +1 -2 +2 -3

Electric dipole, L = l (change of parity)
Ne I-like 2p->-4d and 2s-»4p

2p_ -» 4d_ KaKp = 2 L+ja+jp = 3 (odd)
2s+ —* 4p_ KaKp = -1 L+ja+ jp = 2 (even)

p -
1
2

P+
3
2

d_
3
2

d

5
2

Electric quadrupole, L=2 (no change of parity)
Ni I-like 3d-*4s

3d_ —* 4s+ KaKp = -2 L + j a +j/3 = 4: (even)
3d+ —»• 4s+ KaKp = 3 L + ja+jp = 5 (odd)

B.2 Autoionization Transitions

The autoionization transition rate is found from the two-electron Coulomb inter-

action operator given by equation A.30 and discussed at length in section A.4,
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above. The autoionization transition probability from state \(3) to state |/) can

be written as

T 1 2

(B.18)

where the state \0) is the iV-electron wavefunction found in Appendix A, and state

|/) is a N — 1-electron state and j = (Ej,lpj) is a free electron wavefunction.

The outermost sum in equation B.18 is over the continuum orbitals making up

the partial waves of the outgoing free electron. Note, by conservation of total

angular momentum, only one term contributes to the sum over JT, MT above.

RELAC's use of factorization in equation B.18 into an angular part depending

only on the bound electrons and an interpolation scheme to compute the radial

integrals very quickly on a grid of free electron energies. Details of the procedure,

and a derivation of the factored form of the transition operator can be found in

Ref. [36].

An comparison of the radiative and autoionizing transition rates for highly

excited levels of neonlike Mo32+ has recently been published [38]; the results are

quoted here. The excited states of the neonlike ion are strongly split by the j -

value of the 2p-hole in the ionic core; the (2p_,nd_)i states are at much higher

energies than the corresponding (2p+,nd+)i states. The (2p_,nd_)i states can

lie above the series limit of the (2p+,nd+)i states, i.e. the 2s22p5 J=3/2 ground

state of the fluorinelike ion, for high enough of n and thus produce autoionizing
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(2p ,nd } -> 2s 2p radiative rates and

(2p ,nd) -> 2s 2p J=3/2 + e autoionization

rates
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principal quantum number
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Figure B.I: A comparison of the 2s22p6 - (2p_,nd_)i Mo32+ radiative transition
rate (solid line) and the rate of autoionization from the (2p_,nd_)i state to the
ground state of the fluorinelike Mo33+ ion (dashed line) as a function of principal
quantum number, n, of the upper state.

states. Figure B.I shows the 2s22p6 - (2p_,nd_)i radiative transition rates and

autoionization transition rates to the Mo33+ ion as a function of the principal

quantum number of the (2p_,nd_)i level. For the levels shown, the branching

ratio towards autoionization for this set of transitions is greater than 0.9 in every

case.



Appendix C

Dielectronic Recombination for

Mo33+ to Mo24+

For high temperature plasmas, it is known that DR is one of the most significant

recombination processes [26, 27]. Burgess originally provided a semi-empirical

formula [26] which accounted for the important DR process, and which was later

made more general by Merts, Cowan and Magee for ions from atoms with atomic

numbers up to iron (Z = 26) [54]. hi recent years, a great deal of effort has

gone into calculating detailed DR rates for highly ionized, heavy elements. The

complexity of this task, which is due to the tremendous number of intermediate

states through which the recombined ion may pass, has meant that the work was

confined mainly to isosequences with simple ground state configurations, such as

191
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the sodiumlike isosequence [133, 134], the neonlike isosequence [135, 136, 137,

138], and the fluorinelike isosequence [139, 140, 141]. The neon- and fluorinelike

isosequences (including Mo32+ and Mo33+) have been treated by Chen in Refs.

[135] and [139]; the works there are closely related to this thesis in that they

contain fully relativistic, ab initio calculations of the DR rate coefficient. Recently,

analytic formulae from fits to Chen's data for fluorinelike ions have been published

[142, 143]. LS'-coupled calculations for the rates of DR in sodiumlike ions [133,

134] and in magnesiumlike ions [144,145] have been performed without considering

wavefunction mixing. The results of these calculations have been collected by

Hahn [146] and used in generating analytical formulae for DR rate coefficients.

As will be seen below, the detailed accounting of energy levels and relativistic

calculations of transition rates in the present work result in an enhancement of

DR rates over configuration-average, nonrelativistic models.

The DR process can be illustrated with some generality using the case of (Na I-

like) Mo31+. Recombination from the ground state is allowed to proceed in the

present work through

(2s22p63s) + e" ^ (2s2p6Zsn'l'nT + 2s22p53sn'l'n"l" +

2s22p6n'l'n"l") -> (2s22p6nln*l* + hu) (C.I)

where the final state (either singly or doubly excited) lies below the ionization

potential of Mo30+. The recombined, doubly excited states in equation C.I are
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formed by the capture of the free electron and a 21 —» 31', 31 —• 31', or 31 —>

4/' excitation. The An=2 excitations of bound electrons (e.g. 21 —»• 4/') have

been found to contribute a negligible amount to the total DR rate for all the

isosequences considered here. The present calculations are performed in the zero

density regime and in the isolated resonance approximation. This means, first,

that possible collisional quenching via electron impacts of radiative stabilization

channels from the intermediate, doubly excited states is not taken into account,

and only ground initial states are considered. For low density (~ 1014 cm"3)

tokamak plasmas, this is reasonable. The best confirmation of this assumption is

the agreement with the experiments discussed in chapters two and three. Second,

only limited configuration interaction (CI) is included in the calculation. (Details

about how CI is included in the wavefunctions of the recombined ions will be given

in the discussion below.)

The rate of DR for some ion with charge q+ into the adjacent ionization state,

charge (q — 1)+, can be described in the isolated resonance approximation as a

function of electron temperature, Te, by

et?R(Te) = j:Vj(Te)uj (C.2)
3

where i is an energy level of initial ion q+, j is an energy level of ion (q — 1)+

above the ionization limit, Vj(Te) is the electron capture probability in cm3/sec

and Uj is the branching ratio for radiative stabilization from level j . The capture
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probability can be expressed as

A(i5Mf^} (C3)

where g is the multiplicity of a given level, A^ is the autoionization rate coefficient,

R is the Rydberg unit of energy, A£y;i is the capture energy of the free electron,

and oo is the Bohr radius. The branching ratio for radiative stabilization is:

where the states labeled / are stable against autoionization, and the states labeled

/ , / ' , • • • are not, and where

/ i

The sum over the Einstein coefficients in equation C.5, that is, over the final

states / , of radiative decays from some level j , involves only states stable against

autoionization; each F in equation C.4 includes only radiative transitions to states

below the continuum. For each state of the recombined ion in the continuum j ,

other states in the continuum, / , are reachable by radiative transitions. Each

term in the sum over / in equation C.4 tracks the probability for a transition

between levels in the continuum to undergo a transition to a stable, bound state;

thus, the effect of cascades between levels belonging to the recombined ion lying

in the continuum is included in the calculation of the rate of recombination.
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The possibility for a decay to a state below the continuum after each transition

between levels in the continuum enhances the total width for radiative stabilization

compared to a simpler calculation which only allows a level in the continuum to

decay to states below the continuum. Hence, the total DR rate for a given ion is

enhanced. In the present work, we have allowed for two generations of cascades;

this is expressed mathematically by the terms explicitly listed in equation C.4.

The branching ratio for subsequent autoionization from the lower state of many of

the transitions between levels in the continuum is often quite large and the overall

probability for stabilization of the recombined ion is only modestly enhanced («5

to 15%) by including radiative transitions in the continuum in the DR calculation.

When transitions between levels in the continuum are ignored, the code which

computes the DR rate coefficient for a particular manifold can run on a dedicated

work station in a matter of minutes. With one generation of cascades, the code

runs for hours on the same work station. For two generations of cascades, the

memory requirements of the computer to compile the code, and the speed needed

to complete the branching ratio calculation for the more complicated ions in a

reasonable time are obtained on a CRAY YMP computer at the National Energy

Research Supercomputing Center (NERSC). In what follows, the L-shell An=l

and M-shell An=0 excitation channels will be discussed in detail, no issues are

raised in the calculation of the rate of recombination through the Zrshell An=0
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(Mo33+) and iW-shell An—I channels (Mo31+ to Mo24+) that are not discussed

below.

C.I X-shell An=l excitation channels

Electron capture accompanied by an excitation of a bound electron of the form:

2ls[care] + e -* 2l7[care)ril'n"l" (C.6)

where 21 can be either a 2s or 2p orbital and core represents a set of spectator elec-

trons, is the dominant recombination channel for the charge states of interest in

the current work at temperatures above 2keV. For (Mg I-like) Mo304" this would

mean a capture plus excitation leading to a state of the form 2s2p63s23p4l or

2s22p53s23d4l. Table C.I lists the final states for autoionization from the doubly

excited states in the L-shell An=l channel, as well as all doubly excited manifolds

in the recombined ions for which the recombination rate coefficient was explicitly

calculated. Table C.I also lists the channels for radiative stabilization from the

doubly excited intermediate states considered in the present work. The interme-

diate manifolds of the L-shell An=l recombination channel have been allowed to

autoionize to all singly excited states of the initial ion with a valence electron in

either a n = 3 o r n = 4 shell. Singly excited states with a valence electron in

a shell with n > 5 are also reachable by autoionization from the doubly excited
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Excitation/Capture Channels: [2l8]3sm3pk + e -* [2l7}3sm3pk3l'nT
(where n"<15 ,Z"<5)

Stabilization Channels:
[2s2p6]3smSpk3l'nfT ->[2s22p5]3sm3pk3l'n'T

(with possible subsequent autoionization included)
[2l7]3sm3pk3l'nT -* [2Z7]3sm3pfc+13ZWT or [2Z7]3sm+13pfc3rn'r

(with possible subsequent autoionization included)
[2l7]3sm3pk3l'nT -> [2Z7]3sm3pfc3rnZ (wfcere n = n" and n = 3)

(with possible subsequent autoionization included when
n = n")

[2l7\{care)3l'n'T -* [2Z8](core)n"Z" (w/iere 'core' = aW remaining
31 electrons)

(no subsequent autoionization included)

Ar I-like Mo24+ m = 2, fe = 6, Z' = d
Final Autoionization States: 3s23p6, 3s23p53d, 3s3p63d, 3s23p54Z (I < 3)

Cl I-like Mo25+ m = 2, k = 5, i ' = p , d
Final Autoionization States: 3s23p5, 3s23p43d, 3s3p6, 3s3p53d,

3s23p44/ (I < 3)

Mg I-like Mo30+ m=2, Jfe = 0, Z7 = p,d
Final Autoionization States: 3s3l (l<2), 3s4l (I < 3)

Na I-like Mo31+ m = 1, k = 0, V = s,p,d
Final Autoionization States: 3/ (I < 2), Al (I < 3)

Table C.I: Configurations used in computing the recombination rate coefficient
through the L-sheU An=l channel for Mo24"1", Mo25+, Mo30+ and Mo31+. Also
shown are final states for autoionization and radiative decay channels. Indica-
tion is made where subsequent autoionization from radiative decays have been
considered.
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manifolds of the recombined ion (that is, for Mo30"1", the recombined 2s2p63s23p5Z

state can autoionize to the 2s22p63s5l state of the initial ion); by neglecting these

autoionizing transitions, we estimate the contribution to the DR rate through the

Ir-shell An=l channel from the manifolds with a captured electron in a n" > 5

shell may be too large by as much as 25%. The contribution of all doubly excited

manifolds with n" > 5 to the total DR rate for the L-shell An=l channel for a

particular ion is typically ~ 35%, and hence, the overestimate of the total rate for

the L-shell An=l channel is well under 20%.

It is indicated in Table C.I whether subsequent autoionization from the final

states of radiative transitions between levels in the continuum has been included

in equation C.4, the branching ratio for stabilization from the intermediate states

of the recombined ion. Decays of the form 2s[core]3l'n"l" —> 2p[cere]3l'n"l" and

2l7[core]Zln"l" -*. 2l7[core]3l'n"l", where the overbar indicates a hole in the partic-

ular shell, end on states which are unstable against autoionization. In particular,

for recombination of Mo30+ these are transitions of the form 2s2p63s23d4f —>

2s22p53s23d4/ and 2s2p63s23d4/ -> 2s2p63s23p4/, respectively. Including pos-

sible subsequent stabilizing decays from the above transitions enhances the rate

of recombination in Mo30+ through the n" = 3 manifold by 30% and through

the n" = 4 manifold by 5%. For the n" = 3 manifold of Mo25+ and Mo31+ the

enhancement from subsequent stabilization of both types of decays is found to be
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Figure C.I: Calculated DR rate coefficients for the L-shell An=l channel between
50 and 5000eV for Mo24+, Mo25+, Mo30+ and Mo31+. Also shown are the rate
coefficients generated by interpolation for Mo26+ to Mo29+.

less than 5%. Figure C.I shows the DR rate through the Ir-shell An=l channel

for Mo24"1", Mo25+, Mo30+, and Mo31+ as a function of electron temperature. The

rates estimated in § C.4 for Mo26+ to Mo29+ are also shown.

Configuration interaction (CI) in the doubly excited intermediate states of the

recombined ions has been accounted for as fully as possible within computational

limits. For each manifold of levels considered, all states with a 2/-hole (for I = V

and 'p') formed by all possible promotions of the 2Z-electron to all 31' orbitals (with

I' — s, p and d as available) are allowed to interact (that is, the 2s2p&Ss23p4l and

2s22p53s23d4l states for all values of I are allowed to mix). The present calculations

were run with and without CI between the states with a 2s-hole and a 2p-hole, it

was found for the n"= 3 manifolds of Mo30+ and Mo31+ that CI enhances some
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Ion charge
24+
25+
30+
31+

500
35.2
38.9
208.5
235.5

electron temperature
1000
70.9
71.3
300.2
294.2

1500
71.3
69.8
257.2
257.5

2000
63.4
61.2
234.5
214.7

;(eV)
2500
54.8
52.6
198.1
179.1

5000
28.5
27.0
98.5
86.9

Table C.2: The contribution (in units of 10~13 cm3/sec) of the L-shell An=l
recombination channel to the total DR rate coefficient as a function of electron
temperature.

autoionization rates to excited states of the initial ion by nearly 20%. The effect of

CI on higher manifolds is found to be rapidly diminishing as the centers of gravity

of the states with a 2s-hole and a 2p-hole (for fixed value of n") move further

apart with increasing n". The electron capture rate for the n" = 3 manifold in

Mo30+ and Mo31+ (equation C.3) is enhanced by 5% when the full spectrum of

CI effects in the autoionization rates of the n" = 3 manifold is included, no effect

from CI was observed for Mo25+ and Mo24+.

Table C.2 shows the contribution of the £-shell An=l channel to the total

DR rate coefficient at six electron temperatures. For Mo24+, Mo25+, Mo30+

and Mo31+ the contribution for each manifold with n" < 15 has been explicitly

calculated. To ensure that the calculated contribution from this channel to the

total DR rate for each ion above is completely converged, a n~z scaling has been

used to estimate the contribution of all higher manifolds. The same scaling is

used in the calculation for the rate of DR in the two channels described below.
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C.2 M -shell An=O excitation channels

Electron capture accompanied by an excitation of a bound electron of the form

[2l8]Ssm3pk + e -> \2ls\3sm-l3pk3l'n"l" or [2l8]3sm3pk-13l'nT (C.7)

where m = l o r 2 , 0 < & < 6 and 3V can be either a 3p (if available) or 3d orbital,

is the dominant recombination channel for the charge states of interest in the cur-

rent work at temperatures below 1.5 keV. This channel proceeds in Mo25+ through

states of the form [2Z8]3s23p43d9/i and [2l8]3s3p69h and in Mo24"1" through states

of the form \2l8]3s3p63d9h. The dominance of this channel at low electron tem-

peratures is due to the small energy difference between the doubly excited state of

the recombined ion and the ground state of the initial ion (AEjj in equation C.3);

the small energy difference causes the exponential term in equation C.3 to start

off large at low temperatures and rapidly fall off as Te increases. The existence

of the 3p-excitations in Ar I-like Mo24+ and Cl I-like Mo25+ means the M-shell

An=0 channel is larger in these ions than in Mg I-like Mo30"1" and Na I-like Mo31+.

The M-shell An—0 channel is the most tractable channel for computations in the

present work.

Table C.3 lists all doubly excited manifolds for which the recombination rate

coefficient was explicitly calculated, as well as the final states for autoionization

from the doubly excited states in the M-shell An=0 channel of the recombined
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Excitation/Capture Channels: 3sm3pk + e -* 3$m-13pk3l'n"l"
(where no < n" < 19,T<5)

and 3sm3pk + e-* 3sm3pk-13l'n"l"
(where n0 < n" < 19, T < 5)

Stabilization Channels:
(core)3l'n"l" ->• {core)3ln"l" {where 'ewe' = all n = Z electrons)

(with possible subsequent autoionization included)
(care)3l'n"l" -»• (core)3Z'nZ (n" - 4 < n < n")

(with possible subsequent autoionization included when
n = n")

(core)3l'n"l" -»• (oore)3l'nl (n < no)
(always stable against subsequent autoionization)

Ar I-like Mo24+ no = 6, m = 2, k = 6, V = d
Final Autoionization States: 3s23p6, 3s23p53d, 3s3p63d

Cl I-like Mo25+ no = 6,m = 2, fe = 5, l'=p,d
Final Autoionization States: 3s23p5, 3s23p43d, 3s3p6, 3s3p53d,

Mg I-like Mo30+ no = 8 ,m=2 , Jb = 0, l' = p,d
Final Autoionization States: 3s3l (I < 2)

Na I-like Mo31+ n0 = 9, m = 1, Jb = 0, i' = s,p, d
Final Autoionization States: 31 (I < 2)

Table C.3: Configurations used in computing the recombination rate coefficient
through the M-shell An=0 channel for Mo24+, Mo25+, Mo30"1- and Mo31+. Also
shown are final states for autoionization and radiative decay channels. Indication
is made where subsequent autoionization from radiative decays has been consid-
ered, no indicates the first manifold to include levels which lie in the continuum.
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Figure C.2: Calculated DR rate coefficients for the If-shell An=0 channel between
50 and 5000eV for Mo24+, Mo25+, Mo29+, Mo30+ and Mo31+. Also shown are the
rate coefficients generated by interpolation for Mo26+ to Mo28+.

ion. Table C.3 also shows the radiative decays considered for stabilization of the

doubly excited intermediate states. The contribution of the M-shell An=0 channel

to the total DR rate coefficient as a function of electron temperature is shown in

Fig. C.2. The rates estimated below in § C.4 for Mo26+, Mo27+ and Mo28+ are also

shown. The first manifold of the recombined ion to lie in the continuum (that is,

the first 3s + e —»• 3dn"l" excitation and capture) is no = 9, 8, 7, 6 and 6 for each

initial ion, Mo31+, Mo30+, Mo29+, Mo25+ and Mo24+, respectively. The doubly

excited states for the JW-shell An=0 channel listed in Table C.3 converge to the

excited states of the next higher ion. That is, in the M-shell An=0 channel for

DR of Mo25+, the recombined states 3sZp53ln"l" will never lie above the 3s3p53l

states of the initial ion. Hence, autoionization to excited states of the initial ion
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from the intermediate states of the recombined ion is completely accounted for.

Radiative decays of the form \core\3l'n"l" —»• [core]3ln"l", where core repre-

sents all inactive electrons of the n = 3 shell is the dominant stabilizing mechanism

for the M-shell An=0 channel. For example, in Mo25+ this would be a decay of

the form 3s3p53d8g —> 3s3p68g. The final state of these decays may be unstable

against autoionization; in this case, subsequent autoionization and possible stabi-

lization is taken into account in computing the total branching ratio for stabiliza-

tion in equation C.4. Radiative decays involving the outer electron to states that

are always stable against subsequent autoionization \core\3l'n"l" —• [core]3l'nl

(n < no) are also allowed to take place. A significant enhancement of the DR

rate through the M-shell An=0 channel results from carrying out the present

calculation in intermediate coupling; many L5-forbidden stabilizing channels are

enabled in an intermediate coupled calculation, thus increasing the total width

for radiative stabilization. For example, in Mo31+ at 3keV, the present result is

a factor of 2.2 larger than the contribution of all orbitals with angular quantum

numbers < 5 in Ref. [134] (see Table IV of Ref. [134]).

Table C.4 shows the contribution of the M-shell An=0 channel to the total DR

rate coefficient at six electron temperatures. For Mo24+, Mo25+, Mo29+, Mo30+

and Mo31+ the contribution for each manifold with n" < 19 has been explicitly

calculated. Convergence is achieved using the n~3 scaling described above.
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Ion charge
24+
25+
30+
31+

500
1990.4
1398.1
574.3
267.5

electron temperature
1000
755.0
532.2
212.1
98.6

1500
420.9
297.0
117.1
54.4

2000
276.7
195.3
76.7
35.6

(eV)
2500
199.5
140.8
55.1
25.6

5000
71.6
50.5
19.7
9.1

Table C.4: The contribution (in units of 10~13 cm3/sec) of the M-shell Are=0
recombination channel to the total DR rate coefficient as a function of electron
temperature.

C.3 Results

The sum of the contributions to the total DR rate from the three channels de-

scribed above is shown in Fig. C.3. Only the rates which have been explicitly

calculated in the present work are shown. Figure C.4 shows percentage differ-

ence between the DR rates computed in the present work and those found from

the semi-empirical Burgess-Merts formula; the ab initio rates are seen to be

larger than the Burgess-Merts rates. Figure C.4 is divided vertically by a dotted

line at an electron temperature of 1 keV. In the region below 1 keV, the difference

between the two calculations is large, reaching thousands-of-percents at the lowest

temperatures. In this temperature region, the dominant DR channel is through

M-shell An=0 captures (21 -•> 21' for Mo33+, 31 -+ 3V for Mo31+ and Mo30+); the

detailed ab initio structure calculations done with RELAC indicate these rates fall

off rapidly with increasing temperature. In the range above lkeV, the dominant

recombination mechanism is through A n = l transitions (21 —> 31', 31 —*• 41'); here
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Figure C.4: The percentage by which the ab initio dielectronic recombination
rates computed for this paper differ from the semi-empirical rates given by the
Burgess-Merts formula for Mo30"1", Mo31+, Mo32+ and Mo33+.
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the two calculations differ by approximately a factor of two.

C.4 Analytic Formulae

The large differences between the rates for DR and EA in the present work and

less accurate atomic rates often used in plasma modeling codes suggests that a

consistent treatment for all ions from Mo23+ to Mo33+ is required. The method

used to generate the total ground state DR rate coefficients for Mo26+ to Mo29+

and the ground state EA rate coefficients for Mo25+ to Mo28+ follows:

(1) Simple expressions which reflects the behavior of the DR coefficient for each

channel, and the EA coefficient as a whole are fit to the calculated rates for each

ion treated above (and below in Appendix D) at & fixed, characteristic temperature.

(2) Using the resulting g-dependent form, the DR coefficient for each channel, and

the total EA coefficient for the remaining charge states is then generated at the

characteristic temperature.

(3) Using the well-known temperature dependence of DR rate coefficients, and

a standard form for an impact excitation rate coefficient, fits to the calculated

data of the DR and EA rates are made; formulae with the above temperature

dependencies are forced to pass through the rates generated at the characteristic

temperature for the remaining charge states.
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For the L- and M-shell An= l DR channels, the form

fchcnneiiq,Tfixed) « m1g4exp(-m2g'2)a^nnej(T / ia ;ed) (C.8)

and for the M-shell An=0 DR channel, the form

fchannd(q,Tfixed) & rnxqexpi-^qja^^iTfixed) (C.9)

has been least squared fit to the explicitly calculated DR rate coefficient for Mo32+

to Mo30+ and Mo25+ and Mo24"1" (at a fixed temperature). hi the two expressions

above, q+ is the charge on each ion and mi and m^ are determined by the fit.

The function a(Tfixed) contains all the temperature dependence of the DR rate

coefficient for each channel, and is discussed below. These forms are based on

the well-known ^-dependent behavior of transition energies and dipole allowed

An >1 and An=0 transition rates [22], respectively. The DR rates chosen for the

expressions above were taken at Te=3keV for the L-shell An=l channel, and at

1.5 and 2.0keV for the M-shell An=0 and M-shell A n = l channels, respectively.

The fit for each channel is then used to interpolate the DR coefficient of the 3s23pfc

(k=2 to 4) isosequences at the characteristic temperature of each channel.

The form used by Teng et al. in Refs. [142, 143] (see references by the same

authors therein) has been used to fit the temperature dependence of the ab initio

calculations for the L- and M-shell channel contributions to the total DR rate
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Ion charge

33+

24+
25+
26+
27+
28+
29+
30+
31+
32+
33+

Ai

0.031223

0.93430
0.86266
1.0839
1.3620
1.7113
2.1503
1.9728
0.96017
1.0936
1.1497

Bx

An=0
0.058696

An=l
1.8276
1.7372
1.7372
1.7372
1.7372
1.7372
2.2582
0.96033
1.1800
0.91636

A

1.
1.
2.
2.

2

3172
8385
2586
2296

E

1
2
2
2

.1468

.0143

.3328

.0609

Table C.5: The coefficients of the functional form in equation C.10 of the Z^shell
contribution to the total dielectronic recombination rate coefficient for molyb-
denum ions Mo33+ to Mo24+. Listed are (top) the coefficients for the An=0
excitations and (bottom) the An= l excitations.

coefficient for Mo33+ to Mo30+ and Mo854" and Mo244":

aDR(Te) =
 4 - 8 ^ 2 ° " U

 x £Uxp ( - § ) (CIO)

where Te is the electron temperature in keV, and the coefficients Ai and Bi are

listed in Tables C.5 (L-shell) and C.6 (M-shell). The fit of equation CIO to the

ab initio rate coefficients calculated above is accomplished using the Levenberg-

Marquardt method [147]. Since the temperature dependence of the DR process

is well-known, equation CIO has been forced to pass through the generated rate

coefficients in Mo29+ to Mo26+. The resulting values of A and B are also listed in
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Ion charge

24+
25+
26+
27+
28+
29+
30+
31+

24+
25+
26+
27+
28+
29+
30+
31+

1.5168
1.1026
0.92312
0.77173
0.64429
0.55958
0.43593
0.20618

0.45320
0.44874
0.40313
0.36002
0.31976
0.28256
0.15922
0.072275

Bx

An=0
0.049009
0.057812
0.057812
0.057812
0.057812
0.042690
0.032123
0.034293

An=l
0.067254
0.064965
0.064965
0.064965
0.064965
0.064965
0.036255
0.055676

A2

1.1220
1.0369
0.93149
0.83188
0.73885
0.65288
0.43018
0.25209

B2

0.37724
0.37494
0.37494
0.37494
0.37494
0.37494
0.48840
0.50963

Table C.6: The coefficients of the functional form in equation C.IO of the M-shell
contributions to the total dielectronic recombination rate for molybdenum ions
Mo31+ to Mo24"1". Listed are (top) the coefficients for the An=0 excitations and
(bottom) the An—I excitations.
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Tables C.5 and C.6.

Equation CIO fits the calculated data for the Ir-shell An=l excitation channel

for the lower charge states, Mo24+ to Mo25+, with a single term, i.e. m = 1.

This reflects the dominant (relative) contribution of the dipole allowed 2p —> 3d

excitations to the total rate of recombination through this channel. The higher

charge states, Mo30* to Mo32+ were fit with a two term sum, i.e. TO = 2, reflecting

the larger (relative) contribution from the 2s —»• 3p and 2s —> 3s excitations to the

rate of recombination in these ions. The values generated by equation CIO fit the

calculated Ir-shell An=l rates to better than 1% accuracy at temperatures above

1.5keV and to better than 3% for temperatures below 1.5keV. Equation CIO

achieves very accurate fits to the data of the M-shell An=0 channel with only a

single term. This is true despite the presence of two excitation channels (3s —* 31

and 3p —*• 3d) in the lower charge states. The values generated by equation C. 10 fit

the calculated rates in this channel to better than 1% accuracy at all temperatures.

For the .M-shell An=l channel, equation CIO requires a sum with two terms in

every case, i.e. m = 2, to fit the data. The values generated by equation CIO fit

the calculated rates in theM-shell An=l channel to better than 1% accuracy at

all temperatures.



Appendix D

Excitation-Autoionization for

Mo32+ to Mo23+

Ionization physics is greatly altered by multistep processes; previous work has

shown that for simple isosequences such as lithium- and sodiumlike ions, excit-

atioh-autoionization (EA) can enhance the total ionization rate for an ion by

factors of two or three [148, 149, 150, 151]. EA effects in atoms lighter than

molybdenum have been studied for charge states near neonlike as this isosequence

is important in x-ray laser schemes [152,153]. Calculations of EA rates done with

the same atomic structure codes that are used in this paper have been performed

for the galliumlike isosequence [154, 155] of rare earth (Z = 59 to Z = 70) ele-

ments and for zinclike molybdenum [36]. Recently a thorough calculation of EA

213
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rates for iV-shell isosequences of high-Z elements through the 3d94sTO4pn4d and

3d94sm4pn4f (m < 2, n < 6) manifolds and a comparison of those rates to ground

state collisional ionization rates has been published [43].

Ab initio calculations of the rate of excitation by electron impact followed by

autoionization (EA) have been performed for molybdenum charge states Mo23+,

Mo24+ and Mo29+ to Mo32+. As in the case of DR, only the rate of EA from the

ground state of each ion has been considered. The contribution to the total rate

from metastable energy levels near the ground level is an area of ongoing research.

The agreement obtained between the experimental profiles in chapters two and

three and the predicted profiles made using the data in the present work allows us

to conclude that the data here is adequate for modeling of low density (tokamak)

plasmas.

The EA rate from level i of ion q+ is given by

(D.I)

where Qij(Te) is the electron impact excitation rate in cm3/sec from the level i

of ion q+ to an intermediate state j of ion g+ above the ionization limit, and /

is an energy level in ion (q + 1)+. Efficient calculation of the EA rate for these

molybdenum ions is possible as a result of the factorization-interpolation method

of Bar-Shalom, Klapisch and Oreg [35] for impact excitations. The electron impact

excitation rates are calculated in the distorted wave approximation by CROSS [35]
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using RELAC's relativistic wavefunctions.

Computation of the EA rate coefficient is simpler than computation of the

DR rate coefficient because only levels above the continuum reachable by a single

excitation from the ground state of ion g+ need to be considered. Table D.I

lists the inner shell excitation channels, the final states for autoionization and the

radiative stabilization channels in the EA calculation for each ion. For every ion

considered, the dominant type of excitation producing an autoionizing state is of

the form

2ls3sm3pk3<F + e -+ 2l73sm3ph3<fn'l' + e (D.2)

where I =s or p; for example, in aluminumlike Mo29+ the dominant EA channel

proceeds through 2s22j?63s23p -» 2s22p53s23pnfd. The calculation of the EA rate

coefficient through the above Z^shell excited manifolds has been truncated for

each ion at some value of n' by requiring that the EA rate through 2l8[core] —>•

2l7[core]n'V for a particular n' be less than 0.5% of the sum of the EA rates through

all manifolds 2l8[core] —> 2f[core]n"l" with n" < n'. Consideration of angular

momentum values for the excited orbital of V > 4 are unnecessary since the 2s

and 2p excitations to states with V > A are dipole forbidden and will be very small.

Including subsequent autoionization from radiative transitions between continuum

states in the branching ratio toward autoionization (equation D.I) increases the

contribution of a I^shell excited manifold to the total EA rate by less than 5%.
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This is due to the dominance of optically allowed 3/' —* 21 stabilizing transitions

in the branching ratio in equation D.I.

In Mo23+ and Mo24+, the contribution to the total EA rate from M-shell excita-

tions of the form 31 -*• n'V with 1= s or p and n' < 15,1' < 5 have been computed;

for example, in K I-like Mo23+, excitations of the form 3s23p63d -» 3s3p63dn'l'

and 3s23p63<2 —> 3s23p53dn'l' have been considered. The M-shell excitations and

stabilization channels for these ions are shown in Table D.I. For Mo23+, excita-

tions from orbitals with both /= s and p can contribute to the EA rate, for Mo24"1"

(and all charge states to aluminumlike Mo29+) only excitations from orbitals with

1= s can contribute to the EA rate; the 3s23pk~1n'l' excited states converge to the

ground state, 3s23pk~1, of the next ion and cannot autoionize. The calculation

of the contribution of the M-shell excitations to the total EA rate in Mo23+ and

Mo24"1" has been truncated at n' = 15. The small overlap of the 3s and 3p orbitals

with excited orbitals having I' > 4 means states with large angular quantum num-

bers do not need to be considered in computing the M-shell contribution to the EA

rate coefficients for the Mo23+ and Mo24+ ions. The total rates of EA computed

for Mo23+ (open diamonds) and Mo24+ (filled diamonds), and the total L- and

M-shell contributions computed for each ion are shown in Fig. D.I. The L-shell

channel for EA in all ions in the present thesis is the dominant contribution to

the total rate; as can be seen in Fig. D.I, the M-shell contribution need only be
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Excitation Channels: L-shell: [2f]3sm3pk3drn"l"
(where 3 < n " < 7 , Z " < 4 )

and
M-shell: [ ^ ^ - ^ p ^ V T

(where 6 < n" < 15,2" < 5)
[2l8}3s7n3pk-l3drn'T (where 8 < n" < 15,1" < 5)

K I-like Mo23+ m = 2, k = 6, r = 1
Final Autoionization States: 3s23p6, 3s23p53d, 3s3p63d, 3s23p54Z (I < 3)

Ar I-like Mo24+
 m = 2, k = 6, r = l

Final Autoionization States: 3s23p5, 3s23p43d, 3s3p6, 3s3p53d,
3s23p44Z (I < 3)

Stabilization Channels:
L-sheU:
[2s2p6]ZsmSpk3drn"l" -> [2s22p5]3sTO3pfe3drn//r'

(subsequent autoionization neglected)
[2Z7]3sm3/3drn/T -> [2Z7]3sm3pfc3(fVr (n" - 3 < ri < n", andri = 3)

(subsequent autoionization neglected)
[2l7}(care)Zl'n'T -* \2ls)(core)n"l" (where 'core' = all remaining

31 electrons)
(no subsequent autoionization possible)

[2l7\ZsmZj>kZdrn"l" -* [2l8]3sm3pk3dr

(no subsequent autoionization possible)

Table D.I: Configurations used in computing the EA rate coefficient for Mo23"1",
Mo24+, Mo29+, Mo30+, Mo31+ and Mo32+. Also shown are final states for auto-
ionization and radiative decay channels, no indicates the first manifold to include
levels which lie in the continuum. Indication has been made where radiative de-
cays may not be stable against subsequent autoionization.
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(Table D.I continued)

M-shell:
/3d rn"/ / / -»\2l&)3sm3pk-l3drn"l"

(subsequent autoionization neglected)

(no subsequent autoionization possible)
[2I8]3am-13p^3drnffI'/ -»• [2Z8]Ss^^StTnT (n" - 3 < ri < n" and ri = 3)

(possible subsequent autoionization neglected,
no subsequent autoionization when n' = 3)

{2lz}ZsmZV
k-lZdrn"l" -* [2l*]3aTO3pfc-13dr»T (n" -Z<n'<n" and n' = 3)
(possible subsequent autoionization neglected,

no subsequent autoionization when n' = 3)

Excitation Channels: [2l7)Zsm%pkn"l" {where 3 < n" < 8,1" < 4)

Al I-like Mo29+ m = 2, Jfc = 1
Final Autoionization States: 3s3l (I < 2)

Mg I-like Mo30+ ro = 2, fc = 0
Final Autoionization States: 31 (I < 2)

Na I-like Mo31+ m = l , fc = 0
Final Autoionization States: 2s22p6

Stabilization Channels:

[2s2p6]3sTO3/n"Z" -> [2s22p5]3sm3pfcn//r/

(subsequent autoionization neglected)
[2l7]3sm3pkn'T -»[2r]3sTO3pfcn'Z' (n" - 3 < n7 < n", and n' = 3)

(subsequent autoionization neglected)
[2l7](core)3l'n'T -* [2Z8](core)n"r' (w/iere 'core' = a// remaining

31 electrons)
(no subsequent autoionization possible)

[2lr]3sm3pkn'T -+ [2Z8]35m3/
(no subsequent autoionization possible)
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(Table D.I continued)

Excitation Channels: [2s2(2pi/2)(2ps/2)
4]n"l" (where 12 < n" < 15,1" < 3)

[2s(2p)6]n'T {where 7 < n" < 10, I" < 3)

Ne I-like Mo32+

Final Autoionization States: 2s22p5

Stabilization Channels:

[2s2p6}n'T -> {2s22p5}n"l"
(no subsequent autoionization possible)

[2l7]n'T -> [2f}n'l' (3<n'< n")
(subsequent autoionization neglected)

\2V\n"l" -> [2l8]
(no subsequent autoionization possible)

considered for Mo23+.

The contribution to the total Mo29+ EA rate from the 2l8[core] —*• 2l7[core]n'l'

n' = 3 and n' = 4 manifolds has been computed simultaneously, thus allowing

CI effects on level energies and transition probabilities between levels of different

manifolds. The contribution from all 2/8[core] —* 2l7[core}n'll excited aluminum-

like levels with nf = 5 and n' = 6 (and, in like manner, n' = 7 and n' = 8) have been

computed allowing these respective manifolds to mix. States such as 2s22p53s23d2

and 2s22p53s3p23d, which cannot be formed by a single excitation from the ground

state, are included in the calculations above to account for possible mixing effects.

The presence of these doubly excited states is found to enhance (slightly) the auto-

ionization transition probabilities for the 2l8[core] —• 2f[core]n'l' vl = 3 and n'
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Figure D.I: The Mo23+ (open icons) and Mo24"1" (filled icons) total EA rate coeffi-
cients (diamonds, solid lines) from 50 to 5000eV and the L- (circles, long dashes)
and M- (squares, short dashes) shell excitation contributions to the total EA rate
coefficients.
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= 4 manifolds, higher manifolds are unaffected. As in the case of Mo24+, the

35 —> n'V M-sh&W excitations in Mo29+ can autoionize to the ground state of the

next ion; this channel has been neglected in the calculation of the total EA rate

coefficient for Mo29++ based on the behavior shown in Fig. D.I.

For Mo30+, the contribution to the total EA rate from all 2l8[core] —>• 2l7[core]n'l'

manifolds with n' < 6 has been computed with full configuration interaction be-

tween all excited states; the set of doubly and triply excited states of the form

213131'31" (where 21 indicates a 21 -shell hole) for all possible values of I, I' and I" are

also included in the calculation. The contributions from the n' = 7 and 8 manifolds

to the total EA rate coefficient in Mo30+ were computed separately. For Mo31+,

the contribution to the total EA coefficient from all 2l&[core] —• 2l7[core]n'l' mani-

folds with n' < 8 has been computed allowing a full spectrum of CI effects between

the levels of the different manifolds; the full set of doubly excited states of the

form 2l3l'3l" are also included in the calculation to account for mixing effects.

CI enhances some of the radiative and autoionization transition rates for these

ions. However, the global effect of CI on the EA rate through a particular Z-shell

excited manifold is observed to be negligible. There is no M-shell contribution to

the Mo304" or Mo31+ ground state EA rate; no complex of levels formed by direct

excitation of a 3s electron can autoionize to the ground state of the next ion (these

states only converge to the ground state of the next ion).
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The absence of any M-shell electrons in the Mo32+ ion means the ionization

potential of this ion is much larger than those of the preceding charge states (the

ionization potential of Mo31+ is ~1.8keV, the ionization potential of Mo32+ is

greater than 4.2keV). There are no strongly coupled n—2 to n=3,4 • • • excitation

channels leading to autoionizing states in Ne I-like Mo32+ as in the preceding

charge states: the first 2s excitation to lie above the ionization potential of Mo32+

is 2s2p67s. Additional EA cross section in this ion arises from the wide energy

splitting [37] of the 2p5
jnl excited levels of Mo32+ based on the j-value of the 2p-

hole (either .7=3/2 or j=l /2) ; the first 2pjnl level to lie above the ground state

of Mo33+ (2p5 J=3/2) is from a configuration with n=12. The EA rate for Mo32+

through excitations of the form 2py2 —* n'V for 12 < n' < 15, V < 4 and 2s —* n'V

for 7 < n' < 10, V < 4 has been computed. The highly excited nature (weak

collisional coupling) of the Z^shell EA channels in Mo32+ means the resulting EA

rate coefficient is small compared to the rate coefficients for the M-shell ions.

Due to the neglect of subsequent autoionization from the final states of radia-

tive transitions between levels in the continuum, the EA rate coefficients in this

section may be underestimated by as much 10%. A plot of the EA rate coefficients

for Mo23"1", Mo24+ and Mo29+ to Mo32+ as a function of temperature is shown in

Fig. D.2.
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Figure D.2: Calculated EA rate coefficients for L- and M-shell molybdenum ions
between 50 and 5000eV. Details about the calculation for each charge state in the
figure can be found in the text. The rate for Mo32+ has be multiplied by a factor
of 40 to be visible on the same axis.
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Figure D.3: The factor by which impact ionization (DI) rates are augmented when
excitation-autoionization (EA) is included in the total ionization rate for Mo29+,
Mo30+, Mo31+ and Mo32+.

D.I Results

For charge states such as the Na I-like Mo31+ and Mg I-like Mo30+, the EA process

increases the total ionization rate for a given charge state by nearly a factor of

three. Figure D.3 shows the quantity

R(Te) =
SDI

(D.3)

which is the factor by which the direct ionization rates for the molybdenum ions

in question in the current thesis are enhanced by the inclusion of the EA process.

An additional enhancement of more than a factor of two is found for the total

ionization rate (used in equation 1.25) for each ion in the present discussion by

replacing the semi-empirical impact ionization rates of Ref. [39] with the ioniza-

tion rates calculated using the formulae in Ref. [40,41, 42]. This results in a total
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enhancement of the ionization rate for Na I-like Mo31+ of greater than a factor of

six when compared to the direct rate in [39].

D.2 Analytic Formula

The same procedure described above for DR has been used here; the calculated

total EA rates for Mo23+, Mo24"*- and Mo29+ to Mo32+ at 2keV have been least

squares fit by the form

(D.4)

where q+ is the ionic charge and mi is given by the fit. No attempt has been

made to fit separately the L- and M-shell contributions to the total EA rate for

Mo23+ and Mo24"1-. The EA rates for Mo25+, Mo26+, Mo27+ and Mo28+ at Te =

2keV have been generated using the above fit to the calculated data.

For all charge states considered in the present work, the branching ratio to-

wards autoionization from n = 2 inner shell excited manifolds is quite large, and

experiences no discontinuities due to the sudden closing of autoionizing channels

in adjacent charge states. The form of a sum of collisional excitation rate coeffi-

cients has been fit to the ab initio EA rates for Mo23+, Mo24+ and Mo29+ to Mo32+

using the Levenberg-Marquardt method:

SEA(Te) = 4.5 x 10"
T l / 2
J-e

(D.5)
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Ion charge C\ D\ C2 D2

23+ 6.5655 3.3623 1.7631 1.1877
24+ 6.4849 3.2091 0.69059 1.4177
25+ 3.4271 4.7194 4.4732 2.5549
26+ 3.3729 4.7194 4.4024 2.5549
27+ 3.3196 4.7195 4.3328 2.5549
28+ 3.2671 4.7194 4.2643 2.5549
29+ 3.2154 4.7195 4.1969 2.5549
30+ 2.551 4.9597 3.6763 2.5583
31+ 2.0563 4.8934 2.9518 2.5917
32+ 0.1183 4.3225 — —

Table D.2: The coefficients of the functional form in equation D.5 of the excitation
autoionization rates for molybdenum ions Mo234" to Mo32+.

where Te is the electron temperature in keV and the values of Ci and Di are

listed in Table D.2. The total EA rate for the remaining charge states, Mo25+

to Mo28+ has been found by requiring equation D.5 to pass through the above

points generated at 2keV. The form chosen for equation D.5 fits the calculated

EA rate coefficients for all the charge states to better than 3% at temperatures

above 1.5 keV. For Mo32+ to Mo29+ the fit rates match the calculated rates to 3%

accuracy at the lowest temperatures. For Mo24"1" and Mo23+ the fit rates match

the calculated rates to better than 5% below 1 keV; this larger discrepancy results

from the presence of the M-shell EA channel in the calculation of the total rate

coefficient for these two ions.
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